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News In Brief
Stock market faces strong test
after record plunge on Thursday
NEW YORK (AP) — The stock market faced a major test today in trying to recover from its worst one-day drubbing in
history.
The market rebounded from other severe declines this year,
but analysts said investors' willingness to bid prices higher this
time could be seriously challenged following Thursday's
nosedive, in which the Dow Jones average of 30 industrial stocks
plunged a record 86.81 points to 1,792.8.
The stock and bond markets both were crushed by waves of
selling.
Prices of some long-term Treasury bonds tumbled $30 for each
$1,000 in face value.
"It was constant, persistent, unrelenting selling all day long,"
said Alfred E. Goldman, vice president of the investment firm
A.G. Edwards & Sons Inc. in St. Louis.
The selling also produced Wall Street's busiest day ever as a
record 237.57 million shares changed hands on the New York
Stock Exchange, surpassing the previous high of 236.57 million
set Aug. 3, 1984.
Some market trackers attributed the sudden slide to a growing
belief among investors that the economy is picking up steam.
An economic upturn generally would seem welcome, but in the
financial markets worried investors previously had sent stock
and bond prices higher on the premise that the economy would
remain sluggish, which could lead to further declines in interest
rates.
Stock prices generally go up as interest rates go down. "
The prospect of a growing economy, however, dampened hopes
that the Federal Reserve Board would continue to push rates
lower.
Some economists said expectations of an economic rebound
and that the Fed will not lower rates further to spark the
economy appeared premature.
"I don't think there's much indication that the economy's picking up," said Gordon B.Pye,senior vice presidentof Irving Trust
Co., a New York bank.

Elsewhere...
By tbe Associated Press
MOSCOW — Soviet officials have agreed to release Nicholas
Daniloff, the American reporter jailed for 13 days on espionage
charges, to the custody of the U.S. Embassy, his wife said today.
He was to be freed from Lefortovo Prison tonight, Ruth Daniloff
said.

BEIRUT, Lebanon — Four gunmen today kidnapped an
American accountant in an ambush on the American University
of Beirut campus, police and the school said. It was the second
abduction of an American in Beirut this week.
WASHINGTON — The House gives the government new
weapons for the war on drugs, including use of the military and
reinstitution of the death penalty for some drug dealers.
ALEXANDRIA,Egypt — Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres
and Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak meet today for the final
session of their two-day summit. Mubarak says the talks have so
far focused on the Palestinian problem.
NEW YORK — Ousted CBS News President Van Gordon Sauter
was caught between a Black Rock and a hard place, between the
bottom line and the legacy of Edward R. Murrow.
WASHINGTON — U.S. officials are revealing little about
behind-the-scenes efforts to free Nicholas Daniloff from a
Moscow prison, but Secretary of State George Shultz says the
government will not consider the American journalist free until
he is out of the Soviet Union.
WASHINGTON — A promising anti-cancer treatment that uses
a new type of natural killer cell to attack tumors has been so successful in mice that doctors say they hope to start human trials in
a few weeks.
WASHINGTON — The risk of injury and potential for high
repair costs is significantly less in large cars than in small cars,
says an insurance industry examination of accident claims.
DU BOIS, Pa. — Forget Roy Rogers, Rory Calhoun and John
Wayne. To thousands attending the seventh annual Tom Mix fan
roundup today, the raven-haired idol of radio and silver screen
was the most enduring Western star ever to saddle up.

Today's highlight in history: On Sept. 12, 1600, English explorer
Henry Hudson sailed into the river that now bears his name.
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By GENE McCUTCHEON
Staff Writer
A street-lighting package for
12th Street from Sycamore to
Chestnut was finally approved
by the Murray City Council
Thursday.
The purchase and installation
of the 35 shoe-box style lights
and fiberglass poles in the
package is estimated to cost
slightly more than $50,000.
Last night's approval came
after approximately four mon-

ths of study by the city planning
commission and planning
department personnel and after
a motion to table the action for
further study was defeated on
the council floor Thursday.
Councilman Howard Koenen,
one of the objectors to the
package, said he feared council
approval would "box ourselves
in for future streetlighting."
The package approved for letting for bids by the council includes a similar fixture to one

proposed earlier by the planners
that carried at $100,000 price
tag. The cost has been pared by
switching from a steel or concrete pole to the fiberglass pole
and by cutting the number of
lights planned for the segment
from 44 to 35.
"I think at this point this is the
best package we can come up
with," Mayor Holmes Ellis said.
Koenen told his fellow council
members his concern is that
business owners in other areas

of the city will also want the
"modernistic fixture" included
in the proposal.
"We're being asked to make a
decision that will affect all of the
highway lighting for the future
for the city of Murray," Koenen
said.
The motion to lay the matter
on the table, offered by councilman John E. Scott, was
defeated on an 8-3 vote, the same
(Cont'd on page 9)

Calloway to track truants with computer
•
By DAVID TUCK
Staff Writer
The Calloway County School
Board approved the purchase of
lit new computer system which
they hope will reduce student
truancy by automatically
telephoning the parents and
notifying them of absences.
Dubbed "Big Brother" or
I'he Tattler" in other areas of
the country, the Phone Master
system can be programmed to
phone the students' homes until
someone answers, Calloway
County Schools Director of Pupil
Personnel Jim Nix said at last
night's Calloway County School
Board meeting.
The call-back system will be
part of an IBM computer to be
installed at Calloway County
High School, where guidance
counselors Larry Paschall and
Marion O'Rourke will be able to
go on-line via cables to help
students with choosing colleges.
And, Paschall says, the system
can also be used to expedite
grade-card distribution and student registration. The entire
package will cost around
$25,000, Superintendent Dr. Jack
Rose said.
According to Paschall, the
report cards will be able to be
mailed directly to the parents
through the computer, making it
much more difficult for the
students to change their grades.
Nix told the board the callback system will be installed in

Calloway County Schools Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose and school board chairman Walter Byars
discuss an item of business at last night's board meeting. To help curb truancy, the board approved the
purchase of a computer system that will call parents to notify them when their children are absent from
school.
Staff photo to) David Tuck
the high school first, but expanstion to the middle school and
elementary schools could be accomplished later with only a few
extra componenents.
"I saw the call-back system
this summer in the St. Louis
School District — they have

55,000 kids up there, and they increased attendance by four percent with the Phone Master,"
Nix said.
He also noted that some
states, to help curb child abductions, have begun requiring
schools to notify parents of

absences within 24 hours.
"You're going to see more and
more responsibility placed on
the schools — if Kentucky begins
requiring this, we'll be ahead of
the game," Nix stated.
(Cont'd on page 9)

Tourism panel to host AAA tour group
The Murray Tourism Commission will host a AAA Tour Guide
Group of about thirty-five on
Tuesday, September 16, 1986 with
a reception and dinner at The
Boston Tea Party and Holiday
Inn
Doris Meador, Group Travel
Coordinator, Tourism Services,

Kentucky Department of Travel
Development, Frankfort will
head the group in touring
Western Kentucky, according to
Ed Chrisman, Murray Tourism
Director. The group is made up
of representatives of Travel Tour
firms from several states, interested in attractions and events

which appeal to tour participants.
This enables the Tour Guides to
add Murray and Western Kentucky to their itineraries which is
most important for our area.
The group will tour the National Scouting Museum and
parts of the city prior to the
reception and the Tourism Com-

mission encourages everyone
with whom the group may meet,
to offer a warm and friendly
welcome. It offers an excellent
opportunity to promote Murray
for future tour group visits. Let
them know they are welcomed in
Murray.

Murray board approves system goals

Forecast
Tonight: Clear and cool.
Low around 55. Calm wind.
Saturday: Sunny. High 80 to
85. Light east wind.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Sunday through Tuesday
calls for fair and mild conditions each day. Highs will be
in the lower 80s with lows
around 60.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.9
Barkley Lake
355.9
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Council approves 12th St. lighting
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The Murray Board of Education held their regular meeting
Thursday at the Board offices. Members John Weatherly, left,
and Richard Crouch, right, in addition to other members approved a trip to Washington, D.C. for the Murray High band. The next
hoard meeting will be Sept. 29.
%WI ',holm As Laurie Brunt!.

s'ins;its-

By LAURIE BRUMLEY 4
Staff Writer
The Murray Board of Education approved the goals of the
system during the regular
meeting Thursday.
The goals of the board are to:
1. improve learning so that
every child achieves his
academic potential7"--•
2. improve instruction,
3. improve student selfconcept and respect for others,
4. make optimum use of
resources,
5. provide an inviting environment for learning.
Also approved was a trip for
the band to Washington D.C.
over spring break.
Band director John McDonald
explained that the band ,was invited to the Fiesta Bowl in
Phoenix. Ariz. during the
Christmas break. He said that
- because of the short time to
raise money. McDonald felt the
trip to Washington would be
cheaper and more feasible.

In addition to more time to
raise money, McDonald said the
"Fiesta-val" would have competition for several of the bands
such as the jazz band and marching band. •
.
McDonald said the band would
participate in the Cherry
Blossom Parade held in
Washington.
The board recognized Jean
Bennett and Robbie Uddberg,
volunteers honored by the Kentucky State Department of
Education.
Also recognized were Michelle
Garland, Murray High Class of
1986, who attended the National
Speech Tournament and was
named Kentucky Senior Speech
Student of the Year: Jody Borge
who attended the national level
of History Day: and Jennifer
Rayburn who was a voting
delegate at the National Future
Homemakers of America
Conference.
(Cont'd on page 9)
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Hamlin post office celebrates centennial anniversary
the world.
The U.S. Postal Service closed
the one-room Hamlin post office
on July 1, 1984, after the
postmaster retired

HAMLIN, Ky. (AP) — The
tiny community of Hamlin has
achieved an international
reputation through its post office, a tiny room attached to the
local grocery store.
After going without a post office for the past two years,
Hamlin residents will hold
festivities on Sunday honoring
the reopened post office's
centennial anniversary.

But the 400 families in the tiny
Calloway County unincorporated community didn't want
to lose a crucial part of their
downtown, said Bill Lumry, a
member of the centennial
homecoming committee.

And a special postal cancellation commemorating the occasion has so far drawn more than
a thousand letters frOm all over

"We just decided to test them
I the postal service) to see if we
could get it back again," he said.

SU MUCH arguing, they
came up with the concept of a
community post office, a
relatively new concept that's
run privately by contract."
It took 21 months, but now
Hamlin residents can buy
stamps from the same woman
who runs the village's grocery.
The post office is a small room
attached to one side of Marie
Parrish's store.
"The whole Hamlin business
district consists of that one
store, with gas tanks out front
and a fish bait shanty on the
Orin " i.iimrv
said with a

Open Daily 9-9; Sunday 12-6

chuckle. "And now we have the
•
post office."
Don't be fooled by his sense of
humor: The residents of
Hamlin, a serene spot on the
banks of tCentucky Lake, like the
quaint downtown atmosphere
just fine, Lumry said.
"If you're from the city, you
can't even imagine what I'm
talking about," he said. "It's
like 1986 is five miles" away.
The U.S. Postal Service's
special pictorial stamp cancellation for the centennial will be
issued for the next two weeks at

the postal station.
Envelopes bearing a special
centennial cachet are also
available to celebrate the occasion, Mrs. Parrish said.

moved away, Lumry said.
Also invited are descendents
of the community's founders,
Peter and Virginia Anne
Hamlin.

So far, letters have arrived in
the tiny post office awaiting
cancellation for stamp collectors in Greece, Italy and
Czechoslovakia as well as many
states, Lumry said.
Among the guests invited to
Sunday's centennial include
former Hamlin postmasters,
route carriers and others who
grew up in the Hamlin area but

Ironically, the post office's
centennial should have been
Feb. 5, 1985, Lumry said. But
because the post office was closed then, Hamlin officials decided to hold the celebration when
it reopened.
"That's something only a
small community could get
away with," he said."We just do
things different down here."

Collins leaves
for trip; state
in running for
new plant
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP ) —
Gov. Martha Layne Collins left
today for a trade mission that
will' include stops in _Japan,
Washington and New York, her
office announced.
According to a brief release
from the governor's office, Collins "is working on several projects but one major company in
particular" and will return to
the state late next week.
Accompanying Collins on the
trip are Cabinet Secretary
Larry Hayes, Commerce
Secretary Carroll Knicely and
Ted Sauer, director of international marketing.
Recent news reports have put
Kentucky in the running for a
major automobile assembly
plant to be built in the United
States as a joint venture of Fuji
Heavy Motors Ltd. and Isuzu
Motors Ltd. It will require a
500-acre site and is expected to
be in operation by 1989, producing 120,000 Subaru and Isuzu
vehicles annually,
John Reilly, senior vice president and general manager of
American Isuzu, said Thursday
that Indiana, Illinois, Tennessee, Ohio and MisSouri are
also among the states being
considered.
"We expect the list to be
shortened by the end of this
month and the finalist to be
selected by the end of the year,"
he said.
Sources aware of the state's
negotiations say Isuzu and Fuji
representatives have visited
sites in Elizabethtown, the
Louisville area and far western
Kentucky in recent months.
The same sources stress that
Kentucky's chances are uncertain because of stiff competition
for the plant.
Reilly, reached in Los
Angeles, said a recent report in
the trade publication
Automotive News — that Indiana and Illinois were the
finalists for the plant — was
incorrect.

Sale Price Ea. Twice As
Fresh air freshener in
scent choice 0 95 oz •

Sale Price Ea.
Lady's Choice
deodorant. 2 oz.*
•E 1 or /011 On a net wt Sloc

Hwy,641. N.
Murray, Ky.

Second woman,
Daugherty, elected
president of TECA
for 1987-88 year
Karen Daugherty of Reed, a
junior at Murray State University, has been elected president of
the Technology Education Collegiate Association (TECA) for
1987-88.
Only the second woman to be
elected president of the
organization, Miss Daugherty
campaigned for the office
through College Comment,
TECA's national newsletter. She
was informed of her election in
June and will serve as presidentelect until March 1987.
Hoping to bring national attention to Murray State, Miss
Daugherty, Dr. Kenneth
Winters, dean of the College of
Industry and Technology, and
Danny Claiborne, adviser to
Murray State's chapter of
TECA, will develop a story
about the university for the Oc•
tober issue of College Comment.
The article will include information about the new Industry
and Technology Building at
MSU. A worker for Ted Billington Engineers of Murray,
Miss Daugherty has been active In planning for the facility by
helping to survey the building
site.
"College students getting to
know each other, learning where
technology is going and getting
other schools involved" are
among Miss Daugherty's goals
as TECA president.
An industrial education major
with an area in drafting and
design, Miss Daugherty is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Ray Daugherty._ She is a
member of the flit-Atrial
Education Technology Club, the
Association for Drafting and
Design. Alpha Delta Pi social
sorority and a "little sister" for
Alpha Tau* Omega social
fraternity.
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The "Star Wars" defense
may be destined for the heavens, but to get there, it must
be fueled with — money.
The Reagan administration
whetted the appetites of the
defense industry with $5 billion in "Star Wars" research
funding during the past threi
years. Now, the industry is
hooked. And, to keep the federal money coming, th%se
companies are producing —
money. According to the
Council on Economic Priorities, a non-profit research
group, defense contractors
have donated $6 million to
Star Wars supporters in Congress. They funneled the
money through 49:political
action committees. Among
the "STARPAC" beneficiaries: Rep. Duncan Hunter, RCalif., a member of the House
Armed Services subcommittee who's received $13,080.
That's not especially unusual. Those who want favors
on Capitol Hill — whether it's
a company doing work for the
Pentagon or a tobacco
farmer — have come to see
money as the calling cards
that opens congressional
doors. The danger is that
members of Congress will see

CaR AFF!Mr
1964 McN•ught tiynd , Inc

141ray Ledger & Times
By Mike Royko

Royko Says

Star Wars' payload
so much green they'll overlook the problems with this
questionable defense effort.
Many scientists don't believe
a space-based defense against
enemy missiles is really
going to work. "Star Wars"
may just buy us another arms
race with the Soviets. Or the
research may lead up technological blind alleys.
Will a congressman or senator getting "STARPAC"
money consider the "Star
Wars" on its merits? We can't
be certain, but the voting
record isn't encouraging. The
council's report indicated
that House recipients of
"STARPAC" money voted for
more "Star Wars" funding 77
percent of the time, and 86
percent of the senators opposed budget cuts for the program in three votes in 1984
and 1985.
The relentless cycle of research money — followed by
campaign contributions —
has given "Star Wars" a life
of its own. The program may
gain momentum that's hard
to stop down the line, regardless of its flaws.
Ironically, the main cry for
halting all funding for "Star
Wars" is coming from a small
group of conservative congressmen who think the program should be deployed immediately and not delayed
SetietiiI-- year-ST—IS-President
Reagan proposed. Meanwhile,
some of the program's critics
support "Star Wars" research
funds at last year's level.
They take pride in the fact
they didn't vote for the increase the president wanted.
But that's besides the point.
A wait-and-see approach
won't do. If congressional
critics have their doubts, they
ought to be raised now. Otherwise, they may find themselves unwitting allies in the
creation of a money-driven
monster. Once the "Star
Wars" juggernaut — even a
defective one — gets rolling,
it will be hard to stop.
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Brothers, can't you spare a dime?
One of the strangest people
ever I've met as part of my job
was H.L. Hunt, the oil tycoon
who was once considered the
world's wealthiest man.
In his twilight years, Hunt,
who seldom spoke to reporters,
would call me when he visited
Chicago and volunteer to be
interviewed.
It wasn't clear why he wanted
to talk to me, although I
wondered if he planned to convert me to his way of thinking,
which was so far right that he
made Barry Goldwater sound
like a pinko.
For example, one of his pet
political theories was that a person should cast as many votes at
he had dollars.
That, of course, would put the
selection of presidents and Congress in the hands of a few
billionaires like Hunt, which he
thought was only fair. He didn't
see any logic in a guy who was
broke casting a vote.
We'd sit in his hotel suite, sipping Cokes — he shunned liquor
— while he reminisced about
how he had started as a young
poker-shark in Southern Illinois,
bought Texas oil leases, and
wheeled and dealed his way to
billions.
Sometimes he sang. That's
right, sang. He had written and
published an awful novel about

his ideal society — where the
rich had the votes — and he composed a song to go with it.
He would sing in an off-key,
reedy Voice, bobbing his head to
achieve a tremolo. An audience
of one, I'd listen to one of the
world's richest men tweeting
like a plump-faced bird.
I even took him on a radio
news show I used to do in the
morning. Dan Price, the co-host,
said: "Who's this?" I said:
"H.L. Hunt, the richest man in
America. He is going to sing for
our audience."
And Hunttlid. About a dozen
listeners promptly phoned to ask
if their
radios were malfunction_
ing or if we had gone nuts.
I never was sure what to write
about Hunt after our interviews,
other than that he was quite the
oddball. This didn't bother him,
but he took offense when I wrote
that he wore a cheap suit. He
mailed me a tailor's receipt for
$800. I wrote back that I might
become a tailor.
Hunt is now gone. He died in
1974, leaving most of his billions
to a horde of children he sired by
four wives. He was, incidentally,
a bigamist. When you have that
kind of money, who bothers with
minor legal details?
And today I can't help
laughing when I think about

Hunt and his political theories,
and the plight that his three
most famous sons are in.
As you probably have read, a
bunch of banks are suing the
Hunt brothers Lamar, Nelson
and Herbert for more than $770
million in unpaid loans.
They got into hock for this incredible sum because their
greed boiled over a few years
ago. Already billionaires, they
secretly tried to corner the
world silver market, figuring
they could drive up the price,
sell, and pick up a few billion
more.
But before they completed the
scheme, silver prices slumped
and they wound up losing a few
billion instead.
So they had to go to several
banks and ask for a billiondollar loan to cover their losses.
If you've dealt with banks, you
might think that would be an impossible request. Some working
stiffs can't persuade banks to
lend them the price of a new
siding job for the three-flat.
But banks are eager to please
customers like the Hunt
brothers. What's the problem,
boys? You tried to corner the
world silver supply and got
caught? Hey, no problem. How
many hundred million you
need?
Now the banks are upset

because the Hunts aren't keeping up with their payments. And
they're trying to grab some of
the Hunt oil companies.
Being labeled as deadbeats
might embarrass some people.
But the Hunts were indignant.
They turned around and sued
the banks for suing them and
have asked for billions in
damages. The rest of us might
think about that route — not
making the mortgage
payments, then suing the bank
for being pesty.
The Hunts have also tried to
avoid losing their main stash by
placing much of it under
bankruptcy court protection.
The high-priced lawyers and
federal judges will have to
thrash out who owes what to
whom. And the nice thing about
this drama is that no matter who
loses — the Hunts or the banks
— they probably deserve it.
But if the Hunts are eventually
wiped out, as some financial experts predict, it might cause me
to rethink my opinion of old
H.L.'s political ideas.
In the old man's perfect society, anybody with assets who
showed up to vote would be
given the bum's rush. If they go
broke, that would be the fate of
Lamar, Nelson and Herbert.
Maybe the old man had
something after all.

Weekeno Sale

Looking Back
Ten years ago
A fire of unknown origin broke
out in Ordway Hall, Murray
State University, early this morning. The fire was confined to a
combined mechanical-storage
area on second floor.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bennett
will be married for 50 years on
Sept. 18.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. John C. Wise on
Aug. 20.
New officers of Garden
Department of Murray
Woman's Club are Doris Cella,
Myrtle Douglas, Billie Hall,
Sophie Sagrera, Zula Sykes and
Ruth Wilson.
Twenty years ago
Fall semster classes at Murray State University will open on
Sept. 16. Wilson Gantt, admissions director, said he expected
the enrollment to pass 6,000
mark.
A panel discussion or0"How
Parents and Teachers Can Help
Each Other in Educating the
Child" was presented by Mrs.
Bill Nann, Mrs. John Pasco,
Mrs. Elliott Wear and Dennis
Nall at a meeting of Carter
School Parent-Teacher Association on Sept. 8.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Ray
Overbey, Aug. 27; a girl to Mr.

and Mrs. Charles Byers, Sept. 6;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Nix,
Sept. 9.
Ellen Major, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William S. Major of
Pittsburgh, Pa., has been
awarded a scholarship for a
year's tuition for study in
Naples, Italy. She is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace McElrath of
Murray.

remarkchoices with
cotton
1000/0
versatility. Our
polyester
able basic
with
paired
top
short sleeve Seasonal solids
belted slacks.
sizesin junior

Solid
Orig.$15 ea.

Thirty years ago
A Farm Conservation Plan
Training Workshop is now in
progress at offices of local Soil
Conservation Service in Swann
Building on South Fourth Street.
The first quarterly conference
of the year of First United
Methodist Church will be
tonight. The Rev. W.E. Mischke,
superintendent of Paris District,
will speak, according to the
pastor, the Rev. Paul T. Lyles.
Don Collins, Bobby Workman,
Billy Roberts and Pete Waldrop
have returned home after a
motor trip to points in Old Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas. New
Mexico and Colorado.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Enoch
were honored with an open
house in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary at their
home in Paris, Tenn. Their
children were hosts.
AMP
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DATEBOOK
Church plans events
Special events are planned at University
Church of Christ. Parents' Night Out will be
tonight from 6 to 9:30 p.m. in the church annex.
A church-wide potluck dinner in the annex will
follow the 10:50 a.m. worship service on Sunday.
All new members and students will be honored
guests. The Second Sunday Night Food and
Fellowship will be held following evening worship services at the Student Center.

Dinner planned Sunday
A new members' dinner will be at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ on Sunday, Sept. 14,
followed the 6 p.m. worship service. This is sponsored by the officers. All new members and their
families are urged to attend. Any new members
who were unable to attend a previous dinner are
invited to attend this one.

League event Sunday

".'MUSICAL POTPOURRI" was the Program presented at the
Last meeting of Music
Department of Murray
Woman's Club. In top
photo is a group composed of Barbara Brandon, Barbara Lax, Mary
Shipley, Joanne Cavitt
and Martha Crafton
with Allene Knight as
accompanist. In side
photo is Margaret
Boone, soloist, with Bea
Farrell, accompanist.
The department will
open the club year with
a meeting on Tuesday,
Sept. 16, at 7:30 p.m. at
club house.
_

Murray-Calloway County League of Women
Voters will hold an open house in conjunction
with its annual membership meeting on Sunday,
Sept. 14, from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. at 809 Sharpe St.,
Murray. Information about both the local and national league as well as specific program and
project topics for the Murray League for this
year will be featured. '711e league is particularly interested in getting to know people new to the
area and helping them get immediately involved
in our community. Men as well as women are invited to the open house and to become members
of the league which throughout the year will be
involved in activities involving educational,
voter and environmental issues," said Janet R.
Kenney, co-president. For information call Kenney at 753-7467 or Phillis Alvic at 753-0151.

Class of 1977 to meet
Members of the Murray High School class of
1977 will start planning a reunion of the clasS to
be held in 1987. The first meeting will he Monday,
Sept. 15, at 7 p.m. in the cafeteria of Murray High
School. All members of the class are invited to
attend. .

_S_0101:_yrsWA to lizeet,

Stalls visiting in flatland
Darren Stalls, 16, is
spending a year in
Holland as a participant
in the American Student
Exchange Program.
While in Holland,
Stalls is residing wit
Dutch families while
studying the Dutch
culture and family life.
Participants in the program were selected on
the basis of scholastic
ability and desire to
achieve.
Stalls left New York
on Aug. 12 after attending orientation camp to
learn Dutch and Dutch
money exchange
procedures.
Darren is the son of
Earl and Joyce Stalls of
Vidor, Texas, formerly
of Murray. Earl was on
the Murray Police
Force in 1967 and 1968.
He is the grandson of

pant is a senior at Vidor
High School and will
graduate in 1987. He
plays saxophone in marching band and sings in
the choir. He has three
brothers, Donnie of
Aurora, and Dannie and
Rickie of Vidor, and one
sister, Paula of
Louisville.

Princess Diana
at top of list

Darren Stalls
•

Vernon and Estelle
Stalls of Paris, Tenn.,
and of J.B. and Carlene
Dublin of Vidor.
The program partici-
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Student Welcome Weekend will start tonight at
First Baptist Church. An "All in the Family"
party will start at 7 p.m. tonight in Fellowship
Hall. Saturday at 5:30 p.m. supper will be served
at Baptist Student Union and students then will
go to Murray State-Southern Illinois football
game at Stewart Stadium. Sunday events at
church will include snack breakfast at 9:15 a.m.,
Sunday School at 9:30 a.m., worship at 10:45 a.m.
and potluck dinner at noon with MSU students as
special guests.

MSU women plan event
Murray State University Women's Society will have its annual salad supper
on Tuesday, Sept. 16, at 6:30 p.m. in small ballroom of Curris Center, MM.-.
All women faculty and staff, wives of faculty and staff, and widows of faculty and staff are invited to attend. Each member is asked to bring a salad and
serving spoon. Newcomers will be guests. Interest groups may also be joined on this evening. There will be an opportunity to pay dues of $5. Pictured
planning the event are Carol Goings and Cadens Davis.
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New book aims at helping
BOSTON (AP) —
After 17 years of trying
to get television networks to improve programming for children,

The Dakota
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time, three other will be at 10 a.m., worbuildings have been con- ship at 11 a.m. and' a
structed — the last be- potluck dinner at noon.
ing a two-story educaPhillip Garrett, new
tional building in 1977
with 16 rooms and a minister of music and
youth, will lead the
fellowship hall.
The 35th pastor, the musical afternoon serRev. Chester P. Culver, vice at 1:30 p.m.
invites the public to Featured will be the
come and celebrate the Right Direction from
99th birthday of the Madisonville and the
church. Sunday School church family talent.

Howard gets scholarship

NOTHING
IN COMMON

John Cusack
Demi Moore

Poplar Spring Baptist
Church will be 99 yers
old on Sunday, Sept. 14.
To celebrate this day,
it will be homecoming.
There were 26 original
charter members and
the Rev. J.D. Outland
was the first pastor.
The original structure
was a small box framed
building with no Sunday
School rooms. Since that

7SiSuffiWest CaIrotray—Elementary School
Parent-Teacher Association will have a potluck
supper with open houst to follow on Tuesday,
Sept. 16, at the school. Supper with meat, rolls
and drinks to be furnished and others to bring
vegetables, salads and desserts will be served at
6 p.m. Open house in the various classrooms will
follow at about 7 p.m. All parents, teachers,
students and interested persons are invited. Officers are Robbie Hale, president, Jan Wilson,
vice president, Jana Tidwell, secretary, Sherla
Adams, treasurer, and Debbie Doron, publicity.

LONDON (AP) —
Princess Diana is Britain's most stylish person. according to a
Gallup poll that ranked
her husband, Prince
Charles, a distant
second.
Charles' brother,
Prince Andrew, tied for
third place with TV talk
Chrystie Howard, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
show host Terry Wogan. Chuck Overbey of Louisville, formerly of MurAndrew's wife, the ray, has enrolled at Converse College, Spartanformer Sarah Ferguson, burg, S.C. She received a scholarship of $4,000
ranked fifth, according from the college. Chrystie is a 1986 graduate of
to the poll published.
Atherton High School, Louisville, and was a
Queen Elizabeth II former student at Murray Middle School. She is
came in sixth, actress the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Bidwell
Joan Collins seventh, of Murray.
Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher
eighth, Queen Mother
Alpha Chi Chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma
Elizabeth ninth and
Princess Michael of Sorority at Murray State University received the
Song of Trienitun award at National Convention
Kent 10th.
The poll of more than Fifth Summer. This national award was
1,000 people was com- presented to Tiffany Satterfield who composed a
missioned by Polaroid song to represent the MSU chapter. The Song of
Trienium award is given every three years at
U.K. Ltd.
convention.
((ont'd on page 6)

ir

The most fun
under the sun.

Church plans cclebration

Chapter wins award

AND SEE

MOVIES IN

The Right Direction from Madisonville will be featured at afternoon gospel
singing of homecoming events at Poplar Spring Baptist Church on Sunday,
Sept. 14. They are, from left, Eric and Kathy Nelson, Mike and Priscilla
Back, and Duane and Teresa Burden.
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"Parents and kids
must ultimately make
the decisions on what to
watch."
The idea, according to
the book, is to lay out a
viewing schedule on the
calendar and stick to it.
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We are pleased
to announce that
Teresa Tinsley,
bride-elect of Jimhas
Irby,
my
selected her china,
crystal and flat!
ware from our
complete bridal
registry. Teresa
and Jimmy will be
married November
1
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While ACT has been
talking with the television industry and
government in an effort
to get more diverse programming for children,
she said, "we felt it was
time to talk to parents
and children."

Sausages
Fresh Fruit
Hash Browns
Deli Salads

Bacon
Ham
Eggs
Waffles
Cobbler
Muffins
Biscuits
Corned Beef HashGravy

1510 Chestnut St.

Action for Children's
Television is turning its
attention to children and
their parents with a
book about making wise
viewing decisions.
"The TV-Smart Book
For Kids" includes
puzzles, games and
"other good stuff," its
title says.
The main ingredient
is a calendar for parents
and children to use in
planning the viewing
week, said co-author
Peggy Charren, founder
and president of ACT.
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Wilson-Underwood wedding Oct. 3
ar/

/

116
Members of Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club showing styles of today to patients at West View Nursing Home were, from
left, Euva Alexander, Irma La Follette, Vanda
Gibson and Eloise King.

Hazel Crenshaw, left, presents a $100 check to
Jimmie Lee Carmichael, treasurer of Home
Department of Murray Woman's Club, as a
memorial gift for her mother, Lois Sammons, a
member of the department for many years. The
money &vas to be given to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Woman's Club's part on
atrium at the hospital.

Modeling clothes at a fashion show at West View
Nursing Home by Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club were, from left, Lottie Gibson,
LaRue Redden, Jimmie Lee Carmichael and
Maudena Butterworth.

Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Eldridge of Murray announce the approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Miss
Deneshia Wilson, to Jay
Underwood, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Underwood of Puryear, Tenn.
Miss Wilson is the
granddaughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Giles of Murray and
of Mr. and Mrs. O.B.
Eldridge of Almo.
The bride-elect Will be
a 1987 graduate of
Calloway County High
School.
Mr. Underwood is the
grandson of Mrs.
Lorene Yates and the
late Emmett Riley of
Bardwell and of Mrs.
Hazel Underwood and
the late Herbert Underwood of Hazel.
The groom-elect is a
1986 graduate of Henry
County High School,
Paris, Tenn. He .is
employed at Storey's
Food Giant.
The wedding vows
will be solemnized on
Friday. Oct. 3, at 7 p.m.
at Faith Missionary
Baptist Church on Brandon Road, Hazel.
A reception will follow
the ceremony at the
Community RA0171 of the
North Branch of the
Peoples Bank, Murray.
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Deneshia Wilson and
Jay Underwood to marry
All friends and
relatives are invited to

attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out-

Your Individual Horoscope

Dorothy Jennings, left, Margaret Taylor, Louise
Short and Mary Gertzen, not pictured, also
modeled in the fashion revue by Home Department of Murray Woman's Club at West View
Nursing Home.

mai

of-town invitations will
be sent.

FOR SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 13, 1986

Frances Drake

ARIES
VIRGO
friendship. Distant interests are also
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
iPle (Aug.23 to Sept.22)
accented.
Romance is somewhat intense
Surely you can find time for both AQUARIUS
now. New career directions keep you creative work and enjoyable leisure (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
busy opening doors that will benefit today. The bond with a sibling is
Private talks affect investments.
you now and in the near future.
Clearing up old business is tops on
especially meaningful now.
TAURUS
your agenda now. Humanitarian
LIBRA
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Sept.2,3 to Oct.22)
ZISt5 interests also preoccupy you.
Don't let jealousy or sheer stubYou seem obsessed about buying PISCES
$#•••
A luncheon, recogniglow
bornness keep you from giving others an item. Precious stones appeal to (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
tion of new officers and
Unusual subjects capture your
the freedom to express themselves. some. A period of busy home devea visit with ladies of a
Allow for an exchange of ideas.
lopments is followed by some quiet interest and you will have much to
nursing home i'ere
talk about when you get together
GEMINI
by the hearth.
with friends. Partners,sontinue their
Iiishlykta.„*.pf the last
__CMay-2,14o Arne 20)
SCORPIO
Muskat spid artistic talents are to (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
.11ome
meeting öiThe 1
C410 support.
YOU BORN TODAY - are both
- the fa*. Partners Ingke- important
Department of Murray
You're sure of what you want for
decisions affecting joint security. today, but accent flexibility. Be open creative and practical. Though disWoman's Club.
Family matters are highlighted.
to the suggestions of friends. Travel- cipline counts much, with you, it's
The -department met
CANCER
often your intuition that determines
ers get an early start now.
at The Boston Tea Party
(June 21 to July 22)
how far you get ip life. You have
SAGITTARIUS
at Holiday Inn for lunch.
Though passion rules your heart (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
ideals, but you can be very skeptical
de
given
The devotion was
now,you realize it's what you have in
at times. You usually shine along
There's
a
secretive
side
to
romance
by Mary Gertzen, retircommon that makes this a special now. Business thinking is on the creative lines, though you can sucing chairman, who was
time for getting along. Share money and you'll make important ceed in any field that is of a heartfelt
presented a floral
thoughts.
interest. You may be especially
progress. Judgment is sound.
LEO
basket for her diligent
talented in music and also enjoy
CAPRICORN
(July 23to Aug.22)
work and leadership the
having a role in public affairs.
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
The work front still consumes your
past years.
You needn't be pushy, as things go Birthday of: Mel Torme, singer;
attention as you follow through on pretty much your way now. You're Claudette Colbert, actress; and JacNew officers recognizpromising beginnings.
e d were Irma La
faced with a question of loyalty in a queline Bisset, actress.
Women patients of West View Nursing Home were recently entertained by
Follette, chairman;
members of Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Included
Dorothy Jennings and
were, from left, Mary Taylor, Florine Cobb, Iva Barton, Marion Coulton,
LaRue Redden, co-vice
Edith Barrett and Amy Wilson. Carol York,activity director, is standing in
chairmen; Anna
center.
Stahler, secretary; and
9. (11) "Who's the
NEW YORK (AP) — rating, 23.1 million "CBS Sunday Night
Jimmie Lee Car- Murray Hospital by new rug at Calloway pianist. Carol York, ac18.7, 16.3 Boss?" ABC, 17.8, 15.6
Movie,"
prime-time
are
the
Here
homes.
michael, treasurer.
Murray Woman's Club. Public Library and $25 tivity director at the
million homes.
2. (2) "Family Ties," million homes
A memorial gift for
Betty Boston, finance to Community Theatre. hme, and 30 or more television ratings as
10. (7) "60 Minutes,"
"Growing
7.
(13)
the
A.C.
compiled
by
NBC,
25.1,
21.9
million
Lois Sammons who died chairman, gave a report
Twelve members then spectators welcomed
CBS,
17.6, 15.4 million
18.7,
16.3
Pains,"
ABC,
in September 1985 was that was approved by went to West View Nurs- the group. This will be Nielsen Co. for the week homes.
homes.
million homes.
1-7.
September
of
3.
(3)
"Cheers,"
NBC,
given by her daughter, the members. This ing Home where they an annual eve*.
The listings include 23.7, 20.7 million homes.
Hazel Crenshaw, also a designated $200 to the presented a "Spring
The department will
week's ranking, with
4. (5) "Murder, She
the
member of the depart- Hospital Atrium fund of Fashions" revue. Mrs. meet Thursday, Sept.
ment. The $100 will be general club, $25 to Gertzen was narrator ,18, at 2 p.m. at the club full season-to-date rank- Wrote," CBS, 23.4, 20.4
ing in parentheses, million homes.
given to Atrium fund of Friends of Library for a and Louise Short, house.
rating for the week, and
5. (8) "Night Court,"
Come in and look at the Halloween
total homes.
NBC, 22.1, 19.3 million
A rating measures the homes.
and Cistmas merchandise.
percentage of the na6. (9) "The Golden
Hrs: Fri. & Sat. 10-4 p.m.
tion's 87.4 million TV Girls," NBC, 20.5, 17.9
homes.
million homes.
1. (1) "The Cosby
7. (18) "SecretsRICHMOND, Va. Show," NBC, 26.4 Mother & Daughter" —
(AP) — Anyone who
wants to buy a "block"
410
In downtown Richmond
now can do so.
A.J. Christopher
Wood, executive direc•si,e
tor of the city's
ROCHESTER, N.Y. that, if untreated, irMetropolitan Economic (AP) — Glaucoma, a reversibly damages the
Development Council, major cause of blind- optic nerve. Patients not
says the "blocks" are ness, affects 2 million helped by drugs, conpaving bricks. They are Americans each year.
ventional surgery, or
engraved with the
A new treatment that laser therapy are helped
buyer's name and plac- may reduce the in- 60 to 80 percent of the
ed in one of three cidence of blindness is time by ultrasound, he
downtown locations being tested by Dr. said.
along the city's new Steven Searl of the
Canal Walk.
University of Rochester
The treatment is done
The bricks, part of a Medical Center.
on an outpatient basis
fundraising project for a
The treatment uses and has lasted three
new riverfront park, are ultrasound to reduce years or more in some
Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International officers for
1986-87 year are, from left, front row, Jeanie Morgan, president; Marion
priced at $25 each.
Southern Fried Chicken
pressure inside the eye patients.
Wyatt, treasurer; back row, Marion Hale, secretary; Melodie McIntyre,
Breaded Pork Chops
corresponding secretary; Kay Dyer, president-elect; and Gela Edwards,
Buttered Broccoli
vice president. PSI meets the third Monday night of each month. Anyone inGreen Peas
terested in membership may contact one of the officers.
Corn Pudding

elk

Members entertain at nursing home

Piffi

The Cosby Show' continues at top

Layaway or Place Orders
Now For Christmas!

Paving bricks
being sold

Glaucoma affects many
Americans each year
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Bring the family out this Sunday
for our Patriot's Buffet from
• a.m. until 2 sm. Sorvin :

Secretaries' officers listed
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Murray Pediatrics
announces the association of

briktir leihe

MURRAY
TODAY

Keith Meyer, M.D.

We are pleased to
announce that Lynne
Outland, bride-elect
of Roger Fenner has
selected her stainless,
pottery and crystal
from our complete
bridal registry. Lynne
and Roger will be
married November8

Jo Burkeen, editor

WATCH.

in the practice of

Pediatrics
104 North Fifth Street
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Boston tea Party
Holiday

Murray, Kentucky
Office Hours:
By Appointment

Okra Gumbo
Speckled Butter Beans
Limo Bean Casserole
Tossed Salad w/homemode dressings
Fresh Fruit Bowl
Potato Salad
Bean Salad Supreme
Cinnamon Applesauce
Kraut Salad
Spiced Apple Rings
Homemade Rolls
Strawberry Shortcake
$3.50 Adults a $2.30 chikinm unew i2

C ISA
MastireCarti

Telephone:
(502) 759-9223
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Couple feted at surprise event

Saturday, Sept. 13
Friday, Sept. 12
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Husbands Rd.,
Free and Accepted Paducah
A surprise birthday
Masons will meet at 7:30
party for Bill and Norp.m.
at lodge hall.
Murray Single Conma Hobbs at their home
---on Rt. 6, Murray, was
nection will meet at 3:30
Square and round p.m. at parking lot of
held on Saturday, Aug.
dancing with music by North Branch of
30. Bill was 70 on Aug. 8
Sharecropper will be Peoples Bank to go to
and Norma will be 70 on
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Hematite Lake in LBL
Sept. 24.
Lynn Grove Roller for hike and wiener
The celebration was
Rink.
roast.
hosted by their
---daughter, Janet Rice of
---Twilight Golf is
New Boston, Mich.,
Dance with music by
scheduled at 5:30 p.m. Animal House will be
their grandson, Joe Rice
at Oaks Country Club.
from 8 p.m. to midnight
of Belleville, Mich., and
---at Murray Moose
a friend, Earl Schmidt
Murray High School Lodge. This is for
of Carleton, Mich.
will play a football members only.
The Hobbs had surgame with Mayfield at
---prise visits from Bob
Holland Stadium, MurMurray State Univerand Jo Tyrone, Chet and
ray. A Student Council- sity Board of Regents
Jean Miller, Alfred and
sponsored dance will be will meet at 1:30 p.m. in
Elizabeth Grace Woody
and Emma Evens, all Ill., Sharon Kite of telephone calls from after the game until board room on third
neighbors from Murray. Ozark, Ill., and son, Don Rose Masters, Novi, midnight at foyer of floor of Wells Hall.
Murray High School.
-- Also present were a Hooven, Zebulon, N.C.
Mich., sister of Mrs.
Murray
State Universister of Mrs. Hobbs,
Mr. and Mrs. Hobbs Hobbs; Glen and Irene
Games are scheduled sity Alumni Executive
Myrtle Jenkins and a alsb have another Taylor of Rector, Ark.,
cousin of Mr. Hobbs, daughte, Carolyn Col- friends; and Joy Rice, at 8 p.m. at Murray Council will meet at 1:30
Ora Taylor, both of Dex- lins of Trenton, Mich., a Waltz, Mich * , a Moose Lodge. This is for p.m. in conference room
on fourth floor of Sparks
members only.
ter, Mo.; John Hooven son, Bill Hobbs of An- granddaughter.
Hall.
---and wife, Zenobia, chorage, Alaska, nine
Mr. and Mrs. Hobbs
---Stonefort, Ill., and their grandchildren and one will celebrate their 45th
AA and Al-Anon will
AA and Al-Anon will
daughters, Gaytha great-grandchild.
J.U.
p.m.
at
on
at
8
anniversary
meet
wedding
•
Hankins, Harrisburg,
Kevil Center, South 10th meet at 8 p.m. at
They also received Oct. 4.
Stret Extended, American Legion
Building, South Sixth
Mayfield.
and Maple Streets.
------Parents' Night Out
Writers' Potpourri
will be from 6 to 9:30
a.m. in annex of Univer- will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway Public
One newborn admis- Marlton, N.J.;
Miss Amy Allbritten, sity Church of Christ.
Library.
sion and dismissals at
---Mrs. Freda McBee Rt. 4, Murray;
---Murray-Calloway Coun- and baby boy, Rt. 2, Box
Eric Hogancamp, Rt.
Saturday,Sept. 13
Events
in Land Betty Hospital for Thurs- 12A, Murray; Harold 4, Murray; Mrs. Carol
Ordination service for ween the Lakes will inday, Sept. 11, have been Hack, Rt. 4, Murray;
Musser and baby girl, Darvin Stom will be at 7
clude Outdoor Sportreleased as follows:
Mrs. Terri Herbison Rt. 5, Box 403, Murray; p.m. at Rhodel Chapel
sman's Weekend at
Newborn admission
and baby girl, Rt. 2, Box Roger Macha, Rt. 1, Baptist Cfiurch,
Hillman Ferry CamTurner baby boy, 106, Puryear, Tenn.; Murray.
Lynnville.
pground; Custom
parents, Jewel and Ken---Finishes for Clothing
neth, Rt. 6, Cadiz.
Salvage sale will start from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30
Dismissals
at 8 a.m. at Immanuel p.m. at Empire Farm;
Mrs. Roxie Sledd; 817
Lutheran Church, 15th Skywalk at 10 a.m. and 2
Hurt Dr., Murray;
and Main Streets.
p.m. and Our Mr. Sun at
William Suggs, Rt. 1,
(Cont'd from page 4)
---3 p.m. at Golden Pond
Farmington;
Open house will be Visitor Center; Stream
Luther Blanton, 109
from 2 to 6 p.m. at Stroll at 1:30 p.m. at
Pine St., Murray;
Mayfield Girls Treat- Woodlands Nature
Frank Klingerman, Rt.
ment Center, three
Center; MuzZleloading
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Allgood, 1100 Circarama
1, Murray,
miles south of Mayfield Rifle Match at 2 p.m. at
daughter,
parents
of
a
the
Murray,
are
Dr.,
Jerry Overbey, Rt. 6,
on U.S. Highway 45.
The Homeplace-18504
Mallory Henderson, weighing six pounds nine
Murray; Miss Willette
---Friday,
born
on
hiches,_
191
4.
-oUnee-s-t.
Measuring
and
baby-girl.,--=ThetisBenefit talt.irroncert -"Wk Pari-Yr
atMurrayilowq.y Couifty
1040 Reynolds. Paris, _ AUg'29' at 9:02p.m.
'James Tharpe who Seventh and Poplar
far
mother
-The
son,
Zak
8.
Hospital. They have one
Tenn.;
is ill will be from 6 to 9 Church of Christ will be
former Peggy Henderson. The father is
the
is
Mrs. Jane Potts, Rt. 1,
p.m. at Hazel Communi- 'at new property on
self-employed with Allgood Surveying Services.
Kirksey; William
ty Center. For informa- South 12th Street starof Milburn.
Henderson
grandfather
is
Lee
A
Delvin, 21 Pelham Dr.,
tion call 492-8627 or ting at 10 a.m. Persons
492-8788.
are asked to bring a
---sack lunch.
Regional meeting of
SPECIAL:
Future Homemakers of
Sunday,Sept. 14
• Hickory Smoked
America will be from 8
AA will have a closed
Ham Sandwich,
a.m. to noon at Murray meeting at 4 p.m. at
o
French Fries
State University.
American Legion
& Med. Drink
---Building, South Sixth
Murray High School and Maple Streets. For
Tiger Band will perform information call
at Muldenburg Festival. 753-0061, 762-3399 or
---Special Good Sept. 8-13
753-7764.
Persons who have
---753-0045
Chestnut St. Murray
been or are currently
National Scouting
enrolled in Car- Museum will be open
diac/Rehab program at from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Murray-Calloway Coun- The Unknown Scout will
ty Hospital are invited appear at 11 a.m. and 2
to a picnic/reunion from p.m.
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
---pavilion by old courHomecoming
thouse in Murray - festivities at Hamlin
Calloway County Park.
post office will begin at 1
---p.m.
National Scouting
---Museum will be open
Reservations at $6 per
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. person for Christian
Performances of The Single Adult Banquet on
Unknown Scout will be Sept. 19 at Fellowship
at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Hall of First Baptist
---Church should be made
First District PTA by today.
Fall Conference will
---start with registration
New Mt. Carmel Bapat 8:30 a.m. at Farley tist Church will have its
Elementary School, 1250 annual homecoming.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hobbs

Baby and dismissals listed

DATEBOOK

Mallory Allgood born

CAPr

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers

TROY-BILT
Tillers are Now
Sold Locally!

Sunday,Sept. 14
Monday,Sept.15
Darnall family reuMurray Lodge No. 105
nion will be at Kenlake Free and Accepted
State Park with a basket Masons will meet at 7:30
lunch to be served about p.m at lodge hall.
1 p.m.
- ----- Hazel and Douglas
Open house at Centers will be open
Mayfield Girls Treat- from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
ment Center, located for activities by senior
three miles south of citizens.
Mayfield on U.S.
--- Highway 45, wil be from
Planning meeting for
2 to 6 p.m.
reunion of 1977 class of
---Murray High School will
Mr. and Mrs. Ray- be at 7 p.m. in cafeteria
mond V. Ross will be of high school.
honored on 60th wedding
---anniversary with a
Robert Vaughn,
reception from 1 to 3 author, will give a free
p.m. at home of a grand- writing seminar at 6:30
daughter, Sherri p.m. at Holiday Inn,
Mohler, on Rob Mason Murray.
Road just south of Ross
---home on Highway 121
Reservations for MurNorth. The family re- ray Christian Women's
quests that guests not Club luncheon on Tuesbring gifts.
day at Seven Seas
---Restaurant should be
Events in Land Bet- made by noon today
ween the Lakes will in- with Freda Lovett,
clude Outdoor Sport- 753-3999.
sman's Weekend at
---Hillman Ferry CamBoard of Directors of
pground; Skywalk at 10 Purchase Area Developa.m. and 2 p.m. at ment District will meet
Golden Pond Visitor at 5 p.m. at board office,
Center; Butter Churn- Mayfield.
ing at 2 p.m. at The
---Homeplace- 1850 ;
Stop Smoking, Fresh
Sunspace or Start class will begin at
Greenhouse? at 2 p.m. 7 p.m. in third floor
at Empire Farm; classroom of MurrayHawks and Owls at 2:30 Calloway County
p.m. at Woodlands Hospital.
Nature Center.
------Bible Class will start
Annual meeting of at 7 p.m. at Bethesda
Paris District of United Ministries, 115 South
Methodist Church Fourth St., Murray.
Women will be at 2 p.m.
---at United Methodist
National Scouting
Church at Gleason, Museum will be open
Tenn.
---League of Women
Voters will hold open
house from 4:30 to 6:30
p.m. at 809 Sharpe St.,
Murray. For information cif" 753-0151 or
Menus for various lun753-7467.
,
•chrooms in county and
---city schoolsfor the urc..e.K.
Homecoming will -beof Sept. 15 to 19 hav'e
at Poplar Spring Baptist
been released by JoanChurch.
na Adams, food service
---director for Calloway
Church-wide potluck
County Schools, and
dinner will be at noon at
Judy Hine, food service
First Baptist Church
coordinator for Murray
with MSU students as
City Schools.
special guests.
The menus are subject to occasional
New members'dinner
change because of the
will follow the 6 p.m.
availability of food and
service at Seventh and
other special occasions.
Poplar Church of Christ.
Menus are as follows:
------Church-wide potluck
CALLOWAY COUNTY
will be held following
---the 10:50 a.m. service in
Calloway High
annex of University
Monday - crispy fish,
Church of Christ. All
chili dog; Tuesday new members and
sliced turkey/gravy,
students will be honored
barbecue roast beef
guests.
sandwich; Wednesday
---- roast beef, chicken
A.D. 65, featuring
fillet sandwich; ThursPaul Meier according to
day - fried chicken,
gospel of St. Mark will
Sloppy Joe sandwich;
be presented at 10:30
Friday - bura.m. at First Christian
ritoes/chili,
Church.
BLT/cheese sticks.
Salad bar, pizza, hamMonday,Sept. 15
burger, choice of fruits
Theta Department of and vetetables, milk
Murray Woman's Club and drinks are available
will have a salad supper daily.
at 6:30 p.m. at club
Calloway Middle
house.
Monday - pizza, hot
---ham and cheese; TuesPenny Homemakers day - crispy fish,
Club will meet at 1 p.m. cheeseburger; Wednesat home of Marelle day - pizza, roast beef
Farless.
sandwich; Thursday tacos, cheeseburger;
Friday - pizza, hot dog.
Salad bar, choice of
fruits and vegetables,
milk and drinks are
available daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Monday - pizza, deli
roast beef sandwich;
Tuesday - fried
chicken, cheeseburger;
Wednesday - chef
salad w/turkey and
cheese, fish sandwich;
Thursday - lasagne,
chicken salad sandwich; Friday - corn
dog, BLT w/cheese
sticks. Choice of fruits
and vegetables and milk

Solomon was
a wise guy.
FREE demonstrations of America's #1 garden tiller!
• The famous rear-tine, powered wheels Troy-Bilt Tiller
you can run with JUST ONE HAND!
• Complete sales and service!
• Makes gardening so easy, it's absolute JOY!

You can be wise, too. Joining the Youth Club is a pretty
smart thing to do. You share,a great dinner with friends
every Wednesday evening. Then there are fun things for
people of all ages.
Call 753-3824 and get all the details on how to join the
fun. It sure beats hanging out on the square.

90 Days Same As Cash

The First Christian Church
•

School menus listed
hng
comi week
or the
are available daily.
MURRAY CITY
---Murray High
Monday - barbecue
pork, chuckwagon,
Tuesday - hot ham and
cheese sandwich, hot
dog w/chili; Wednesday
- crispy fried chicken
w/rolls, cheeseburger:
Thursday - taco, fish
w/cheese wedge; Friday - Sloppy Joe, corn
dog. Pizza, french fries,
choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and
fruit drink are served
daily.
Murray Middle
Monday chuckwagon, hot ham
and cheese; Tuesday taco, cheeseburger,
Wednesday - spaghetti
w/meat sauce and rolls.
hot ham and cheese,
Thursday - burritoes
w/chili, hamburger;
Friday - corn dog, fish
sandwich w/cheese
wedge. Choice of fruits
and vegetables, salad
bar, milk and fruit drink
are available daily.
Carter Center
Monday - salmon
and biscuit,
chuckwagon; Tuesday
- pizza, Sloppy Joe;
Wednesday - chicken
nuggets, hamburger;
Thursday - chef salad,
barbecue pork sandwich; Friday - ham
and cheese sandwich,
peanut butter sandwich.
Choice of fruis and
vegetables and milk are
served daily.
Robertson Center
Monday - hamburger, grilled cheese;
Tuesday - pizza,
barbecue pork sandwich; Wednesday chicken w/rolls,
chuckwagon; Thursday
- hamburger, Sloppy
Joe; Friday - bologna
and cheese sandwich,
peanut butter sandwich.
Choice of fruits and
vegetables and milk are
served daily.

-__ ___....z.7_/--,-,
ti......----,-----7------,_----,
Beef & Pork
Custom Processing 0
, For The Home Freezer (
We Also Sell Our Own
Aged Country Hams & Sell
Beef By The Halves
) GREGORY SLAUGHTER HOUSE
Robert& Anna Gregory, Owners
Benton, Kentucky 42025

North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr David r Roos. Minister

753-4110

Murray

This is last day to drop
a course without a grade
at Murray State
University.
---Reservations for
ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday at Oaks
Country Club should be
made by today with
Shirley Martin or Joyce
Nunnally.
---The Beat Farmers,
rockabilly quartet, will
present a concert at 8
p.m. on Cutchin Field,
Murray State University. The event is free and
the public is invited.
---AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
-- - Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6 p.m. For
information call 762-6862
or 762-6851.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Leisure Craft
Camp at Brandon Spring Group Camp.
---Kentucky Retired
Teachers Association
Fall Workshop will
begin at 8:30 a.m. at
Kenlake State Park. For
information and luncheon reservations call
753-7707, 753-3857 or
753-3898.
----

N

ALL SEASONS
LAWN & LEISURE
205 N. 4th

Monday,Sept. 15
from 9 a.m. to 8 pin

(/'
Q

Call For An Appointment
527-9062
ALI
_
.
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:
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Finalists for Morehead presidency named

Search committee narrows list

•

Don Crawford, right, took the oath of office installing him as the new postmaster at Hazel Thursday.
Administering the oath is J. L. Grayson, postal examiner, from the Evansville regional office.
Crawford, a UEIPS employee for 20 years, as served as postmaster at Almo for slightly more than a
year. His earlier service was4 with the Murray Post Office.

Collins says women still regarded
as political 'outsiders' to a degree
renominated Gov. Madeleine woman handle the job?"
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Once in office, the scrutiny
Kunin for a second term, and
Gov. Martha Layne Collins says
off
in
the
will
square
continues,
Collins said.
two
women
women running for political of"I think I have to work
general election for a U.S.
fice must work harder to win
harder," she said. "I have to be
Senate seat in Maryland.
and be more careful once they
Collins, whose political career so careful. I have to be agachieve their goal.
began on the Democratic gressive without being abrasive.
Collins, who in 1983 became
precinct trails of Woodford I have to be tough and firm
only the third woman governor
said in an interview without being obnoxious. I have
County,
who
won
office
In the nation
Thursday that she cannot give to weigh my words, maybe,
without succeeding her husadvice on how other female can- more carefully and watch the
band, said part of the burden on
didates should deal with the tone of my voice."
women in politics is that they
Collins, who cannot succeed
issue
of their sex.
outsiders
to
a
are still viewed as
"A lot depends on the per- herself and has made no
degree.
sonality of the female," Collins definitive plans for beyond the
Voters in primary elections
said."I don't know that there's a end of her term in 1987, wonders
across the nation knocked that
book, so to speak, of--what a if the lure of politics will-4re as
perception this year by choosing
great for women once the novelfemale candidate has to do."
unprecedented numbers of
In her own race in 1983, "I hit ty wears off.
women as nominees for high
!_ Collins said.2'I took it
- —
jolitleal offiee, ,
"After the newness wears off,
as an issue so nobody else could
Nebraska voters are certain to
will
women still want to run as
issue."
it
as
an
have
have a woman' as their next
Hard work can put much of much as they want to run now?
governor with Democrat Helen
the issue behind female can- Will they see it as exciting and
Boosalalis and Republican Kay
as challenging, or will they say,
didates, Collins said.
Orr on the November ballot. In
rathei• do something else?'"
'I'd
first
of
candidate
"You're
a
Connecticut, Republican Julie
all. And you have to be judged on Collins said.
Belaga won her party's nomina"I think you'll always have
what you stand for, what you're
tion for governor and Carolyn
going to do, how hard you work, women in public office and
Warner won the nod of Arizona
whether you're male or female. that's important. Whether the
Democrats in primaries this
"But maybe we're going to numbers will increase, I don't
week,
away the question, 'Can a know."
take
Vermont Democrats

A Blue Dot must be
attached to your tube
as diagram below
indicates.

MOREHEAD, Ky.
I AP) — A search committee has narrowed a
list of candidates for the
Morehead State University presidency to six
finalists, including the
secretary of Kentucky's
Labor Cabinet and an
administrator at Northern Kentucky University, according to a
published report.
The Courier Journal,
In a copyright story in
today's editions, said
four of the finalists have
previous ties to
Morehead.
The six are scheduled
to be interviewed in the
next few weeks in Lexington by members of
the presidential screening and search committees, the newspaper
said.
The newspaper said
sources close to the
search identified the
finalists to succeed acting President A.D.
Albright as:
—John Calhoun Wells,
41, secretary of Kentucky's Labor Cabinet,
who attended Morehead
for two years as an
undergraduate.
—Gene W.Scholes, 44,
vice president for administration at Northern Kentucky Univer-

board will make the
final decision.
Finalists reached by
the newspaper declined
to comment on their
candidacies, as did
former Gov. Edward T.
"Ned" Breathitt, the
panel's
chairman.
Breathitt said it will
probably be at least
November before the
search panel recommends , one or more
names to The full board.

Top
Quality
Heavy
Duty
Gabriel
Shock
Absorbers

S UMME
8 Oz. Ribeye

'45°

•Includes choice of potato,
tossed salada French Bread
•Thurs., Fri. & Set. Sept. 11th-13th

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS

'450
Homeplace Family Restaurant
`Every Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Evening

TUCK'S

$85°

759-1864

1906 Coldwater Rd.

7:30, 5:30 MON-FRI
SAT 7:30-300

PANEL1NG

•Plus
Installation

*Also, struts,
brakes and front
end alignments

(

GERRALD
BOYD'S
AUTO
REPAIR
& SERVICE
..CENTER

7- Instrong
4x8 LATTICE and
Treated Lumber for
PATIOS and Decks

VINYL

$2.50 up

TUB UNITS
WHIRLPOOCS

1"- c

Est. 1956
514 N. 12th

753-1750

Hwy. 45 1 MI, So.
Martin, TN
901/547.3000

WE ACCEPT

FOOTBALL
FESTIVAL'

SUPERAMERICA.
eSaa•

-

.5,
..4C DN. "C

'JR

r-

COEDIT CARDS

14,

Credit Cards May
Be Used For All
Purchases

4

Specials Good September 12 Through September 28
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * *

16 Oz.
8 Pack Returnables

Coke

The Blue Dot is a signal to your
carrier that you are a subscriber
of the Murray Ledger & Times.
* * * * * * * * * * * * ** *

Please put blue dot here

—James W. Strobel,
52, president of the
Mississippi University
for Women at
Columbus.
A screening committee of representatives of
Morehead's factaY,
regents, students, alumni and area citizens
selected the six last
month from 86 applicants, The CourierJournal said.
The candidates will be
interviewed by the
screening panel, the
board of regents' search
committee and other
regents who choose to
attend the sessions. The

sity and a former
Morehead
administrator.
—C. Nelson Grote, 58,
chief executive officer
(chancellor) of the
Spokane Community
College system in
Washington state and a
former Morehead faculty member and dean.
—James Adams, 50,
superintendent of the
public school system in
Indianapolis and a
Morehead alumnus.
— Olin B. Sansbury,
48, chancellor of the
University of South
Carolina's Spartanburg
campus.

SAVE 60c:
;Tony's Pizza
16.5 Oz.

* ** * * * * * * * * * * *** * ** * * *

*Pepsi
* 12 Oz.
12 Pack
* Cans

79
SAVE $1.30:

A

SAVE 40c

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * **********

200 „im,

*

••••COUPOW....

Ledger ar Times

REGISTER TO WIN
19" Color TV and VCR

*1

OFF
Prairie Farm Milk

The following SuperAmerica store will give away a 19 Color TV
and VCR
SoperAmerica, 1101 Coldwater Rd., Plumy, KY
• The registration period for the SuperAmerica is from September
* 12 ThrouSeptember 28, 1986. The drawing will be held at 1203
Gallon
• Limit One Coupon per Purchase
* noon on September 29. 1906, at the SuperAmerica store listed above.
Coupon Good Sept. 12-28, 1986 Homogenized
No purChase necessary You need not be present to win.
*
at:
Coupon Good Only
or 2 %
The winner will be determined in a random drawing held at the *
*
801 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY
Participating SuperAmerica store on September 29, 1986. The win* ner will
—COUPON—
be-notified by phone or mail. Prize must be claimed in per.
**** * ************ * **
• son at the participating SuperAmerica store within seven days of **
* notification. Winner may be required to provide adequate identifica* Pon and sign affidavits of eligibility and release
• Odds of winning depend upon the number of entries submitted
•
All tax liability on the 19- Color TV and VCR and all liability In
connection with the awarding of the 19 ' Color TV and VCR and the
• acceptance anClkir use of the 19 Coto, TV and VCR is the sole
* responsibility of the prize winner
• Individuals under 18 years of age employees of Ashiand Oil, Inc
* its subsidiaries and related companies and their spouses and
children, are not eligible to register or win
Combined aeorezimete RIM aloe of the 19" Color TV and VCR is 599
•
*

The Murray Ledger & Times
Circulation Department
753-1916

*
*

AME
ltior
rA
SUPEI
!

1

801 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, KY

*

•
* * *.* * * *

**

* * * * * * * *,* *

S-0243-3

•
•

We Reserve The

AIWA
SUPERAMERICAt
ngo,or...L.

Right To Limit
Quonfifias

Great gas, good goods
Every night 'n day

k
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•

•
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fishing line
by Jerry Maupin
Some mornings have
been typical early fall
until ten o'clock or so and
then the temperature
starts to rise bringing the
hot dry winds of summer. This is a little
upsetting to the fish and

their feeding habits are
not as we would like
them to be. It seems as if
the constant winds are
going to plague us on into the cold of winter.
My idea of a perfect
day is one with a cool

Cox
Electric Motor
Repair
Specializing
in
Motor

temperature and no
wind, sunny or cloudy
wouldn't really make
any difference, and a
stable barometer. At
times like this the big
lunker bass come up and
stretch your string for
you!
Fall bass fishing has a
magical air about it that
affects anglers all over
the south because the
ones who have experienced the "perfect"
days can tell you some
tales of "hawg wrestling" that will make your
mouth go dry! This year
has been a few clicks off
center since early spring

so we may not have a
perfect fall, but there
will be some good times
ahead yet!
Carlos Black found a
couple of beautiful
smallmouth which liked
the lure he was using, a
5 pound 4 ounce and 4
pound 9 ounce will make
any anglers day. These
were caught during the
Murray Bass Club's annual Steak and Beans
Tournament.
I think there is one
more tournament to be
held at Paris Landing
this weekend so you can
expect some big fish to
be caught then also.

difficult to see on a windy day. There are many
kinds of small noisy surface lures which will entice a strike as well as
the traditional underwater lures, plus you can
see the fish hit the lure.
I think this adds a lot of
excitement to the chase!
Sauger fishing is improving a little along the
regular trolling lanes.
Several decent sized
ones were taken on deep
diving crankbaits last
week.
There hasbeen a large
mayfly hatch from
Sugar Bay to Rushing
Creek. I know its
September and thats a

The crappie fishermen
are beginning to find
some better action this
week. I have seen more
than usual the amount of
anglers fishing the
dropoffs and ledges
where the crappie usually "hold" during the fall
and winter months. Dave
and Velma Maupin have
been doing real good in
Blood River on some of
their favorite spots. He
also said that Velma has
been out fishing him!
The stripes are still
running in large schools
the
down
up and
;hallows of the bars and
flats. However they are

lot of water to cover but
that's whats happening.
Evidently these are the
result of some of the
previous late hatches
two and three years ago.

Blood River
Fish Market
Featuring Fresh Catfish

$per
1.35
pound
Open 10 a.m.-6 p.m.k
Located on Hwy. 280 In Pottertown
—1-.1
436-2771

Armature
Rewinding
torlitoortto,

too

Those of you who take
to the
water this
weekend watch your
depth, the lake is down to
356.
Happy Fishing!

Kenlake Marina

tow or •••

Generators, Electric Tools,
Welding Machines and Air
Compressor Repair Service

Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &

*Factory Authorized Warranty Service Station
Open:
Monday-Friday 7a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.

753-1900

t. 1 Hardin SO2 74-2245 or 474-2211, Ext. 171

201 S. 7th St., Murray
(Across from Parker Ford Body Shop)

Pittman Whee
Alignment
I

itions!!-Aftillin Is Our liminess"

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
• Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
410 N. 4th
753-8346 753-6779.

Your U-Haul Headquarters
Hw .641 South

753-91

Jimmy Lassiter of Center Ridge subdivision, displays the 48-inch long rattlesnake he killed this week
near his home. The snake, which had seven rattles and a button on its tall, weighed three pounds.
Staff photo by Gene ItIcCutchoon

fib

Includes prime beef steaks, fresh Ky. Lake
catfish, seafoods, plate lunches and
sandwiches.

Hunting and fishing day proclaimed
FRANKFORT —
Describing hunters and
fishermen as "our
leading conservationists," Governor
Martha Layne Collins
has proclaimed Saturday, Sept. 27, as Hunting
and Fishing Day in
Kentucky.
In her proclamation,
Gov. Collins said that
hunters and fishermen
were among the first to
recognize the importance of conserving the
nation's natural and
wildlife resources.
"Hunters and
fishermen, through
their license fees and
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special excise taxes on
hunting and fishing
equipment, provide
most of the funding for
fish and wildlife conservation," Gov. Collins
said.
Through their purchase of hunting and
fishing licenses, sportsmen provided Kentucky with $8,284,634 for
conservation last year.
And the 933,206 licensed
hunters and fishermen
in the state entitled Kentucky to $3,563,504 in
federal funds for fish
and wildlife restoration
programs. Those

federal funds are derived from the special excise taxes sportsmen
pay on their sporting
arms and ammunition,
archery equipment and
fishing tackle.
Hunting and Fishing
Day in Kentucky is part
of a nationwide observance, National Hunting
and Fishing Day, that
was established by the
President at the request
of Congress in 1972 to
give recognition to
hunters and fishermen
for their contributions to
conservation. Since then
National Hunting and
Fishing Day has receiv-

Food and Drug Administration in 1984, officials said.
"I wouldn't eat the
fish seven days a week,
but occasionally it is
OK," Peter Tennant,
the commission's senior
environmental
engineer, said at its
final meeting of the year
in Pittsburgh on
Thursday.
PCBs,or
polychlorinated
biphenals, are
suspected carcinogens
that most often turn up
In the food chain in fish,

said FDA spokeswoman
Betty Campbell.
The eight-state commission, which oversees
water quality in the
river basin, cited 16
waste treatment
facilities and commission monitoring stations
in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania and West
Virginia as having problems with wastewater
compliance
High levels of
1,2-dichlorethane, an industrial solvent
suspected as a car-
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With millions of people .participating in
NHF Day events each
year, National Hunting
and Fishing Day has
become one of the most
widely observed and effective means of promoting the conservation
of America's natural
and wildlife resources.
Information on how to
participate in National
Hunting and Fishing
Day is available from
NHF Day Headquarters, P.O. Box 1075,
Riverside, Conn. 06878.

cinogen, continue to exceed Environmental
Protection Agency standards at a commission
monitoring station
along the river in
Paducah, Ky., said Leo
Weaver, executive
director.
The EPA is investigating leaking
lagoons and contaminated groundwater
at nearby Calvert City
as a possible source of
the pollution, and the
state is treating the
(Cont'd on page 9)
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Ohio River water quality remains steady
PITTSBURGH ( AP)
— The water quality in
the Ohio River remained steady over last year,
although PCB levels
found in some fish failed
to meet federal standards, according to officials of the Ohio River
Valley Sanitation
Commission.
PCBs in some of the
carp and catfish tested
along 981-mile river,
which stretches from
Pennsylvania to Kentucky, exceed the safe
levels of two parts per
million set by the U.S
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Can't Afford To Miss!
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Methodis Home of Kentucky helps youths face futures
By JACQUELINE DUKE
Lexington Herald•Leader
VERSAILLES, Ky. ( AP The odds were that James
Holland and Charlie Browning
would never see the inside of a
college.
Holland spent his early years
In a violent household until his
parents separated and his father
went to jail. He then lived briefly

DR.GOTT

Surgery, stroke
and medications
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT - My husband
had a myorcardial infarction in 1973
and was placed on Inderal. Ten years
later, he underwent quadruple-bypass
surgery; the surgeon prescribed Persantine and continued the Inderal.
Our local doctor immediately discontinued the Persantine and tapered off
the Inderal, but checked his blood
pressure regularly.
Five months after the surgery, and
only one week after stopping the Inderal, he had a brainstem stroke. A
reading at the time showed extremely
high blood pressure. He's in a nursing
home and still has left-side paralysis
and aphasia.
Is there any correlation between
the cessation of the drugs and the
stroke? Did the stroke cause the blood
pressure to go so high or did the high

in a roster home. Browning
never knew his parents and was
placed in a series of foster
homes, where he was sometimes
abused.
But Browning and Holland
beat the odds, and both will
begin college. The two 18-yearolds attribute their happy endings to the help they got at the
Methodist Home of Kentucky

near Versailles.
"It never would have entered
my mind that in 1986 I would go
to college," Browning said. "I
never thought that anybody
could care about me. The way I
look at it, my parents didn't
want me. Nobody else did. I
never had anyone I considered
really care about me until I
came here."

pressure cause the stroke?
DEAR READER - Persantine (to
reduce blood coagulation) and Inderal
(to lower blood pressure and reduce
the heart's work) ordinarily are prescribed after coronary-bypass surgery. Most patients continue the medications for several months, but there
is no hard-and-fast rule on how long
the drugs should be taken.
Your husband's situation is complex, and I am reluctant to blame his
stroke on the discontinuation of the
medications. He might have had the
stroke even if he were taking Persantine or Inderal. When patients stop Inderal, their blood pressures rise. This
could have triggered a stroke in your
husband's case. Conversely, strokes
often cause high blood pressure, so
this is a chicken-and-egg issue. Because your husband had a heart attack (myocardial infarction), he undoubtedly had arteriosclerosis and
arterial narrowing that predisposed
him to further difficulties, such as
stroke. I am unclear about the role his
medicines did or did not play.
DEAR DR.GOTT - Since our relative contracted herpes, we have not
visited his home. We fear our young
children may pick up the germ in his
bathroom. When he visits, we panic,
then clean like crazy after he leaves.
Are we being overly cautious?
DEAR READER - Herpes is not
as contagious as you think. It is
spread by direct personal coatact,
such as kissing. Although I wouldn't

recommend allowing a pregnant
women or infant near your relative, I
believe that the usual hygienic measures, like handwashing,should be adequate to protect you and your children. Scrubbing the bathroom is
probably an unnecessary precaution.
DEAR DR. GOTT - What would
cause a newlywed woman to have
painful, burning urination after
intercourse?
DEAR READER - Frequent intercourse for women unaccustomed
to this activity can cause the introduction of bacteria into the bladder
through the urethra. The microbes
may produce an acute bladder infection - so-called "honeymoon cystitis" - that results in painful urination with or without blood in the urine.
The condition requires diagnosis (using a urine culture) and treatment
with antibiotics. Most women who
tend to get this form of cystitis can
prevent the ailment by emptying
their bladders immediately after sexual intercourse.
If you're having an operation, you
should know all you can about it. Dr.
Gott's new Health Report, AN INFORMED APPROACH TO SURGERY, covers everything from second opinions to outpatient surgery.
For your copy, send $1 and your name
and address to P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101-3428. Be sure to mention the title.
01916, NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Browning arrived at the
Methodist Home, in 1981 with a
penspant for petty crime and
fighting. The home serves
neglected, abused and orphaned
children, but because of his problems, Browning was placed in
a special program for emotionally disturbed children.
After months of counseling and
close supervision, he graduated
to the regular child-care
program.
Holland was sent to the home
In 1983.
"Mouthy, pushy and hateful,"
he recalled. "That was me."
Holland spent 10 months in the
special program, then returned
to his mother, who had moved to
Arkansas. There, he says, he
began dealing drugs and getting
into trouble.
Eventually, Holland asked
permission to return to the
home. He was readmitted early
last year.
"I made it the second time
around," said Holland, who
graduated with Browning this
spring from Woodford County
High School.
Browning also -ieft the home
for a new set of foster parents,

but he, too, returned.
During his second stay,
Browning stole a van three
times and was caught drinking.
And Holland said he was
discovered high on drugs.
"If anybody thinks we're
angels, they're awfully
mistaken about us," said
Holland.
But the teen-agers said they
have learned much about controlling their anger and their
desire to hide behind drugs or
alcohol. They are regarded as
leaders at the home, Browning
in the quiet way he supervises
the younger children at their
chores
4A-lolland with his ready
wit and fondness for gab.
"I'm just so proud of them,"
said Donald Durham, the executive director of the home.
The Methodist Home houses
about 70 children, ranging in age
from 5 to 18. They take classes
on campus, and those who are
able attend Woodford County
public schools. Most of the
children live in dormitories.
Some of the older ones, including Browning and Holland,
have graduated to independent
living.

OUTDOOR LIFE
The Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway Development Authority
recently recognized Z. C. Enix (left) of Murray for his contributions and support to the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway and the
Authority during its quarterly Board meeting in Paducah,Ky. ElliX
who has been with the Authority since 1974 served as its vicechairman in 1985 during the historic opening of the waterway.
1iowww...Aix is Donlis'al6...., ...1hdnistrator of tfie
The five-state organization is responsible for promoting the development of Tennessee-Tombigbee and its economic and trade
potential.

Murray...

GOLDEN POND - Yamaha Molar Corporation is loaning two all-terrain vehicles(Afts)to Land Between The Lakes (LBL) for a one-year period. The ATVs will make it easier for LBL staff to travel in
remote, rugged sections of LBL for a variety of projects, including trail maintenance and wildlife
habitat improvements. The ATVs wil also help staff respond more quickly to possible emergencies in
LBL's backwoods areas. Yamaha company executives presented the ATVs to LBL director Elizabeth
Thach and LBL Recreation Resources Branch Chief John Mechler (third from left) during a Yamaha 3.
and 4-Wheeler Ride and Picnic at LBL's Turkey Bay Off-Road Vehicle Area. (TN photo by Barbara e.r.s.rt)

(Cont'd from page 1)
Assistant Superintendent Eli
Alexander gave a report on the
student enrollment in the Murray Public Schools.
In his report, Alexander said
there are 333 students in Robertson, 208 in Carter, 368 in Murray
Middle School and 405 in Murray
High for a total of 1314 students
in the system.
In other business the board
approved
-a $25 donation to Parents'
Anonymous, Spouse Abuse and
Child Health and Mental Protection in recognition of teacher
workshops the groups
conducted.
-selling of coupon booklets
for a band fund-raiser.
-joining a telecommunication network which provides

ready reference information.
-a consulting fee to Bennie
Cooper to help an existing committee in the development of an
earthquake plan.
-exploring a remediation
program for the summer of 1987,
a chemical addiction program
for the 1987-86 school year and a
follow-up study on Murray High
graduates beginning with the
class of 1987.
The board also accepted the
resignations of Tommy Brittain,
Head Start bus driver, and
Lynne Bailey, a cashier at
Robertson. A leave of absence
for Cynthia Hamlin, health coordinator, was approved and Judy
Clark was hired as cashier at
Robertson.
Board members adjourned into executive session where they
discussed the Superintendent
Robert Glin Jeffrey's evaluation
for the 1985-86 school year and
other personnel items.

On the large, rolling campus,
there are horses for the children
to ride, a gymnasium and a
swimming pool A psychologist
provides counseling.
The home operates with contributions from United
Methodist churches in the state
and from reimbursements from
the state for half the cost of caring for children placed there by
the Cabinet for Human
Resources.
Browning is attending
Eastern Kentucky University,
where he plans to study law enforcement. He hopes to be a
police officer one day.

Calloway...
(Cont'd from page I)
The board also narrowly_ approved magazine sales for
Calloway County Middle School.
In the absence of board
members Jerry Overbey and
Ferrel Miller, the sales were approved by a 2-1 margin.
Assistant Superintendent Dr.
Nancy Lovett gave the board a
summary of the yearly school
system performance report as
required by the state. "We're
really pleased with the report,"
Lovett said. "Test scores and attendance are up and the dropout rate is down."
In other business, the board
approved the purchase of three
new 71-passenger, automatic
transmission diesel buses at a
cost of $35,293 each.
In personnel matters, the
board accepted resignations
from Luna Greer as yearbook
sponsor at CCHS; and from
Gena Wilson as substitute
teacher.
Glen Leckie is the new high
school yearbook advisor.
Randy McCallon was approved as homebound teacher and
head boys track coach; Kathy
Newton was OK'd as CCHS girls
softball coach, and Rebecca
Frizzell gets an additional fourtenths time at the middle school and one-Teffths -time-as horne---bound teacher
Kathy Stubblefield was OK'd
as assistant high school
cheerleader sponsor, and
Melissa Miller will be an assistant girls basketball coach at the
high school.
The board also approved Patty Kimbro as substitute custodian, and Sherri Mills as a noninstructional aide in the speech
program.
Chris Pritchard was hired as a
building and grounds worker,
and Sue Delay and Douglas
Brown were approved as instructional aides. Delay will
work with the business and office classes and with the vocational handicapped classes,
while Brown will work with industrial arts and vocational
education classes at the high
school.
Dan Thompson will coach both
girls and boys cross country
teams, and Lisa Polivick will be
employed three-tenths time at
the high school to teach one of
Larry England's classes while
he does video production for the
school system.

Ohio River...
(Cont'd from page 8)
water with activated
carbon, he said.
The commission also
cited violations in
groundwater discharges
of benzene at USX
Corp.'s coke works in
Clairton, Pa., on the
Monongahela River, a
tributary of the Ohio
River.

USX has asked for a
delay in addressing the
problem because of the
nationwide labor
dispute that idled the
plant Aug.1., said Terry
Fabian, a spokesman
for the state Department of Environmental
Resources. The violations do not pose a
health hazard, he said.
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Other facilities cited
for possible violations of
pollution standards included waste water

Council
(Cont'd from page 1)
vote recorded on adopting the
proposal. Joining Koenen and
Scott on the losing side on both
votes was councilman Mike
Outland.
Councilman Chuck Foster,
who also sits on the planning
commission, said the recommended fixture was selected
because the area in which it is to
be installed is primarily residential and the planners felt it
would be better looking than the
standard cobra-head, interstatetype, fixtures used elsewhere in
the city.
"It's a nice, new street and we
ought to put up nice lights to go
with it," councilman C. C.
Lowry said, adding that in his
opinion the matter had been
studied long enough.
The 35 fixtures will be installed on alternate sides of the fourlane roadway. According to Mac
Fitts of the planning office, they
will illuminate the section of
12th Street with an average 1.2
foot-candles, the same average
lighting currently on the
Chestnut to 121 Bypass section of
the street.
Fitts said the section of 12th
Street south of Sycamore currently averages about 1.0 footcandles of illumination.
Also at Thursday's regular
session, the council adopted a 38
cent per $100 valuation tax on
motor vehicles in the city for the
1987 calendar year. The rate is
the same as the one levied in
1986 but had to be adopted at this
time because of changes in state
procedures, Jo Crass, city clerk,
explained.
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RACER FORMOkft
Murray State Racers (1-0) vs.
Southern Illinois Salukis (1-1)
September 13, 1986, 7:30 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium (16,800)
Murray, Kentucky
GAME 2

THOROBRED
COMPUTER & SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

PAM'S CAKE HUT
Good Old Fashion Homemade
Cakes For All Occasions
Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries
Club Parties. Church Events,
Novelty Cakes made to Order
We Put Pride and That Little Extra
Into Our Cakes Because
We Make Our Cakes To Be Remembered

410 Main St.
437-4455

759-4492

GOOD LUCK
RACERS!
Come by and enter
WSJP's

KICK FOR
CASH CONTEST
at each
Murray State Game
Prize grows by $500
each week
Total Potential $3000

Parker Ford
701 Main Street

Murray, Ky. 42071

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
753-5321

401 Olive

Go Racers!
ARE YOU BETWEEN
45 AND 65?
If you are and have a safe driving record,
we probably can save you money on your car
insurance, with the
State Auto
Insurance
Call 8
Medalist Auto Policy.,
•
Companies
us today.
o
A frond you can depend ,

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple
Southside of the Ct. Square
753-4451

GAME NOTES
THUS FAR: Murray State is 1-0(W 42-17 at Southeast Missouri).
Southern Illinois is 1-1(L 22-7 at Arkansas State, W 24-17 Austin Peay).
THE COACHES: Frank Beamer is 36-19-1 entering his sixth season
as head coach at Murray State. A 1969 graduate of Virginia Tech, he
is in his eighth year as a Racer coach, having served as an assistant
under Mike Gottfried for two years. MSU's record since Beamer arrived on campus is 54-32-2. This is his first game coaching against
Southern Illinois.
THE SERIES: Begun with a 6-3 Murray State win an Sept. 30, 1927,
&LIU holds a 3-1-2 advantage in the series, with a 3-0 home record.
Overall scoring is MSU 70, SIU 46, for an average game score of MSU
12, SIU 8. The Racers are 2-0 in games decided by a touchdown or
less. The last meeting between the two schools was on September 29,
1933, when the Racers opened the season at home with a 13-0 win,
then went on to their only undefeated season (9-0).
ON THIS DATE IN RACER HISTORY: The Racers have played
only one football game on this date, a 24-6 win over Youngstown State
In 1980. No Racer backs carried the ball for more than 100 yards in
that game.
HOME SEASON OPENERS:The Racers are 39-18-4 in home season
openers, including a 9-4 mark in Stewart Stadium. MSU has a six
game winning streak in home openers, with the last loss coming in
1979, when Southeast Louisiana upset the applecart with a 19-11 win.
That year, the Racers went on to win the Ohio Valley Conference title. Southern Illinois makes a bid tonight to become only the eleventh
school to defeat Murray State in a home opener. Heading the list is
Tennessee Tech (4 times), followed by East Tennessee and Florence
State (3 times each). Southeast Missouri, Eastern Kentucky, Western
Carolina, Austin Peay, Southeast Louisiana, Louisville, and Miami
of Ohio each have won one.
SEE YOU IN SEPTEMBER: With last Saturday's win, the Racers
are now 75-56-5 in games played in the month of September, good for
a .570 winning percentage. That includes a 43-22-1 (.659) record at
home and 32-34-4 (.471) on the road.
WHEN THE RACERS SCORE FIRST: Entering tonight's game,
the Racers have scored first in 45 games over the last five seasons.
They've won 31 of those games for a .689 winning percentage.
RACER OVC HONOREES: Three Murray State players were
honored by the Ohio Valley Conference for their efforts in last Saturday's 42-17 win at Southeast Missouri. Fullback Bill Bird was named
OVC Offensive Player of the Week, capr;king his homecoming to Cape
Girardeau which saw him record his first 100-yard game, a 105-yard
effort in 19 carries. Guard Charley Wiles was named Offensive
Lineman of the Week,reprising his 1984 performance against SEMO
which also gained him the honor. Tight end Bob Jacob earned OVC
Specialist of the Week honors as reserve punter. Despite not having
punted since ninth grade, he boomed three kicks for 142 yards while
filling in for regular punter David Dercher, who was sidelined by an
NCAA suspension.
MAYBE A FIRST: Research beginning in the 1983 season indicates
that the OVC honors won by the Racers marks the first time three
players from the same team have won honors outright in the same
week. There have been two instances in the past three years where
three players from the same team were honored, but at least one
player shared his honor with another. It is believed it was the first
time since the OVC began making the weekly awards that three
players from the same school have won the award outright.
MORE ON BIRD: Bill Bird's three touchdowns last Saturday (passing his 1985 season total by one) gives him 13 career touchdowns, only two away from breaking into MSU's top ten for career touchdowns.
He only needs five more touchdowns this season to match his singleseason high of eight as a freshman.
CHANGE OF HABIT?: Of the last nine touchdowns scored by the
Racers in the 1985-season, six were on pass plays. Thus far this season.
all of Murray State's points have come on the ground.
TURNING 40: Saturday's 42 points against Southeast Missouri
marked only the fourth time since the beginning of the 1971 season
that the Racers scored 40 points or more in a game. Three of those
games have come since Frank Beamer has been head coach (twice
in 1984 and once in 1986) and the fourth came in Mike Gottfried's final
game at MSU,a 49-0 win over Western Kentucky in 1980. Should the
Racers score more than 26 points tonight, they will produce the most
points (68) the Racers have ever scored in their first two games of
the season.

•

Restaurant
,Banquet Room up to 200 people
(For More Inform/0km Call 753-4488)
Serving
Chinese, American and Burmese Food.
Open 7 Days A Week
4:30 10 p.m. Sat.
11 a.m -10 p.m Sun.-Fri.

Sept
Sept
Sept
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov

6
13
27
4
11
18
25
1
8
15
22

at Southeast Missouri
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
WESTERN KENTUCKY
at Central Florida
EASTERN KENTUCKY*
at Akron*
TENNESSEE TECH•
at Morehead State*
YOUNGSTOWN STATE*
MIDDLE TENNESSEE*
at Austin Peay*

7 30 p m
730 p m
7 30 p m
6 00 p m
1 30 p m
600 pm
2 00 p m
12 30 p m
1 3Q p m
1 30 p m
1 30 p m

'Ohio Valley Conference games
Homecoming, Oct. 25 vs. Tennessee Tech
All limes are Central For tfcket information call 762-4895

C.

•

tackles).
'RICKERT MOVES UP: With his six points on extra points against
Southeast Missouri Saturday, junior placekicker Paul Hickert now
has 121 career points, which has moved him into a tie for sixth place
on the MSU career scoring list He shares the spot with Charlie Forrest and Carl Walker. With three points this evening, he'll match
Willie Cannon for fifth, and with five points he'll move into a threeway for third with Billy Hess and Lindsey Hudspeth with 126 points.
WP8D POSTER NIGHT: Tonight is WPSD-TV Racer Poster Night
at Roy Stewart Stadium. The first 1,200 fans entering the stadium this
evening received a four-color Murray State football schedule poster
courtesy of WPSD-TV, Channel 6, and the Racers.
TONIGHT'S OFFICIALS: Referee — L.V. McGinty; Umpire — Bill
Delaney; Linesman — Bill Smith; Line Judge — Herman Brown;
Field Judge — Charlie Kolbe; Back Judge — Charles Hall.
ELSEWHERE IN THE OVC: Tennessee-Chattanooga at Eastern
Kentucky (day); Akron at Kent State (day); Eastern Michigan at
Youngstown State (day ); James Madison at Morehead State (6:30
p.m.): Tennessee-Martin at Austin Peay (7:30 p:m.); Jackson State
at Tennessee State (7 p.M.).
SAGARIN'S DIVISION I-AA COMPUTER RATINGS: Following
Is a break-out of the 85 Division I-AA teams from the computer ratings
of Jeff Sagarin of Bloomington, Ind., who rates all 191 Division I-A
and I-AA teams ror u NA Today.The number in parentheses arter eacn
school indicates the team's standing in I-A and I-AA and last week's
standing in that context.

1986 Murray State Football

Best
Wishes

?MR/GM

CHURNING IT OUT: Last Saturday's 267 yards on the ground
marked the first 250 + rushing game for the Racers since their loss
at Middle Tennessee last season. In the past 20 games MSU has
played, they've recorded only three 250 + rushing games. That total
jumps to five in the last 23 games.
BIRD'S 102: Bill Bird's 105 yards last Saturday marked 102nd
modern era (since 1948) 100-yard rushing game by a Racer. The 100th
was Rodney Payne's 149-yard effort at Middle Tennessee last year.
STREAKING RACERS: The Racers will try to extend their home
winning streak to ten this evening. The last time Murray State lost
a home game was Oct 13, 1984, when Middle Tennessee defeated the
Racers 19-16. It was Mike Woznichak's first college start. Should the
Racers win, they will be within one game of matching the longest
home winning streak in Stewart Stadium. The 11-game string came
from the first game played in the new facility in 1973 and was finally
broken on Sept. 20, 1975, when Bill Furgerson'e team lost its season
opener to Western Carolina, who ironically was the first victim in the
winning streak it eilded. It carries the story line even further, when
coupled with the basketball team's 14-0 home-court record last season,
the Racers have not lost a home event in football or basketball since
Feb. 23, 1985, when Eastern Kentucky downed the basketball Racers
76-70.
NCAA STANDINGS: After one game, several Racers are listed
among the NCAA Division I-AA national leaders. They are:
BILL BIRD — 14th in rustling, 2nd in scoring.
MIKE WOZNICHAK — 11th in scoring, 8th in passing efficiency.
RODNEY PAYNE — 18th in rushing.
THE RACERS AS A TEAM —7th in rushing offense, 3rd in rushing
defense, 9th in total offense, 6th in scoring offense.
FOR SOUTHERN ILLINOIS:
DREW MORRISON-16th in punting.
AS A TEAM-20th in total defense.
CLOSE BUT NO CIGAR: The national minimum for ranking in
NCAA punting statistics is 3.6 punts per game. MSU's Bob Jacob only had three kicks against Southeast Missouri, which leaves him .6
of a punt short of the minumum. If he'd matched the minimum, he'd
be leading the nation in punting by .17 yards per kick over Bart
Bradley of Sam Houston State.
RODNEY TOPS 1,000: Tailback Rodney Payne has topped the
1,000-yard career rushing mark. His 1,056 yards leaves him 136 short
of tenth place among Racer rushers.
WOODIE TIED FOR NINTH: Senior outside linebacker Tony
Woodie has moved into a tie with Dan Coleman for ninth place in
career tackles with 260. He needs 14 to move into eighth place with
Gregg Evans. Others with opportunity to break into the career tackle
top ten this season are inside linebacker Luke Curry (currently at
205 tackles) and defensive end Wesley Keene (currently at 183 career
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Meet

Barbara Erwin

JUST ARRIVED!! 82 Chey. Caprice
21,xxx Actual Miles!! ASK ABOUT IT'

I IIIttsi Lit

Pre-Owned Cars

This
Week
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
1
13
14
15
16,
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

of the

Murray
Nissan
Chrysler
Dodge

Home Team
See Barbara For All
Your Real Estate
Needs

S. 12th
753-7114
700 Math
759-1839

Last
Week
4
1
3
2
6
5
26
22
7
9
8
10
13
12
14
11
31
21
27
19
24
20
15
25
16
17
28
30
32
39
33

36
40
34
41
38
43
35

Team (This Week/Last Week)
Nevada-Reno (23/58)
Furman (35/39)
Stephen F. Austin (39/57)
Arkansas State (51/56)
Louisiana Tech (64/70)
Delaware State (65/69)
Delaware (74/111)
Richmond (76/103)
Georgia Southern (81/71)
Northeast Louisiana (82/81)
Mississippi Valley State (83/80)
McNeese State (84/84)
Eastern Washington (85/ )
North Texas State (87/87)
Idaho (88/86)
Grambling (91/88)
Middle Tennessee (92/85)
William & Mary (96/113)
Boise State (102/97)
Nicholls State (98/112)
Appalachian State (101/98)
Tennessee State (103/109)
Tennessee-Chattanooga (104/100)
Northwestern Louisiana (108/92)
MURRAY STATE (109/110)
Sam Houston State (110/94)
Alcorn State (111/96)
Western Carolina (113/114)
Akron (114/117)
Indiana State (119/123)
Southwest Missouri State (121/134)
Eastern Kentucky (122/125)
Holy Cross (123/ )
Colgate (125/ )
Idaho State (128/132)
Massachusetts (128/137)
Illinois State (129/127)
Southern Illinois (130/138)
Eastern Illinois (131/135)
Southwest Texas State (134/ )
Connecticut (135/142)
Jackson State (136/130)

This
Week
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

Last
Week
18
29
42
46
48
49
54
50
55
56
57
53
51
58
61
60
47
52
62
63
45
64
65
66
67
59
69
70
77
72
74
71
:
75
68
76
73
78
79

Team (This Week/Last Week)
Rhode Island (137/97)
New Hampshire (140/116)
South Carolina State (142/139)
Lehigh (144/ )
Pennsylvania (147/147)
Harvard (148/151)
Maine (149/154)
Southern Univ. (152/159)
Brown (153/155)
East Tennessee State (157/160)
Bethune-Cookman(158/161)
Lafayette (159/ )
James Madison (160/164)
Lamar (161/158)
The Citadel (162/156)
Princeton (163/166)
Austin Peay (164/170)
Florida A&M (166/168)
Boston Univ. (167/160)
Youngstown State (169/157)
Northeastern (170/171)
VMI (171/173)
Marshall (172/146)
Western Kentucky (173/174)
Dartmouth (174/175)
Cornell (175/176)
Yale (176/177)
Western Illinois (177/167)
North Carolina A&T (178/179)
Montana (179/180)
Morehead State (180/188)
Northern Arizona (181/182)
Alabama State (182/184)
Texas Southern (183/181)
Morgan State (184/185). Montana State (185/178)
Bucknell (186/ )
Howard (187/187)
Tennessee Tech (188/183)
Prairie View A&M (189/189)
Columbia (190/190)
Davidson (191/ )

(24 Months)

2.9%
Financing
•0% APR Financing
good on 1986
Cherokee,
Commanche &
Wagoneers

(36 Months)

5.9% Financing
(48 Months)

CAINS AMC JEEP
RENAULT, INC.
Hwy. 641 N.

91 AMC Jeep
.• RENAULT

753-6448

Good
Luck
Racers!

'Offer Good Through Sept. 18th

M.-S.
10-9
SALES & RENTAL
Central
Shopping
Center

753-7670
HOME TV & APPLIANCE

I "2 Prints For
The Price ofand1"
one
Limit one coupon per customer
I coupon per roll with this ad.
I

I
•

Expires Sept. 19th. 1986

Snapshot
Photo
1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
759-9347
Olympic Plaza

1201 Chestnut
753-0894

WEST KY
TRAILER SALES

Good Luck Racers!
We're behind you
all the way!

Murray, Kentucky

4=.
I.,' ;nu •••,,

Repair
RV Repair
Trucks

David W. Brandon

(502)753-7246

•r•

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Open 9-9 iviunts.Sai.
Sunday 1-6

7
11

41.
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Beamer: SIU game
should 'tell us a lot'
By KENT BROWN
have our team thinking
SPORTS EDITOR
that SIU is not going to
Going into the be that good because it
Southeast Missouri has some players out."
State game last SaturBeamer expects Dorr,
day, Murray State with King at quarterUniversity head football back and seeing that
coach Frank Beamer SEMO completed
said the Indians were around 60 percent of its
"much improved" and passes last week, to emthe best team SEMO phasize the pass more
has had since I've been against MSU.
at Murray State."
"They'll stick with
Beamer still feels the their same offense —
same way, even though split back veer — but
his Racers whipped the they'll probably throw it
Indians 42-17.
more than in the past,"
But he doesn't feel the Beamer said.
SEMO game gave him a
Kirksy is the Salukis'
true indication about leading receiver (with
how good his football seven catches for 78
team is.
yards), Beamer noted.
He figures that indicaThe longest completion will come from how tion they have had this
the Racers fare against season is 25 yards.
Southern Illinois "SIU likes to throw
Carbondale this Satur- the intermediate length
day night at Stewart pass," Beamer said.
Stadium.(Game time is "They'll send a running
7:30 p.m.)
back and receiver into
"Talentwise, the same area and
Southern Illinois is a throw to the one who
much better team than gets open. They also like
Southeast Missouri," to throw quick passes to
Fleamer said. "They their wide receivers,
have-a lot of good foot- who have good size and
Mal photo by Kest BMW!,
ball players. Saturday speed and who can score
Murray State University head football coach Frank Beamer against Southern Illinois-Carbondale. Beamer feels Saturday
night's game should tell at any time if they break
how good his
looks down on his team during its practice Wednesday after- night's game will give him an indication about
us a lot."
that first tackle.
noon. Beamer says the Racers have had a good week of prac- team is.
The Salukis are 1-1,
"I think they might
tices and are ready for their home opener Saturday night
defeating Austin Peay throw some longer
24-17 last Saturday and passes this week, too,
losing to Arkansas State because, as I said, King
22-7 on Aug. 30.
has a better arm than
They have lost their Brown."
_
top running back and
SIU flanker Bobby
(AP) — Lou Holtz on Michigan and 24th as a Fighting Irish on na- year — the Wolverines' We will certainly have a their starting quartercaught 28 passes
Sloan
best record since 1974 — tough test in Seattle."
Saturday becomes the head coach. "I wouldn't tional television.
back to injuries.
for 406 yards as a tight
State's
Ohio
Despite
the
in
second
finished
'Anytime you play
latest head football want to-play them later
Byron Mitchell suf- end last season. Sloan is
coach to step into the in the year, because it's Notre Dame in South Associated Press rank- opening loss, fered a knee injury 6-1, 188.
on
Coach-D
Washington
cham,;to
liational
pressure cooker known too tough a game and Bend in The opening ings
before the season
Wide receiver Sebron
ttik
James is worried.
could detract from the game of the season, it pion Oklahoma.
as Notre Dame.
started and is out for Spivey caught 22 passes
involvgames
In other
wouldn't make any difAs the 25th coach in Big 10 season."
season. Mitchell, a
"Experience tells me
Two games pitting ference who's coaching. ing Top Twenty teams,
the history of the
junior, gained 1,211
Fighting Irish, Holtz Top Twenty teams There will be tremen- No. 2 plays host to Texas that anybody who loses yards in 1985 and had a
begins his reign at home against each other are dous enthusiasm" Tech, No. 4 Alabama regroups and comes 7.1 yard average per
against third-ranked also on tap for Saturday Schembechler said, will take on Southern back harder the next carry.
— No. 10 Ohio State at speaking of Holtz. "We Mississippi at Birm- time," James said. "I
Michigan.
Kevin Brown injured
"There are probably No. 17 Washington and can offset that with our ingham, Mississippi don't think it'll make it his collarbone against
State is at No. 8 Ten- any easier.
no teams playing this No. 7 Texas A&M own enthusiasm."
Austin Peay and also
Murray High's soccer
"They're a solid may be lost for the
Former Notre Dame nessee, New Mexico is
year with greater foot- against No. 14 Louisiana
to
ball traditions than State. But the biggest Coach Dan Devine says at No. 11 Brigham team. They've got a lot season. lie threw for team raised its record
4-0
a
with
Thursday
2-0
and
Michigan and Notre share of the attention of Saturday's Young, Louisiana Tech of ingredients
1,043 yards as a
win over Paducah
is at No. 12 Baylor, they're really an ag- freshman in 1985.
Dame," said Bo will be in South Bend, confrontation:
in Paducah.
Tilghman
They're
"The circumstances Mississippi takes on No. gressive team.
Schembechler, opening Ind., where the
In Mitchell's absence,
this is the first
Since
physical
big,
Little
at
a
Arkansas
really
18
Lou's
the
—
tackle
game
at
Wolverines
this
of
season
his 18th
tailback Mel Kirksy has
year Tilghman has
first game and playing Rock, Dune is at No. 19 team."
become SIU's top runfielded a soccer team,
Michigan — could be Georgia and No. 20
yards
This will be the first ner, gaining 167
the Tigers are the first
Michigan State travels
unequal to anything."
between the two on 35 carries in the first team ever to beat them.
game
Michigan is a 6-point to Arizona State.
football powers two games.
Tilghman, earlier,
Ohio State is coming college
favorite over Notre
Junior Pat King now
when Ohio
1969,
since
opened its season by
had
Evansville, though, Dame and has a 12-5 ad- off a 16-10 loss to
The University of
is the starting quarterSeatin
Marshall
41-14
won
State
defeating
the
won
and
back
Evansville rallied for a came
Alabama in its season
vantage in the series.
back. He has thrown for
The Buckeyes were
County.
3-2 victory over Murray final two games, 15-11,
opener in the Kickoff tle.
804 yards and six
Chris Dill put the
"There are lots of Classic. But the coached by Woody touchdowns in his colState University in 15-12.
1969
the
and
then
Hayes
Tigers ahead 1-0 in the
pluses and minuses to Buckeyes are a slight
MSU is now 1-3.
girls' volleyball action
legiate career.
first half with his first
Lafeyette, Ind., opening with a team like favorite over Huskies were coached
Thursday night.
"King actually throws
Owens.
Jim
by
freshman Janna Roach Michigan," Holtz said. Washington in the
than
the ball better
The Lady Racers, was the top setter for "If we want to be the Huskies' first game of
But Bruce and James Brown," Beamer said.
first
the
after dropping
the Lady Racers, while best we've got to beat the season.
are not strangers to "Coach (Ray) Dorr has
game 15-9, took a 2-1 Salem, Ill., senior Amy the best, and Michigan
"I hope we're a better each other. Bruce led mentioned this, and it is
lead over the Lady Aces Livesay and Muncie, may be the best team in football team than we
Tampa to a victory over very obvious on the film
by winning the next two Ind., senior Anne Flynn the country."
were two weeks ago," James' Kent State team we have.
games, 15-12, 15-9.
Michigan, 10-1-1 last said Ohio State Coach in the 1972 Tangerine
were the top attackers.
"We are going to have
Earle Bruce. "I think Bowl.
to stress to our football
The Chiefs opened
we are and I know we're
The Huskies are con- team that, even though their season in the Murgoing to have to be.
cerned with Ohio State they have some starters ray Soccer Association
"But you don't know quarterback Jim Kar- out, they have some under 11 girl's league by
until we meet an oppo- satos and linebacker quality people to edging the Wildcats 3-2
nent like Washington. Chris Spielman. replace them. We can't Thursday.
-

Holtz's Fighting Irish open with Michigan

-,••••

for 348 yards last
season. He is 6-0, 185.
Beamer said the
Racers need to make
good drops on pass
coverage, and, when the
ball is thrown short,
need to come up fast and
"punish" the receivers.
They also need to
have a better pass rush
than they had against
SEMO, he added.
"We didn't do much
with our pass rush last
week except when we
rushed more than four
people," Beamer said.
"We have to get a better
rush from our down
linemen.
"We want to make
King throw it before he
is ready to throw it, or at
least mike him move
his feet a lot. We don't
want him to set up like
he does in practice."
Beamer said SIU's
running game is tough
to defend against
because of the size of the
offensive line and the
,
running backs.
"They have a big offensive line," he said.
"Their tackles are 6-8
and 6-6 and the back-up
is 6-7. They get their
small running backs
behind those linemen
and you have a hard
time finding them."
Kirksy is 5-9, 177.
Beamer said getting
around those linemen
and at the quarterback
on the pass rush "is going to be .a major
ordeiter:wv;
(Cont'd on page 13)

MHS soccer team
raises record to 2-0

MSU girls' volleyball team
loses match with Evansville

goal of the season.
Don Brock tallied two
goals in the second half,
while Greg Knedler had
one.
Brock now has seven
goals in two games.
Knedler has two.
MHS coach Beth
Broach said the defense
"played extremely
well."
The Tigers next travel
to University Heights on
Tuesday. Both the Bteam and varsity squad
will have games.

Chiefs, Sidekicks win
soccer league games

Feast Like A
King At
Pizza Inn's

Kim Johnson scored
all three goals for the
Chiefs, one on a penalty
kick.

Noon & Evening

Sarah Fitts and Jill
Miller tallied goals for
the Wildcats.
Goalie Erin Grogan
had three saves for the
Chiefs.
Alexia Schempp had

Buffet
.;
.
,
"1.;et
r.44.
•••

$2.99

0
••.7

All the pizza, salad, pasta
and dessert you can eat.

Catch it!

oar*.
•

Murray High
vs.
Mayfield
7:30 p.m.
Ty Holland Field

4— •

Seven Days a Week 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday Nights 5 p.m..8 p.m.

FREE! FREE!
2 Ingredient
Medium Thin Pizzas
2 FREE Cokes

$5.99

Delivery Only
Expires Sept. 15, 1986
Not Valid With Any
Other Coupon Offer

FREE! FREE!
2 Ingredient
Medium Thin Pizzas
2 FREE Cokes
$599

'Delivery Only
Expires Sept. 15, 1986
Not Valid With Any
Other Coupon Offer

We Deliver Until Midnight
Seven Days A Week

Olympic Plaza, 641 North

753-0900

six saves and Erica
Vidmer had four for the
Wildcats.
Coach Dave Johnson
said Tammy Chester
had an outstanding
defensive game for the
Chiefs.
Sidekicks 3, The Force 1
In the boys' under 10
league, the Sidekicks
beat The Force 3-1 in the
first game for both
teams.
Tommy Richter,
Jason Rouse and Jared
Lencki had goals for the
Sidekicks.

Sat., Sept. 13 is Poster Night!
The first 1200 people to the
game get a Channel 6 Poster.
.

Geperal Admission for Children
& Students under 18 only $2.00
Reserved Bleacher only $3.00

gage 9.C'
School Jackets
Next to Paqliai's

P33 / /,I

1111W.0erkti
4111.

111

ana.
,

•

'

•
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Racers face Salukis Saturday night
Beamer has stressed
the kicking game during
the practices this week.
He said the coverage
teams need to do a better job

without All-America
strong safety John
Field, who is out with a
foot injury. Field's injury occured just after
he had been switched to
running back to fill the
void left by Mitchell.

(Cont'd from page 1S) '
On defense, the
Salukis use a 50 scheme,
but switch it around so
that, at times, they have
eight men up front,
Beamer said.
"SIU has a different
kind of defense than
SEMO," Beamer said.
'SEMO read, then
reacted. SIU attacks
and doesn't mind taking
chances. They are very
aggressive on defense.
"SIU is going to try
and pressure (Mike;
Woznichak. They don't
mind bringing folks at
you.,,
The Salukis will be

He hasn't decided on
whether Bob Jacob or
David Dercher will punt
Saturday. Filling in for
Dercher against SEMO,
Jacob, who starts at
tight end, averaged 47
yards a punt and won
the OVC Special Team
Player of the Week
award.

Beamer said the
Salukis rely on their
linebackers to make a
lot of tackles.
Linebacker Rick
Spielman was the
leading tackler last
year. Linebacker John
Edwards is the leading
tackler this year, with
13 tackles and nine

Beamer said "We're
ready to go."
Beamer said the
Racers are healthy, except that defensive
tackle Rickey Brewer
hasn't practiced this
week because of recurring problems with a
sprained ankle.
"It looks like its one of
those injuries that he is
just going to have to live
with," Beamer said.

Besides Jacob, two
other Racers received
OVC awards last week
— offensive tackle
"We've had a good Charley Wiles was namweek of practice," ed Offensive Lineman of

nc,4,1nri +.-Ir114.1fts.

Ditka upset with Dent, downplays
differences with former assistant
and Mike Tomczak will
take his place.
But now Richard Dent
may miss the game as
well. The All-Pro defensive lineman sat out
practice Thursday with
a sprained back, and
Ditka said he will not
play.
"He missed practice
so he must be too injured to play Sunday,"
Ditka said. The coach
said the sears will "just
hold him out and play
the other guy" — Mike
Hartenstine, a veteran
Both coaches have
and now a part-time
worked to discourage
starter.
such talk this week.
Is Ditka discipling
"What feud?" Ryan
Dent? That question got
said. "I never thought
Ditka mad. "He won't
there was a feud. You
play. That's enough
guys always had the
said," he snapped back.
feud thing going."
Philadelphia's Keith
' — Rivalry? . What Byars will start his first
rivalry?" Ditka wants NFL game. The running
to know. "We'd like to back and top draft
go 2-0. I'm sure the choice admitted "There
game means more to is rustiness ... It's hard
them because they're to say if I'm exactly
ready."
0-1."
Byars, whose oftshouldn't
let
"You
your personal feelings injured foot is healing,
getmixed up in the Na-- was not expected back
tional Football until October or even
November. "I'm 100
League," Ditka said.
percent," he said. "If I
With such politeness wasn't, I wouldn't go out
reigning, various there."
players are making bids
Eagles rookie
to replace their coaches fullback Mike Waters
in the headlines.
called the Bears panIt has been known all sies. "They cause
week that Bears fights. They don't want
quarterback Jim to get blocked. They're
McMahon will not play, pansies," he explained.
"Mike who?" asked
Dent.
In a Thursday night
game, New England
beat the New York Jets
20-6. Tony Collins
caught two touchdown
By JONATHAN VITTI
AP Sports Writer
If pre-game publicity
counts for anything, the
clash between Mike
Ditka and Buddy Ryan
will overshadow the collision of the Chicago
Bears and Philadelphia
Eagles this Sunday.
Ditka has accused his
former assistant of
stealing a large part of
the credit for the Bears'
Super Bowl victory.
Ryan has called Ditka
"a jerk."
•

passes, one on an option
pass from fellow running back Craig James,
as the Patriots improved to 2-0. They are alone
atop the AFC East.

a hero against the
Giants, scoring the
game -winning
touchdown, but Lions
have adopted a waitand-see attitude.

The 1-1 Jets also lost
Freeman McNeil, who
suffered a dislocated
right elbow early in the
second quarter. The AllPro running back will
miss 4 to 6 weeks, club
officials said.

"Herschel's the new
kid on the block," Lions
defensive end William
Gay said. "I'm not taking anything away from
the USFL, but this
league is intense. You
know, there are guys out
here who look forward
to new meat."

In Sunday's other
games, it will be Buffalo
at Cincinnati, Cleveland
at Houston, Dallas at
Detroit, Green Bay at
New Orleans, the Los
Angeles Raiders at
Washington, St. Louis at
Atlanta, San Diego at
the New York Giants,
San Francisco at Los
Angeles Rams, Milt:
nesota at Tampa Bay,
Indianapolis at Miami
and Kansas.-City,, at,
Seattle.
On Monday, Denver
plays at Pittsburgh.

SCOREBOARD

the Week and fullback
Bill Bird was named Offensive Player of the
Week.
"Our offensive line
did a good job for us last
week," Beamer said.
"It is a good, hardworking bunch of getafter-it kids.
"And it has two good
backs running behind it,
In Bird and (Rodney;
Payne."
Beamer said Saturday's game will be a
meeting of two quality
football programs. _lie_
said he enjoys playing
regional rivals like SIU
and Western Kentucky,
the Racers opponent on
Sept. 20.
He added, however,
that he doesn't like competing against schools
"who have an upper
hand in goods.
"Both SIU and
Western Kentucky have
70 football scholarships.
We have 66. That rpm,
not seerri like much of a
difference, but if you
have four more chances
than the other guy, your
liable to come up with
another Payne or Bird.
I'd like to have those
four more chances at
signing a quality
player."
Beamer noted the
OVC last year only
allowed its schools to
have 65 football scholarships, five fewer than
the national limit of 70.
This year the OVC has
said its schools can
divide up their 96 men's
scholarships any way
they want to.
"I think that if you
want to compete for the
national championship
you need 70 scholarships. I feel the OVC, as
a group, should get the
football scholarships up
to 70 and put us at the
same level as mobt of
the teams we are competing against.
"The OVC has a
reputation of being one
of the best, if not the
best, I-AA football conference in the country. I
think the OVC should
support that feeling and
not let the percentages
get you."
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Cincinnati ( Welsh 5-81 at Los Angeles )i-loiton 1-0 )
In)
Atlanta I Acker 3-4) at San Francisco I Krukow 15-8 )

BASEBALL STANDINGS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East OivieiOn
Boston
Toronto
New York
Detroit
Cleveland
Baltimore
Milwaukee

_
West Division

California
Texas
Oakland
Kansas City
Seattle
Chicago
Mirmiteota

85
76
75
73
69
88
66
80
72
67

se

62
81
59
Thursday's Gaines
New York 3, Toronto 1, 1st game
New York 7, Toronto 5. 2nd game
Detroit 8. Milwaukee 0
California at Cleveland. ppd , rain
Baltimore 8, Boston 8
Oakland 2, Chicago 1
Kansas City 7, Seattle 8, 10 !rulings
Minnesota 6, Texas 2

In

L
55
84
65
68
71
72
73

Pct
607
543
538
518
498
486
475

58
68
74
74
79
78
80

580
514
475
471
440
439
424

Gil
—
9
10
121
,
16
17
1814

9
144
15
194
194
214

Saturday's Games
Cincinnati at Los Angeles
Atlanta at San Francisco
New York at Philadelphia n
Chicago at Pittsburgh, n )
Montreal at St Louis In ,
Houston at San Diego, In t
Sunday's Games
New York at Philadelphia
Chicago at Pittsburgh
Montreal at St Louis
Cincinnati at Los Angeles
Atlanta at San Francisco
Houston at San Diego

NFL FOOTBALL

National Football League
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pd. PF PA
2 0 0 1.000 53
New England
44
Boston I Hurst 10-7) at New Tort(Nielsen 24).(n) N Y Jets
1
1
0
500 34
29
Baltimore I McGregor 10-111 at Detroit (Petry 4,41). Buffalo
0
1
0
000 24
Indianapolis
0
1
0
000 3 33
(n)
Oakland I Young 11,
81 at Cleveland (Swindell 1-1), Miami
0
1
0
000 28 50
In)
Central
California I Sutton 14-91 at Chicagoi Bannister 9-11
1
0 0 1 000 31
3
Houston
)
0 1 0
000 14
24
Cincinnati
Seattle (Langston 11-11) at Kamm] City (Jackson Cleveland
41
0
1
0
000 31
10-10), in)
30
Pittsburgh
0
1
0 .000 0
Tern (Correa 9.12 I at Minnesota ( Portugal 4-81. n )
West
Toronto (Clancy 1491 at Milwaukee I Birkbeck 0-1), Denver
1
0 0 1.000 38
38
14
1
0 0 1.000 24
Kansas City
Saturday's Games
28
1
0 0 1 000 50
San Diego
0
Texas at Minnesota
Seattle
1 0 0 1.000 30
38
Baltimore at Detroit
0
1
0 .000 36
L.A. Raiders
Oakland at Cleveland
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Boston at New York
East
28
California at Chicago,(n)
1 0 0 1.000 31
Dallas
14
Seattle at Kansas City. ln
1
0 0 1.000 41
Washington
31
Toronto at Milwaukee. in )
0 .000 28
0
1
N.Y. Giants
000 14
41
1
0
Philadelphia
.0
16
000 10
1
0
0
St. LOUIS
—— —
Central
NATIONAL LEAGUE
31
1
0 0 1.000 41
Chicago
East Division
10
0 0 1.000 13
1
Detroit
New York
93
48
689
3
31
1
0
.000
0
Green
Bay
Philadelphia
71
68
511 22
0 .000 10
13
0
1
Minnesota
St. Louie
70 69
504 23
31
0 .000 7
0
1
Tampa Bay
Montreal
69
68
498 24
West
Chicago
59
SO
424 34
10
1
0 0 1.000 31
82
Pittsburgh
56
408 381
, Atlanta
10
1
0 0 1.000 16
LA Rams
West Division
7
1
0 0 1.000 31
San Francisco
Houston
80 60
571 —
1
0
.000
10
31
Orleans
0
New
Cinctruuiti
71
69
507 9
Thursday's Game
San Francisco
71
70
504 94
New England 20, New York Jets 6
Los Angeles
88
72
486 12
Sunday's Games
San Diego
65
76
461 151
,
Buffalo
at Cincinnati
Atlanta
84
75
460 151
,
Cleveland at Houston
Thursday's Games
Dallas at Detroit
San Francisco 2. Cincinnati 1
Green Bay at New Orleans
San Diego 9, Atlanta 1
Los Angeles Raiders at Washington
Los Angeles 14, Houston
Philadelphia at Chicago
a
Friday's Games
St. Louis at Atlanta
New York I Gooden 14-51 at Philadelphia (Ruffin
San Diego at New York Giants
7-31, In)
San Francisco at Los Angeles Rams
Chicago 4Eckersley 6-91 at Pittsburgh 4KIpper 4-71.
Minnesota at Tampa Bay
n
Indianapolis at Miami.
Montreal i Yourrums 12-10) at St. Louis (Forsch
Kansas
City at Seattle
15-81, (xi )
Monday's Game
Houston I Darwin 2-11 at San Diego (LaPoint 1-2)
Denver at Pittsburgh
('I)

Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9888

524 Main

Looking for World Class Quality?

Quality Mufflers $ 1 995
Installed
•Most American Cars

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO
REPAIR & SERVICE CENTER
514 S. 12th

The Muncie Budlight
Endurathon, which consisted of a 1.2 mile
swim, a 56 mile bike
race and a 13.1 mile run,
was the last Ironman
qualifier of the season,
Laming said.

Estb. 1956

753-1750

ii
PARKER FORD Salesmen Nicky Ryan and Keith Williams with the Ford Taurus
— more than just another car.

Steal one!
Now you can run away with a Xerox 1020
Marathon Copier for an incredible $600 off!
• Compact, just 17"
square by 11" high

The small, desk-top
copier that gives
you big Xerox
performance)
• Consistent.
high quality
copies

Lanning's time was
6:19:23.
"I really wasn't in
shape for this event,"
Lanning said. "I had
been concentrating on
running in order to get
ready for Pikes Peak."

• Fast, makes 11
copies per minute
•Comes with 30
day parts & labor
warranty by Xerox

• Handles all kinds
of hard-to-copy
originals

WAS $1595

LOOK TO TAURUS!
Motor Trend's Car of The Year for 1986!

The Automobile that Evolved
from a New Way of Thinking!
Parker Ford still has a good selection of these cars of the future. Now,
more than ever, the car you've been waiting for is ready for you at Parker
Ford in Murray.
Affordable financing can be arranged for qualified buyers through Ford Credit
Company. That means you can get both — a new 1 986 Taurus — and financing, quickly and conveniently, under one roof!
See the fellows at Parker Ford NOW for this one-stop automotive shopping
while these year-end Taurus savings can be yours!
Ford Motor
Credit

A truly remarkable
6-passenger sedan and wagon

Company

One of the competitors who beat Lanning was Hal Higdon, a
well-known writer of articles pertaining to running. Higdon finished
second in Lanning's age
group.

$99
Come in

While they last!

Lanning qualified for
the Ironman because
each of the _top three
finishers in his age
group had either
already qualified or had
turned down the invitaton, as Lanning did.

V‘i

XEROX
t=ergel
d
XEROX

1.1;

• Twin Lakes
Office Products, hie.
512 Main Street Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 753,0123 - KY 1-800-592-3499

and the identifying numbers here.n are trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION

TODAY
for complete details

Parker Ford, Inc.
701 Main Strut

—

Murray, KY 42071

••

•

4.

,_)(10L1 )ierghtiOr

For Universal
Life Insurance,
check with

We'll Match ANY
Competitor's Price!

This year, though, he
isn't going to go.
"I competed in the
Pikes Peak Marathon,
and I'm going to compete in the National
Triathlon Championships in Hilton Head,
S.C., on Sept. 22," Lanning said. "That's enough
big events for one
year."

•

Jeff Kemp may play
Mike Tomczak to Joe
Montana's .1 im
McMahon Sunday. The
49ers star quarterback
hurt his lower back and
strained a knee last Sunday against Tampa
Bay,so Kemp may start
against his former
teammates, the Rams.

The Cowboys are
following up their 31-28
"We're practicing as
Monday night victory
over the Giants and if Jeff Kemp is going to
start," said 49ers
looking to make for last
Mike
year's 26-21 loss to quarterback coach
Holmgren.
Detroit.
But Montana's doctor
Running back Tony said, "I think there is a
Dorsett's status is possibility that he would
uncertain for the game. be ready to play Sun"Tony's ankle is sore," day. I think you could
Dallas Coach Tom Lan- call it 50-50."
dry said. "We really
won't know until game
The Cardinals will be
time. We'll wait and see. without wide receiver
Herschel will play in his Pat Tilley when they
place if Tony can't play the Falcons. Tilley
play."
has a disc problem in his
Herschel Walker was back.

Lanning
skipping
Ironman

By finishing fourth in
the 55-59 age group at
the Muncie Budlight Endurathon last weekend,
Dr. Adam Laming, III,
qualified for the Ironman Triathlon World
Championship.
This is the third
straight year Lanning
has qualified for the
Ironman.

Landry said "I don't
think there's any
pressure on Herschel.
He's just so unimpressed with being a star that
he's really kind of amazing o me."
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Speakers and mvsic for church services listed for Sunday
Various churches in
Murray and Calloway
County have released
information to the Murray Ledger & Times
concerning their services on Sunday, Sept.
14, as follows:
---Wayman Chapel
Wayman Chapel
A.M.E. Church will
have an "Appreciation
Day" service in honor of
the pastor, the Rev.
William Pratt, at 3 p.m.
The Rev. Dunlap of
Birds Creek will be the
speaker. Lunch will be
served at 1:30 p.m.
Martin's Chapel
The Rev. Bill Hart,
pastor, will speak at
9:30 a.m. service at

Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Church School will
follow at 10:30 a.m.
Good Shepherd
Holy Communion wll
be served at 11 a.m. service at Good Shepherd
United Methodist
Church. The pastor, the
Rev. Bill Hart, will
speak. Church School
will start at 10 a.m. and
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship will meet at
7 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. Terry Sills,
director of missions of
Blood River Baptist
Association, will speak
at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services at Elm Grove
Baptist Church. Don

FROM THE
(PLATTER
-; PARSON'S
,
f-/-SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1. It is what you learn after you know it all
that counts.
2. The most ruinous thing: A person with
charm who makes sin attractive.
3. We have a God who delights in impossibilities. Nothing is too hard for him.
4. We can have what we will, if we have
patience.
5. Today is the tomorrow you worried about
yesterday, so why worry?
6. Faith is never surprised. Half the things we
worry about never happen, and the other half
happen anyway, so why worry?
7. Jesus has redeemed your soul, you must
redeem yotir time. -

Rowlett will direct the
music with Glenda
Rowlett and Teresa
Suiter as musicians.
Sunday School with
Brooks Oswalt as director will start at 10 a.m.
and Church Training
with Jack Owens, director, and Junior Choir
will start at 6 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. George
Culp, pastor, will speak
about "Why Praise The
Lord?" with scripture
from Psalms 42 and
children's sermon on
"Only A Boy's Marbles"
with scripture from
Mark 6:38 at 11 a.m. service and from Psalms 23
at 6 p.m. service at Coldwater Baptist Church.
Bobby Manning will
direct the music with
Marge West and Jennifer Culp as accompanists. Sunday School
will start at 10 a.m.
First Methodist
The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham, minister, will
speak about "Blessed
Are the Peacemakers"
with scripture from
Matthew 5:9, 21-24 and
38-48 at 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. services at First
United Methodist
Church.
Randall Black will
sing a solo, "0, Divine
Redeemer," at both services. The Chancel
Choir will sing the anthem, "This I Believe,"
at later service with
Paul Shahan as director
and Bea Farrell as
organist.
Church School will be
at 9:45 a.m., UMYF at
5:30 p.m. and study on
"The Nuclear Crisis and
A Just Peace" at 6 p.m.
Lynn Grove
The -Rev.---Calvin
Clark, pastor, will speak
at 9:30 a.m. service at

Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church.
Charles Osborne will
direct the song service
with Fay Nell Kelso and
Judy Kelso as accompanists. Sunday School
will start at 11 a.m.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr,
pastor, will speak about
"The Problem of Sin"
with scripture from
Genesis 3 at 10:50 a.m.
service and about "The
Provision of Jesus
Christ" with scripture
from Philippians 2 at 6
p.m. service at Westside
Baptist Church. Jo Beth
Adams will give her
testimony at morning
service.
Tommy Scott will
direct the music with
Patsy Neale and Susie
Scott as accompanists.
The Church Choir will
sing "This Is Why I
Want To Go," a quartet
composed of Grant
Lynch, Charlie
Logsdon, Bill Ticknor
and Scott will sing "Holy Holy Holy," and
Melissa Hoke will sing a
solo at morning hour. A
trio composed of John
Scott, Joyce Scott and
Danny Mullins will sing
at evening hour.
Sunday School will
start at 10 a.m.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. JaMes T.
Garland, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and
6:30 p.m. services at
Hazel Baptist Church.
Gene Orr Miller will
direct the music with
Oneida White as pianist
and Gwyn Key as
organist.
Sunday School with
Jackie Wilson as director will be at 9:45 a.m.
and Church Training
with Gary Raspberry as

lessons from Kings and Hazel Lee Boyd and Wilkins and Mrs. Hart
will sing a duet at evenChronicles. Michael Parks.
Sunday School will ing hour.
Evangelistic service
start at 9:45 a.m.
Mason Billington.
will start at 7 p.m.
Grace Baptist
Seventh and Poplar
deacon of the week, Bill
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, Halford and David Hart
John Dale, minister
will speak about "The pastor, will speak at will assist in services.
Victory That Over- 10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Sunday School will start
comes the World" with services at Grace Bap- at 9:40 a.m. and Church
scripture from I John tist Church. Leland Training at 6 p.m.
5:1-5 at 8:30 and 10:40 Peeler will direct the
Poplar Spring
a.m. services and about music with Dwane
The Rev. Chester P.
"Can You Trust Your Jones and Anita Smith Culver, pastor, will
Bible?" with scripture as accompanists. The speak about "Bread
from I John 5:7-8 at 6 Choir will sing "There Cast Upon the Waters"
p.m. service at Seventh Is A Fountain" at the at 11 a.m. service at
and Poplar Church of morning hour.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Sunday School with. Church's 99th anniverChrist.
Assisting will be Jerry James Rose as- sary celebration. Phillip
Bolls, Jamie Potts, superintendent will Garrett will direct the
Johnny Phillips, Stan start at 9:45 a.m. music with Hazel BranSimmons, Walter Mehr, Regina Peeler and don and Carol Kelly as
Lorin Watson, Kelly Susan Jones will be accompanists.
At 1:30 p.m. a musical
Crouse, Ron McNutt, accompanists.
University
celebration, directed by
Harry Russell, Bill Nix,
Robin Wadley, Garrett, will be held
Trent Gibson, Kenny
Hoover, Bill McCoart, minister, will speak with special guests beCharles T. Grogan, about "The Power to ing The Right Direction
Steve Steele, John L. Overcome" with scrip- from Madisonville and
Williams, Forest Boyd, ture from Revelation other church talent. A
Ron McNutt, Glen B. 12:10-12 at 8:30 and potluck dinner will be
Gibbs, James Gibson...10AS a.m services and served at noon and..Sitnabout "The New Chris- day School will be at 10
and Clyde Steele.
Bible classes will tian" with scripture a.m. There will be no
start at 9:50 a.m. Anew from Galatians 3:23-29 evening activities. '
members' dinner will at 6 p.m. service at
First Christian
follow the evening University Church of
Services at First
Christ.
service.
Church will
Assisting will be Er- Christian
South Pleasant
10:30 a.m. with
at
start
The Rev. Bob Dotson, nie Bailey, Robert Henspecial guest being Paul
pastor, will speak about don, Lloyd Hasty, Hoyt
Meier presenting "A.D.
"They Who Teach" with Like, Bill Boyd, Rob Erhi, Gospel according
65
scripture from Matthew win, Freed Curd, L.A.
Mark." Persons are
to
5:1-16 at 10:45 a.m. ser- Rowland, Harold
asked to note the earlier
vice at South Pleasant Grogan, Tim Erwin,
time.
Grove United Methodist Charley Bazzell, Kevin
Assisting will-be Ann
Wilson,
Jack
Church. He also will Steenson,
Chip RichardMcKee!,
conduct Bible study Barry Albritton, Jace
son, Tina Kelemencic,
Wilson,
Chuck
Wilson,
from Acts 9 at 6 p.m.
June Vander Molen,
Truman Whitfield will Rick Murdock, Trent
Jewell Jones, Clegg
Leroy
Hammack,
direct the music with
Austin, Bailey Gore, Bill
Tommy Gaines, Kathy Eldridge and Larry
Griffiths, Dean
Painter.
Erwin and Carolyn
Helen CampBible classes will Caldwell,
Parks as accompanists.
bell, Ruth Daughaday,
A
a.m.
9:45
at
start
be
will
Also assisting
Judy Eldredge, Raylene
Glenda Hill, Leah Hill, church-wide potluck
Gage!, Vicky Holton,
sethe
follow
will
dinner
Emily Mahan, Valerie
David Poynor and Gene
Shelton, Phil Liddle..-_cond morning service._
- Richardson:Presbyterian
First
Richard
Liddle,
Marylin
Sunday School will
The Rev. Thomas
Nesbitt, Bobby Hill,
start at 9:30 a.m.
Schellingerhout, pastor,
will speak about:'GrowFirst Baptist
ing Young" with scripDr. Greg Earwood,
ture from Matthew 18:4 pastor, will speak about
at 10:45 a.m. service at "Called to Ministry" at
First Presbyterian 10:45 a.m. service and
Church. The Choir, about "While It is Day"
directed by Daniel at 7 p.m. service at First
Craig with Susan Baptist Church.
Chambelain as accom- Assisting will be the
panist, will sing the an- Rev. G.T. Moody,
them, "Adoramus te."
associate pastor, David
Church School will Trvis, deacon of the
start at 10:45 a.m.
week, and the Rev. RP.
Memorial Baptist
Hodge, minister of
The Rev. Jim Sim- youth/education.
mons, pastor, will speak
Wayne Halley,
about "What Is Rea minister of music, will
Repentance?" with direct the Adult Choir as
scripture from John members sing "Rise
16:7-11 at 11 a.m. ser- Up,0 Church" at mornvice and about "The Ho- ing hour and "Every
ly Spirit and You" at 7 Day Is A Better Day" at
p.m. service at evening hour. Joan
Memorial Baptist Bowker and Allene
Church.
Knight will be
Milton Gresham will accompanists.
direct the music with
Sunday School will
Save
and start at 9:30 a.m.,
Wilkins
Margaret
'60
Brenda Hart as accom- church-wide basket din'130
panists. The Sanctuary ner at noon, and Church
'104
Choir will sing "He Training, GAs, RAs, AcLives Medley" at morn- teens and Pioneer HAS
'145
ing hour and Mrs. at 6 p.m.

director will be at 5:30
p.m.
Goshen Methodist
The Rev. Calvin
Clark, pastor, will speak
at 11 a.m. service at
Goshen United
Methodist Church. Dan
Woods will be lay assistant and Dawn Todd will
give the children's
devotion.
Robert DeSimone will
direct the song service
with Carolyn Pool and
Tracy Beach as accompanists. Sunday School
will begin at 10 a.m. and
Bible Study at 6:30 p.m.
Sinking Spring
The Rev. Eddie
Young, pastor, will
speak about "The
Parable of the
Vineyard" with scripture from Luke 10:1-18
at 11 a.m. service and
about "Godliness in the
Church" with scripture
from Titus 1:1-16 at 7
p.m. service at Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
A baptismal service will
be at evening hour.
Max McGinnis will
direct the musc with
Sharon Furches and
Laura Paschall as accompanists. Sunday
School with Sonny
Lockhart as director
will begin at 10 a.m. and
Church Training with
Eric Knott as director
and McGinnis as
teacher will start at 6
p.m.
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev. James H.
Cain, pastor, will present the third in a series
of lessons on "The
Three Voices of Confessions" at 10 a.m.
preaching/teaching session at Lake-Land
Apostolic Church.
In 6 p.m. service Dan
Walker will present the
eighth in a series of

The Manager Is Gone And
We've Marked The Prices Down
Prices Good
September 15 -- September 20

Catalog Sales Store
Sewing Machine
20-13402
Sewing Machine
20-16951
Upright Vacuum
20-35941
Upright Vacuum-Retractable Cord
20-35951
Washer-Heavy Duty Plus Almond Only
26-23748
Dryer-Large Capacity, White
26-65811
26-NL23701 Washer
26-NL65681 Dryer
Dryer-Large Capacity, Almond
26-65738
23.1 Chest Freezer, 1 only
46-16231
Almond Refrigerator, 18 cubic
46-66888
Almond Refrigerator, 18 cubic with ice
46-76888
46-NL67631 16 Cubic Refrigerator,
14 Cubic Refrigerator
46-64431
Compact Refrigerator, 3.6
46-94365
Compact Refrigerator, 1.7
46-95172
Compact Refrigerator, 1.5
46-95152
19" TV
57-42001
19" TV
57-41412
Console TV, 25"
57-49076
19" TV Stereo
57-42511
14 Day-3 Program VCR with remote
57-5334
Stereo Compact System
57-91860

Price
'144.99
'17499
'10499
'12499
*38299
'27999
'34299
'25499
'
12949
*38999
'55999
'63999
'45999
'47999
'18499
'10999
'9499
'23999
'2799°
'49999
'36999
'309"
*13499

*120
'115
*130
'80
'60
'20
'170
'190
*100
'80
'60
'30
'10
'60
'20
'20
*180
*185
'110

*Quantities Limited
*Ready for Pickup or Delivery
*Shipping is included
*Delivery & Installation will be Extra
*Prices Good September 15 to 20

Register for FREE!
3-40 lb. Boxes of Detergent
Drawing Sept. 20
Bel Air
Center
Murray

hone
752-2310

—
••

Most merchandise available
for pick-up within a few days

,0118r028Imagortlike.,
_
• —woftlelPIII$988
1.-

Settsfac tion guarantabod
or your money back

,

Store Hours
Monday
Thru
Saturday
9:00-5:30

Read the
want ads daily

Homecoming
Services & Revival
Sept. 14th — All Day Service
10 a.m. — Sunday School
11 a.m. — Brother Leon Penick
Preaching Morning Message

Dinner
1:30 p.m. — Singing Begins

Revival Services
Sept. 15th — 19th
7 p.m. nightly
Speaker: Brother Raymond Lawrence
(President of Mid-Continent Baptist Bible College)

Music
Director: Brother Donald Crawford

Scotts Grove
Missionary
Baptist Church
Celebrating Our New Centur\
c Sears, Roebuck and Co., 1986

Pastor —
Brother Heyward Roberts

Hwy. 641 N. 2 miles N. of Murray*

•
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Susan Ann Manning
Grandson of
Palace & Cecil Hargis

Richard Iley r
Grandson of
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Adams
Mr. 43 Mrs. Toy L. Barnett
-Great-Grandson of
& Mrs. Ezzie Turner
Late Mr. & Mrs Alcie Adams
Mr. & Mrs. Bailey Barnett
Mr. & Mrs. Orvis Hendrick

Brittany Kaye.Vaughn
Granddaughter of
Mr. & Mrs. James Bynum
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Vaughn

Adam & Bryan Glisson
Grandsons of
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Glisson
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Pat Thweatt
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Brittany Overby
Granddaughter of_
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Overby
Mr. & Mrs. Orvin Hutson
Great-Granddaughter of
Kathleen Overby
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Tiffany Gayle Jones
Witham & Fronie Eldridge
Alton & Marie Jones
Sue & Ray Hollingsworth

t_I.4,4ght

Ryan Keith Rogers
Grandson of
Mr. & Mrs. Lee Rogers
Mr. & Mrs. Barry Steele

Miranda Jed* Underwood
Granddaughter of
Mr. & Mrs. R.J. McDougal
Martha Underwood and
the late Stacy Underwood

Stacey Lynn Robertson
Granddaughter of
J.R. & Wilma Prescott
James & Helen Uzzle

1

Meagan Mkholle Rogers
Granddaughter of
Mr. & Mrs. Lee Rogers
Mr. & Mrs. Barry Steele

Tiffany Rogers
Granddaughter of
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Tapp

Amber Hopkins
Granddaughter of
Dan & Paula Grimes
Robert & Eva Hopkins

Lincoln Whits McGuire
Grandson of
Mr. & Mrs. Garland L. White
Bill and Mary Ann McGuire

Jeremy Phillips
Grandson of
Jerry & Brenda Starks
Myrna Phillips
Jim Phillips

Kayla Michelle Elkins
s
Granddaughter of
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Odom
Mr. & Mrs. William Elkins

Shawn Darnell
Grandson of
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Young
Mr. & Mrs. Stanly Darnell

Brandon Elkins
Grandson of
Jackie & Pam Wyatt
Great-Grandson of
Billy & Jo Tidwell

Corey Thomas Hart
Grandson of
Mr. & Mrs. Floyd A Hart
Mr. -& Mrs. Bert Garland Jr

Bryan Preston
Grandson of
Mr. & Mrs Aaron Moms
Clara Cochrum

Edward Tyler Owens
Grandson of
Earl & Drucilla Owens

Tony Robertson
Grandson of
Faye & Cleveland Foy
Dons & Ralph Robertson

Lindsey Michelle Barnett
Granddaughter of
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert W. McFadden
Mr. & Mrs. Oliver Barnett

Allison Leigh &
Rachel Leanne Haugh
Granddaughters of
Mr. & Mrs. N.C. Rowland
Mr. & Mrs. Charlie Haugh

Jackie and Jimmy Stubblefield
Grandchildren of
Mrs Rozelle Stubblefield
Mr & Mrs. Carl Croft

,
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Courtney Leann Erwin
Granddaughter of
Ted & Helen McCuiston
Theron & Rachel Erwin
Great-Granddaughter of
Arvin (0010) & Clerit McCuiston•
Carlton & Louise Fink
Ada Lyles
Great Great-Granddaughter
of Beulah Miller

Jostirr ZorrltrinftGrand** of
Mrs. Dorothy Brian Puckett
Mr. & Mrs. FlOyd A. Hart

i
Ashley Elizabeth Shropshire
Granddaughter of
Mary Majors & the late VSMItarrt AAalorg
Mr & Mrs Warren Shropshire
Great-Granddaughter of
Maybelle Lanodon

Kayla* brace Ligon- Granddaughter of
Mrs Linda Harding
Mrs LenOra Roberts

-17rteney Canup- --Granddaughter of
Franklin & Josephine Miller
John & Barbara Canon

Karl Dawn Tabors
Gibncideughler of
Mr & Mrs Gerald Tabers
Mrs Jean Cboper &
the late Jirnm Coo e

A
41.
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Happy Grandparent's Week

.
5=0%

Whitney Niccoie Alexander
Granddaughter of
Dr & Mrs. Eldon Heathcott
Mr & Mrs. Hugh Alexander

Kollin Key
Granddaughter of
Mr. & Mrs. Carlos Elkins
Mrs. James Key
Mr. & Mrs. Cornie Jones

Brand! Nicole Melvin
Mr Airtaree Bow/and
Mr & Mrs Kenneth Melvin

Joshua Manuel Burkeen
Grandson of
Patricia & Jimmie Burkeen
I --- David-ii Joyce Bogard -

Courtney Murphy
Granddaughter of
Mr & Mrs. Carl E. Murphy
• Kay Talyor
Paul Glover

Lindsey Shes.,White
Granddaughter of
Bobby 81 Wanda Osbron
John & Oneida White
Great-Granddaughter of
Rupert & Roy Mae Nix
Beauton Osbron. Naomi White
Otis & Gabe Wilson

..•

Matthew Morris '
Grandson of
Mr. & Mrs. Tommy Carroll
Mr. & Mrs. Brent Morris

Whitney Morris
Granddaughter of
Mr & Mrs. Tommy Carroll
Mr. & Mrs. Brent Morris

Jason Smith
Grandson of
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Glisson
Mr. Paul Smith

•

Jamie Burkeen
Grandson of
J.B. & Jo Burkeen
Jean & Wade Norsworthy
Ernie & Mary F. Sheridan

Tiffany Brooke Cunningham
Granddaughter of
Mr. & Mrs. Bobby Qsbron
Mr. & Mrs. W.A. Cunningham
Ms. Reba Parrish
Mr. & Mrs. Rupert Nix
Ms. Beauton Osbron

,
Ashley Elizabeth Rankin
Granddaughter of
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Cowart
Mr. & Mrs. James Rankin

Jennifer Burkeen
Granddaughter of
J.B. & Jo Burkeen
Jean & Wade Norsworthy
Ernie & Mary F. Sheridan

Emily Black
Granddaughter of
Dan & Linda Black
J.B. & Jo Burkeen

Robert Crass
Grandson of
Mr. & Mrs. Homer Crass
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Vance
Great-Grandson of
Mr. & Mrs. Troy Vance
Mr. & Mrs. Hayden Morris
Mr. & Mrs. Bonnie D. Cr s

Granddaughter of
Mr. & Mrs. J. Larry Curd
Dr. & Mrs. Billy Grey Hurt -

Justin Taxa-Futrell
Grandson of
Mrs. Wilma Futrell
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence Overbey
Mr. & Mrs. Kent Simpson
Great-Grandson of
Mr. & Mr. T

Jason Derek Hale
Grandson of
Dwayne & Janice Hale
Jim & Bettye Conner
Great-Grandson of Virginia Hale
Hubert & Clara Bazzell
Effie Kemp
Great Great-Grandson of
Carmen Horton •

of

Kevin Daniel Chambers
& Dustin Lynn Chambers
Grandsons of
Ms. Georgia Arnett
Mr. & Mrs. Truman Younglove

Tyler Cameron Sheridan
Grandson of
Mr. & Mrs. J.D. Elkins
Mr. & Mrs.-"Jerry Sheridan

Matthew Dean Dix
Grandson of
Virgie Dix
Ulanda S Dean Dix
Janice & Roy Turner

Kolth Alien Stom
Grandson of
Paul & Brenda Moore
Aubrey & Linda Stom

Kyle Starks
Grandson of
Jerry & Brenda Starks
Reece & Lois Earheart

Savannah Nychole Colson
Granddaughter of
Mr. & Mrs. Cleo Colson
Mr. & Mrs. Bobby Coles

•
••••••.... 4•-•
41;tal

Jeisica & Derrick Houston
Grandchildren of
Mrs Mane Houston
Mr & Mrs. Don Wooton

b.

Jinn Orlon KlnwMng..
Grandson of
•
Ted & Helen McCuiston •
William Kinaolving.& Mary kinsolving •
Great-Girdson of
Arvin & Clara McCuiston
Fred McClure
4 - Carlton & Louise Fink
Great Great-Grandson of Beulah Miller

Brent Cooper & Jennifer Stevens
Grandchildren of
Joe Ed & Juanita Pritchett
Helen Stevens •

Evangeila4Ierl• Haalai
Granddaughter of
Marlene %eon
. Glen & Shirley Beach
• Spiro & Maria Halkias
O1ls Reach
6onstantinos Halkias
Nmossmammessmosy

•

Nathan Charles Dwell
Grandson of
Jerry & Mary Lou Joseph
Howard & Sue Bazzell

Gregory Chad Gardner
Grandson of
Gene & Ann Collins
Marion Gardner
Great-Grandson of
Leslie and Mary Dick
Edgar Collins
Al & Iva Fennel

Tiffany Brooke Rogers
Granddaughter of
Mr. & Mrs. Lee Rogers
. Mr & Mrs. Thomas Tapp

dal••••

JaY &Wets
Grandson 'of
.
Granny & Papa
Nanny & Grand Dad

Amanda Dawn Barrow
Granddaughter of
Mr & Mrs William Bailey
Mr & Mrs Clinton Barrow

Tyler Ray Solomon
Grandson of
Fay & Thurman Albin
Bessie Johnson '

If
Amanda Brooke Stone
Granddaughter of
Gerald & Sue Stone
Jim & Sharon Shultz

Brad* Joe Thornton
Ggandson of.
Joe & Marilyn Thornton
Great-Grandson of
LOWS* COff011 James & Glend&Brame

WOW,

,
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Matt Darnell
Grandson of
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Young
Mr. & Mrs. Stanly Darnell

Celina Hutson
Granddaughter of
Mr. & Mrs. Garton Hutson
Mrs. Ruth Hill

Heather Hutson
Granddaughter of
Mr. & Mrs. Garton Hutson
Mrs. Ruth Hill

Brandy & Angle Murphy
Granddaughters of
Mr.' & Mrs. Carl E. Murphy
Jackie Brandon
Mr. & Mrs. Jimmy McCuiston

Molly & Maggie Melson
Granddaughters of
Glenn & Betty Garwood

Amber Nichol Kellems
Granddaughter of
Mr & Mrs James G. Nichols

_

Felicity Hope
Granddaughter of Nicky & Patricia Ahart

Robert Perry Arnett
Grandson of
Mrs. Jennie Lee Arnett
Mr. & Mrs. Hassel Windsor

Everett Dal* Hart
Grandson of
-Mr. &Mrs. Floyd A. Hart
Mr. & Mrs. Bert Garland Jr.

Leslie Marie Cooper
Granddaughter of
Gerald & Lynda Cooper
Gerald & Rose Walker

Keila Edwards &
Stephan & Stephanie Hester
Grandchildren of
Rev. & Ws. Joe Pat Thornton

Meredith Carswell
Granddaughter of
Virginia Riggins

_

_
41\ Z•01 4:
oil
el*
-

A
:
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Denny Outland
Grandson of
Mr. & Mrs. Hardy Outland
Mr, &.Mrs Don Hart .
Mrs. Norma Hart
Great-Grandson of
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Myers
Mr. & Mrs. Latham Hart
Mrs. Hilda Adams
Mr. & Mrs. Adoffero Hart
Mr. & Mrs. Mason Outland

Maquel Shame'Dunnaway
Granddaughter of
Leonard Dunnaway
Mary Majors & the late William Majors
Great-Granddaughter of
Me(lie Sims

Lovely Gatesboro Tr -level
Residence in immaculate condition. Newly carpeted throughout,
new central heating and cooling
system, built-in hot tub, attractively
decorated. Large backyard with
trees, garden area and covered
patio. Just reduced to $72,500.
Owner will consider trade.

Contact

Kopperud
Realty

Matthew Sean White
Grandson of
Wanda & Jerry Pat Osbron
Mr. & Mrs. John A. White
Great-Grandson of
Mrs. Mary Warren
Mrs. Beauton Osbron
Mrs. Naomi White
Mr & Mrs. Otis Wilson

Deatt,
4°13

Zoo N...::Brookfield
Lincoln Park
Bronx
St. Louis
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
National

Annual
attendance
[millions]
1.87
4
2.3
2.3
1.35
1.13
3

/'Free on Tuesdays

Adult
admission
•
price
$2.25'
Free
$3.75**
Free
$4
$3.75
Free

Annual

Total
Maminale animals2,530
1,047
2,196
890
4,342
1,872
2,884
438
1,536
387
2,204***
566
2,598
1,047

budget
Acreage [millions]
$16
200
$6
35
$20.5
265
$5.87
83
$10
42
$5.4
67
$11.4
163

Free Tuesday through Thursday ***Not including 410,000insects

8.26.86

Woman Becomes a Wife in Exile
When Stepdaughter Comes Home
By Abigail Van Buren

booklet, "How to
casually while I carried on
opinion you need. If he (To get Abby'sAll
Occasions," send
DEAR ABBY: My world is about listenedconversation with a friend. the only
Write Letters for
the
with
go
,
objection
brief
a
no
has
753-1222
a check or money order for $2.50 and
to fall apart. I'm 68 and "George" is
"Do you black and good luck.
said,
she
up,
hung
I
When
a long, stamped (39 cents), self-ad70. We both lost our mates, and
to be a more
you
help
to
me
-want
dressed envelope to: Dear Abby, Letter
It
found love again with each other.
"Sure."
said,
I
So
lady?"
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood.
refined
* * *
was like a dream. Then this came to Then she said, "You say OK too
Calif. 90038.)
light: George has a 38-year-old,
twice-divorced daughter who is self- much. Your father would never
supporting but has moved back allow his secretary to use OK. It's
"home" with a girlfriend to look not ladylike."
I was dumbfounded and think my
after her father and run his house.
"Stella" is spoiled rotten and bosses mother was wrong to criticize me. I
am 45 and Mother is 73. What is
goddess
Answer to Previous Puzzle her father around as though he were your verdict, please?
ACROSS
32 Article of
a child. He's a kind,gentle man who
OKEYDOKE
TAPA had been bossed by his deceased
FEE
furniture
SPUN
1 'Nightmare
34 Mournful
OREL wife for 43 years, and now this
OAR
LETO
on — Street"
35 Concerning
DEAR OKEYDOKE: If you
4 Beef animal
ART daughter is taking up where her
BURST
ACE
36 Crippled
need a verdict, I would pro9 Policeman:
off.
left
SO
mother
OE
FALL
MU
37 Thick
slang
George will not stand up for nounce your mother guilty of
39 Appraise
MOTTO
LOLLS
12 Hawaiian
hoping the situation will perpetuating a 45-year-old
Equal
42
himself,
ENS
wreath
PAL
k
Al RED
Angeles
Los
43
He doesn't want Stella habit — correcting you for your
itself.
solve
slightly
'13 Color
FLAT
TAT
ID
SA
team
to know that he bought me a new own good. But since it was done
14 Room in
DALLY car and a lovely piece of jewelry as with your consent, you should
44 A continent
LED
PRO
harem
48 Extra
ARMS
NAHA
15 Climbing
a wedding gift. He told her I already waive the right to complain.
48 Label
devices
ML
SLOE
TA
FA
had them. I don't like all this deceit.
51 Moccasin
17 "Ship of the
E I
IN
We have been married for seven
SAT
•• *
Badgerilke
ANI
52
desert"
mammal
COMBAEll VENESS months, and we are not even living
19 Departed
54 Before
POST together because his daughter is
20 Rabbit
ERE
TAPE
55 Emmet
there and he says it will be too
21 War god
56 Lower part of
being
2 Actress
23 Type of
crowded with me there, too. Abby, I
leg
the
7 For example: am his wife!
Thompson
dagger
DEAR ABBY: My problem may
57
Mom's
abbr.
3 Stunted
27 Lavishes
rather odd, and you'll probagoing
seem
was
all
this
know
didn't
I
partner
8 Recollected
persons
fondness on
I'm weird,'but here goes:
think
did
bly
neither
says
George
happen.
to
9 Shooting star
4 Kind of
29 Misfortunes
DOWN
he, but Stella is his daughter,and he I am going to be married soon and
10 Poem
machine gun
30 Teutonic
11 Crony: colloq. can't say no to her. So where does I have already designed my wed1 Cloth
5 Wearies
deity
ding gown and plan to make it
16 Portion of
measure
Abstract
6
that leave me?
Harvest
31
' medicine
HUMILIATED myself. It's going to be black lace
18 War god
5 6 7 8 RI 10 ii
and taffeta. I've told only a few
3 Ili
2
1
20 Mound
That
people and have already been
ATED:
HUMILI
DEAR
21 Worship
14
13
12
leaves you outside looking in, ridiculed, asked if I was "crazy,"
22 Lassoes
which is where you will remain and I was even accused of being a
21 Lhasa is its
It you're a veteran of any of the military services, a
16
capital
unless George sends Stella Satan worshipper. I am not. I
like
to
happen
just
Plague
I
his
in
into
25
local Army Reserve unit could possibly make good use of
believe God,
packing and moves you
19
26 Arrangement home where you belong.
black.
your knowledge, skill and experience.
28 Stutters
I know from history that white
this is hardly
ately,
Unfortun
n
For one weekend a month (usually two 8-hour days),
li
33 Wine cups
;•
1
expectation from was not always the traditional color
34 Moved about a realistic
is
wtseks annual training (usually in the summer), an
two
black
plus
what you've told me. Face it, for brides. In our culture
1130
furtively
27
not
am
I
but
and
by
mourners,
worn
gentle
kind
a
over four years' military experience, for example,
with
E-5
you married
38 Falsifier
event man — but a weak one — who superstitious. In other cultures,
Heroic
38
over $2,085 per war to start.
032
earn
can
31
40 Pamphlet
can't stand up to his daughter. white is worn for mourning, so why
you'll continue to qualif'y for military
addition,
In
41 Cqnsumed
37
Don't waste any more time not black for weddings?
35
45 Kin of fabric
positive
t.
retiremen
one
I have had only
waiting for the problem to solve
46 Health resort
So', it a nice little part-time income could help, stop
Itself. Give George a deadline. reaction from a friend who heard I
. 47 Shallow
-h
- !).40**r
• You're not IA& wife. l'..•.0.0katia
1 4, ss irefiV
'
7`r41. %gess. •
riliF
She said, "It figures. You al-ways
4S
lady-in-waiting.
48 Music: as
In Murray, KY: 502/7334315
written
were different."
•••
In Pcris, TN: 901/V14-9021
opinion.
your
49 Period of
e
I would appreciat
time
DIFFERENT IN INDIANA
64
50 Crimson
82 IIP
1111 I
'
5111
111
DEAR ABBY: Recently my
53 Exclamation
DEAR DIFFERENT: What
mother was sitting in my kitchen
56
66
when my telephone rang. She does your'Mance think? His is

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

VETERAN DRILL
SERGEANTSCAN COMMAND
EXTRA INCOME.

01

30.

IP
. . _,. 51142

ARMY RESERVE.BE AUXIN.CAN IL

••
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CLASSIFIEDS
2

2 .Notice

2

Notice

GLASS work, auto glass,
plate glass, insulated
glass, window glass
glass table tops, mirrors
and patio door glass
Store fronts, storm window doors & screens repaired and replaced.
M&G Glass Co., Dixieland Center, 753-0180.
WANTED: Folks who
like to get aquainted
with more folks. Russell
Chapel United Methodist Church, Hwy. 732,
near Center Ridge
Songs you like to sing
Bible sermons. Church
service every Sunday at
9:45a.m. Phone: 4742347.

N 2 1/2
x4 x 12
SHEETROCK $6.25.
Mid-South Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 90142 2552

'Understanding
God"
Bible Study
Mondays
7 p.m.
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.
PANELING! Paneling!
Paneling! $5.95 and up.
Mid-South WHolesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.
THE Gold Nugget, west
__side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold. 14k1. gold chains-We sell for less!" We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

(CheerleadIng
related)

Jill Courtney
436-5463

NOTICE
Our Sales Force will
be here to better
serve you until 6:30
on Monday,
p m
Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday

Are you paying
over $360 a year?
Do you really have
the best plan?
Are prescription

Purdom
Motors Inc.

drugs covered?
Don't pay more
than necessary!!

Start At

PRETTY Punch, a new
concept in embroidery.
Dial-A -Loop needles.
kits, instructions, party
plan. 753-0237 after 4:30
or 437-4978 before 2p.m.

Call

Vowell &
Son Inc.
Martin, TN
587-2301
By GARY LARSON

..s0.109e
arr,ves (AA of nowhere no return
el149 e 'ids'
address or rboth,n:
justone word Sekkrecf
with- Mose'stor es ,across,t-"9iblets!''

• Welt,-there goes

Bennett &
Associates
753-7273
305 N. 4th
Murray

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19°
"

PAMS CAKE HUT.
Have you got an anniversary or wedding
coming up? Then stop
by and check out our
cakes. Plus receive a
10% discount during
Sept. All our cakes are
made fresh. Nothing is
made ahead then frozen
and we use scratch
made butter cream
Icing. We put that extra
effort into our cakes to
make them something
special to remember.
Call 759-4492, 410 Main
St. or 437-4-455.

in
Unless still
School or College
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popttlar Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

SPINET/CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE

-free local claim service-

Wanted: Responsible
party to take over
piano. See locally.
Call
1-800-228-1216.

PSYCHIC readings by
Mrs Anne, tells your past,
present and future by the
vibration of your voice.
Gives advice °melt pro•blems, such as love, business, marriage etc. Call
304-736-7481.
•

Notice

Don't lose your
summer tan, come
to

Wanda's
Tanfastic Tan
(Formerly Jane's
Tanfastic)
1 mile on 121 South
Klafsun-Wolff System
Call for special
753-7116 or 753-8367

Medicare
Supplement
Insurance

1 300 121 Bypass
Murray, Ky.
753-t31 5

your brother a

2

Notice

ENJOY Las Vegas.
discount prices Package includes: 1st class
accomodations and air
fare. $259 Plus deposit.
Restrictions apply.
Supply limited. Ask
about other packages.
435-4111. 435-4525.

Gymnastic
Lessons

Face
Brick

$140ner

THE FAR SIDE

2

Notice

6. -Help Wanted
3000 GOVERMENT Jobs
List. $16,040 459,230 year.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-8155.
Do you need a job and
hope for the future?
You may qualify if you
DON'T have a GED or
High School diploma
and have been out of
school 9 months or more
and are between ages of
16 & 22. You must live in
Calloway County. Call
us at 3TPA 753-9378
Monday -Friday
8a.m.-1p.m.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332, 3418 Enterprise, Ft. Pierce, Fl.
33482.

EXPERIENCED
painters- must have
experience under painting contractor. Must be
able to do detailed
Interior & exterior
work. Starting wage $6
per hour. Call 753-6244
to get application form.
JTPA Training Available. If you are unemployed and looking
for a job in retail sales
call 753-1870.
PART-time worker to
help with odd job. Call
753-8292 after 6:30p.m.
MATURE woman interested in part time job,
working toward full time.
Preferbly interested in
exercise .or body toning.
Apply in person, Wolff
Tanning Center, Olympic
Plaza 753-9653.

WITT717111
TAPIOCA PUDDING!
BLUEBERRY MUFFIN!
(.JHATS SHE DOING WITH
MY BOY FRIEND?!

I CAN'T BELIEVE IT! I
JUST SAW LINUS WALKING
ALONG WITH THAT
GRAPE JELLY PERSON!

PONT KNOW
YOU WERE THE
JEALOUS
TYPE...

I

--\_
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GARFIELD
OKAY,DOGGIE, LET'S PRETEND
YOU'RE AT A TEA PARTY WITI-4
ALL YOUR LITTLE FRIENDS

NOW LET'5
PRETEND...

M VAV?5 9-12

YEAH, RUT
I RETURNED

BEETLE I DID

YOU SORROW
MY TOWEL?!

IT RIGHT

THEN YOU'LL LIKE
THE WAY I'M
RETURts4ING YOUR
BEER CAN

YEAH... FULL OF i

WATER!
;

AWAY

I

4) 5
0

lig*

I

fAl

Gli‘
• -il,
0

it i

z:z.f:......
.q-I2

i

u.miDer 4

BLONDIE
M DISGuSTED
I'

,e7_5

WrTH TOOAY
YOUTH

STRuT TING
ABOUT IN THEIR
ZOOT SUITS

THAT'S MY JULJUS
RIGHT ON
TOP OF
EVERYTHING

1
4,4

,•
-if •
111=ELIM

CHOPPER TAKING OFF„ WITH
GRADuotrrE„ TO COMM i T
MURDER,,?

6

Help

Wanted

PIRATES Cove is now
accepting applications
for office & maintenance work. Route 1,
Hwy. 80, Hardin, Ky.
NEW sales company
now accepting applications for sales
people_ Full and some
part time. Must have
own transportation
Will train. Must be at
least 18 years old. Call
753-1932.

WANTED
- A young
experienced
person as a
manager for a
NEW ARBY'S
RESTAURANT
in Paris, Tn.
Write:
P.O. Box 998
Paris, TN 38242

Arbgs
9. Situation

Wanted

15

Articles for

1"x6"x6' CEDAR fenc
ing $1.65 ea Mid-South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington,
Paris, 901 642-2552.
16

24

Sale

16.2 CU. ft white refrigerator. like new.
Call 753-0815

Home Furnishings

4-PIECE BR set, 9275,
very good condition.
Living room set. $100,
fair condition. Anyone
interested can inquire
after 4p.m. 436-2106,
9 PIECE Thomasville
dining grouping- china
cabinet, buffet, table &
six chairs. Fairly certain cherry wood. Regular over 62,000. now
just $700. Call 753-9377
after 6p.m.
DINETTE set, butcher
block table top, 4 camel
colored leather chairs,
excellent condition,
$200. Call 753-1231.
G.E. white washer &
dryer, $150 for pair. Call
759-1293.
NEW blue flower couch
& chair, 6500; new glass
top dining room set,
$200; upright piano,
good condition, $150.
Call 759-4821.
NICE couch, good condition, $150. Call 753-6821
after 5 pm.
SIMMONS hide-a-bed
sofa, chair & ottoman,
swivel-based rocker
chiar, pair solid maple
end tables, pair tablefloor lamps, one maple
floor lamp. All in good
condition. 753-9404.
TWO velvet wingback
chairs, one Deacons
bench, 2 chintz BR
chairs. Call 753-5344.
WATERBED- kingsize
with desk and dresser,
good condition. Call
753-0692 after 5p.m.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer, only $6. per
week. Rudoph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0595.

FOR all of your
fireplace repair workdampers, gas pipes,
firebox. chimney
cleaning. For estimates
-Rick- 753-0953.
QUALITY, dependable
childcare by a loving
mother, in my home.
Centrally located- 507
Chestut. 18 month old
toddlers & up. Reasonable rates. 7 years
experience. References. 753-8083.
WILL babysit
6a.m.•11p.m. any day
including weekends.
Best references, mother
of three. Call 437-4897.
WILL do babysitting in
my home. Experienced. 19. Farm Equipment
Have references. Phone CUT your own
753-7547.
firewood? Blaze King's
1- for you. Our A catalytic
•a1-cleando getr
WILL-ing, $5 hour. Excellent saves 1/3 the work.
references. 489-2655 Morgan's Furniture, 503
E. Washington, Paris,
ri.5
Ite
1;
keep and care for Tn.
elderly lady in our home. GRAIN wagon and bed.
Well experienced, good Herd 3 point 750 spreader,
John Deere 11 hole wheat
references. Call 753-6392.
• y or drill. Call 753-6085.
Wf11711-ZIE7TN71
sick. Good references. lisfASSEY Ferguson 300,
Call after 5p.m. in the both heads, pickup reel,
cabin chopper. 2nd
eve. Phone 753-4590. _
combine for parts. Gehl
10. Business Opportunity
feed grinder & mixer,
EXISTING snack and 4000 Ford tractor,
drink route for sale. 21 gravity wagons, flare
locations. Can expand bed wagons, hog
to 30 locations. May equipment & cattle
divide. Possible partial equipment. Call
financing to qualified 489-2153.
parties. Call Jim Wood
20. Sports Equipment
1-566-2980.
FOR sale or trade. Nine 22 MAGNUM with
rental units. $29,000 or scope; 20 gauge Western Field; 20 gauge
best offer. Call 753-5588.
High Standard; 22 H&R
14. Want to Buy
pistol; 22 automatic.
ALUMINUM or 759-1293.
fiberglass canoe. Call 2 2 . Musical
753-0267 after 5p.m.
LOOKING to buy elec- RALDWIN Orga-Sonic,
tric furnace for mobile solid wood, two
keyboard with 3 1/2
home. Call 753-3715.
WANT to buy- very old octave each, plus 13 key
furniture- old baby bass foot control, over
items. Call 753-3642 50 selections of Panoramic Tone, 45" W, 34"
days, 753-5738 nights.
H, 22" D, as is , best bid
WANT to buy gun
over $500, reply to C.
cabinet. Call 753-0615.
Clark, 1606 Ryan 753WOULD like to buy junk 7753.
cars and trucks. Ask for PIANOS Spinet used.
Larry. 753-3633.
Used Grand pianos.
New used organs.
15. Articles for Sale
Practice pianos
W2 SHINGLES $15.95 sq. Lonardo Piano Co. next
Mid -South Wholesale to Penney's, Paris,
Building; 342 East Tenn.
Washington; Paris; 901YNSONICS drums,
642-2552.
never been used, $75.
WHIRLPOOL re- Call 489-2153.
frigerator, only $8 per WURLITZER organ
week. Rudolph with rhythm section.
Goodyear Whirlpool, Call 489-2357 after
753-0595.
5:30p.m.

Invitation To Lease Space For
Residential Treatment Facility
The Finance and Administration Cabinet
of Kentucky desires to lease a house with
approximately 3,000 net square feet of
space to be located in McCracken or
Calloway County, Kentucky, to be used as
a residential treatment facility. Space
should include four bedrooms, living room,
dining room, kitchen, two and one-half
baths, recreation room, washer/dryer
hookups, and adequate storage space.
Space must be available for occupancy on
or before January 2, 1987.
Persons having property of this nature
should submit a written proposal to include
your name, address, phone number, address of property, and date of availability
of property for lease to the Division of Real
Properties, Room 171, New Capitol Annex,
Frankfort, Kentucky 4-0601, no later than
10:00 a.m. Friday, October 3, 1986. At this
time all proposals received will be publicly opened and read. Lease requisition
number PR-3288 should be clearly marked
on the outside envelope of each proposal
submitted. For any additional information
concerning this request, please contact Jim
Butler of the Leasing Branch by phoning
(502) 564-2416
Property must be approved by the State
Fire Marshal's office, meet existing applicable building codes, meet applicable
planning and zoning regulations, and meet
any applicable subdivision restrictions.
PLEASE SUBMIT A LETTER FROM THE
PLANNING AND ZONING AUTHORITY
STATING THAT YOUR HOUSE IS PROPERLY ZONED FOR USE AS A GROUP
HOME.

Miscellaneous

4'x8' TREATED lattice
panels $12.95 Mid-South
Wholesale Building, 342
East Washington:
Paris; 901-642-2552.
DRAPES, carpet, organ, couch, bed,
springs, mattress, occupied Japan dishes,
misc. Small AMC car,
$950. After 5p.m. 7535292.
FOR calendars, pens,
yardsticks and hundreds of other advertising specialty items, call
the professionals! Jim
-k-Helen Cain of
Murray. Phone 759-1802.
"You feel no pain, when
you buy from Cain."
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate, delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.

NEW steel
with all hardware. 8x8,
$185. Call 753-3730 after
4:30 m.
CRYTES Used Office
Furniture, 1016 Jefferson St., Paducah, KY
442-4302. Desks, chairs,
files and much moreGood quality used
furniture.
PROTECT your investment put a rubber
bed mat in your new
pick-up truck. Also,
have tool boxes for
compact pick-ups.
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
SEASONED firewood.
Oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods, min. order2 ricks- $30/ rick
delivered. For a full
measure- call John
Boyer at 753-0338.
SEASONED wood for
sale, $20 a rick you haul.
Call 436-5439.
STORM windows
(standard sizes) $21.25.
Mid-South Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.
WANT to sell my
membership to Pirates
Cove Recreation. Call
753-9945WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven, only
$4 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0595.

27 Mobile Homes for Sale
1984 BUCANEER
double wide, 3 bedroom,
2 bath, appliances, cen
tral heat & air, patio on
large lot in Hazel Call
after 6p.m. 492-8821.
)4x52, 3 BR, 2 bath
almost completely fur
nished. Real sharp.
753-3596.
SEVERAL 10' & 12'
mobile homes. Ideal for
lake or rental, furnished
or unfurnished, AC.
Negotiable. 753-5209.
TRAILER for sale
12x60, all electric, older
$3,500. Call
bat fl1
489-2643.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
14x70, 2 BEDROOM, 2
bath mobile home.
Avail. Oct. 1st. Call
753-7624 after 5p.m.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned. Shady Oaks
753-5209.
NICE 2 BR trailer, near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2611.
NICE big mobile home,
central heat & air. No
children or pets. T.V.
tower. Call 492-8348.
30. Business Rentals
OFFICE space for rentThe Village, 641 North
Call 753-7550 or 753-7559

CREEK VIEW
SELF
STORAGE
Hwy. 641 N.
24 Hr. private entrance
753-6734
32. Apts for Rent

1 BR duplex, appliances
furnished, central heat/air. Deposit required. No
pets. Northwood subdivision. $200 a month. Call
753-4873.
1 BR furnished apt., air
IPconditioned, water tuo- _•
nished. 121 North, next_
to Fairground. Call'
753-3139.
2 BR duplex in Northwood, appliances
furnished, intercom 8z 6
central vacuum,
washer & dryer hook26. TV -Radio
up. Available im10' BLACK mesh Satel- mediately. $300 per
lite Dish, stereo re- month plus deposit. Call
ceiver, all remote con- 753-7724 or 753-9898.
trol, $1600 or $200 down 2 BR town house apts.
and take over Range, ref., dishwasher, washer/ payments. 435-4575.
MAGNAVOX console dryer hook-up, carpet,
color TV., only $7 per central heat 8z air,
week. Rudolph garbage disposal. No
Goodyear- Whirlpool, pets. 753-7559 or 753-7550
Stadiumview Dr.
753-0595.
2 BR, unfurnished,
stove & refrigerator. 308
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
S. 10th, $190 monthly.
12x60 2 BR, 2 full baths, No pets. 753-0860.
mobile home on 60x160 DUPLEX, new 3 BR,
lot in Hardin. Will sell double carport, apseparate or together. pliances furnished,
Call 437-4328 or 527-9071.
central heat & air. Close
12x60, 2 BR trailer, to campus. Call
excellent condition. Call 753-5114.
489-2611.
GARAGE Apt., 602 1/2
12x60, 3 BR located in Poplar. furnished.
Crappie Hollow, $1,000. Come by between
Call 247-4777 after 5 pm.
lp.m.-5p.m.
12x63 MOBILE home with MUR-Cal apts. Nor7x14 expand() in living thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
bath, 3 Now renting. Equal
room, 2 BR 1
bay windows, central Housing Opportunity.
heat and air, 2 awnings 759-4984.
and underpinning. $9000. NICE 2 BR apt, apCall 753-4705.
-44 6s. furnished, $245
an
:
1i9
p5
7
12x64, 1980, 8x10 addition, per month. Call
1 or 2 bedroom, wood
stove, appliances, washer NICELY furnished 1 & 2
dryer hookup. Set up in bedroom apts. Located
Fow Meadows. $7,500 or near campus. Call 753best offer. Call 354-8017 or 61lldays or 753-0606
753-5115.
evenings.
12x65, 2 BR, 2 bath, 1 or
bedroom Apartpartly furnished. Call ment near downtown
489-2218.
y. Call 753-4109 or
urao
M62
7
1974 12x68 GLENBROOK,
all electric, 4" walls,
storm windows, copper
wiring, central heat,
window air, 2 BR, 1 bath.
Sell partially furnished or
unfurnished. Trailer is
sitting on 6 acres 5 miles
north of Murray. Possibly
would rent lot to right
person. Call 759-1132.
1974, 12x65, MOBILE
home, 3 BR, excellent
condition, must sell.
$5,000. Call 8:30-5p.m.
753-6654 ask for Francis
after 5p.m. call 474-2386.
1975, 24x52 Park Villa,
BR, 2 bath, central heat,
air, wood stove. Call 7591868 after 6 pm
1978, 12x60 A LMO, 2 BR, I
bath, 2 ceiling fans, ap
pliances and electric
pole. Must sell. Call 759
1054.
1981 CLAYTON 14x66
trailer, 2 Bdrm., 2 full
bath, partially fur
nished & a/c, $11,000.
Call 527 3677 after 5p m

ONE bedroom Apts, furnished, Call 753-3530.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts.. Hardin, Ky
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
TOP quality, 2 BR
duplex with central heat
& air. Appliances furnished. Quiet residential area 753-6291
after 4p.m
34. Houses for Rent
2 BR brick house.
appliances furnished,
$275 plus deposit. 7535711.
3 BR, low electric bills,
extra clean, appliances
furnished, 1109 Vine
6250 a month. 753-8835.
REDECORATED wall-towall carpet, 5 room
house, bath utility. near
Murray. No pets. Responsible couple. $185.
References. 753-7551.

AT HOME - SPARE TIME. Paint lovely
homemade molds and toys which we
provide. No experience necessary; our
unique dipping method allows you to
paint quickly. We pay $20 for each
dozen molds/novelties sent us according to our instructions and we pay the
shipping. No selling, no placing ads, no
stuffing envelopes, no phone calls to
make; your onli job is painting the products which we distribute through our
own outlets. Have the entire family
help you; this kind ol work is very
educational for children.or more information, please call us at (213)
856-2233.
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Miscellaneous

r-EREE bedroom home
$295 per month plus deposit. 420 S 9th Street
Call 753-5094.
37

Livestock-Supplies

SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls Performance & semen
tested. Excellent ,quality. $650 & up. Cadiz,
Ky. 522-8794
38. Pets-Supplies
6 WEEK old AKC
registered C6Me pupvies. Call 498-8632.
BRAND new two bedroom Apt for rent, no pets
please, $285 per month.
Call 753-9475 if no answer
753-0521.
PUREBRED Norwegian Elkhound puppies,
10 weeks old, wormed,
ready to go. Call 901-7823415.
PURE breed beagle
puppies, 7 weeks old, $25.
Call 753-3387.
41, Public Sales

YARD
SALE
Sat. 8-3
1552 Oxford Dr.
Ray Harm Prints,
Kids clothes &
toys, bicycle, antique sewing cabinet
& lots more.

YARD
SALE
201 Maple
Street
Fri. & Sat._
TEN PARTY
YARD SALE
At New ConcordI
across from
Post Office
Fri. & Sat.
8-5:30
TV,
Furniture,
dishes, door, adult &
children's clothing,
lots more.

tui

YARD
SALE
Thurs., Fri.
& Sat.
8-5
2 miles north
/
11
on Van CleveShiloh Road off
94 East.

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
3 miles S. on
near
641
Midway.

YARD
SALE
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Bethel Chapel
94 East
Automotive parts,
paints,
house
clothes, hydraulic
jacks and more.

3 FAMILY
YARD
SALE
Friday &
Saturday
1705
Calloway

BIG
YARD
SALE
Friday &
Saturday
111 N. 7th

41

Public Sales

MOVING
SALE
Only
7:30-12
Camelot Dr.
Sat.

Washer, dryer,
kids
clothes,
many
other
items.

YARD SALE
Fri 3:00-630
Sat 9:30-6.30
Sun 1 2.30 6:30
Absolutely no sales at
other times
Newlyweds must make
one household out of
two. Appliances, art,
car, dishes, much more.
Hwy. 121 W VA mi.
past Stella. Blue house
on right.

41

Public Sales

YARD
SALE
Sat. 13th
8-5
4 mi. west of
1
/
Westview on
Wiswell Road,

MOVING
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
East 94
10 miles out
Furniture, dishes,
misc.

41

Public Sales

YARD
SALE
Sat., Sept. 13
8:00-?
Immanuel
Lutheran
Church
Property
15th & Main St
old
of
Salvage
house, cabinets,
doors, plumbing &
electrical fixtures,
Also
ect
much
regular yard sale
type items.

YARD
SALE
Saturday 8-?

Carport Sale
GARAGE &
MOVING
SALE
1517 Dudley
Thurs., Fri.
& Sat.
p.m.
a.m.-2
9
Clothing, furniture,
couches, TV, kitchen items.

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 12 & 13
641 North to
464, turn
west.
Many
great, buys
753-0865

YARD
SALE
Saturday
Only
8-4
507 Beale
YARD SALE
Fri., Sat. & Sun. 7-?
1st house on left on
Ky. Hwy. 444 past
&
Bob
Nancy's
Grocery in New
Concord.
New material, new toys
jewelry, old quits, Moped, Honda trail bite, baskets, silk &
plastic flowers, childrens
clothing, quit box, furniture,
elec. stove, glassware, lace
tablecloth, odds& ends, lot of
flew flINI market mdse.

3 Party
Yard Sale
Saturday
7-5
1 mile east
on 94
5 PARTY
YARD SALE
Sat. Only
8-?
Four Seasons
Nursery on old
641, Almo.
Antiques, Avon
bottles, misc.

Large
2 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8-5 p.m.
94 West at White
house on right
Johnny
before
Robertson Road.
Old quilts, collectible
dolls, guns, dishes,
67
nacs,
nic
Mustang, 3 wheeler
parts, lawn mowers,
registered male Pekingese, various mlac

Sat., Sept. 13
8-3
121 S at Fairview
Acres.
Lots of extra nice good
quality ladies & girls fall
clothing, sizes up to 18.
2 rabbit jackets, exercymisc. Items.
cle,
Everything priced to sell.
No early birds please.

YARD
SALE
Sat., 9-13-86
at 511 South
11th St.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Furniture & misc.
items.

YARD
SALE
Sat. 7 til ?
Toddler, men, ladies
tent,
clothes,
heater.
kerosene
Tupperware, toys,
etc. 3 mi. South 641
Hwy. beside Gould
Oil Co.

Yard Sale
Sat., Sept. 13
7 a.m.-12 Noon
1205 Mimosa Lane
Twin
mattress/springs, B/W
TV, aluminum storm
windows, books,
toys,
boys/girls
clothes sizes up to
16, winter coats, etc.

Carport
Sale
Sat. Sept. 13
8 a.m.
508 Whitnell
Chest of drawers,
box,
cedar
vacuum, glassware
& misc.
I

3 Family
Yard Sale
Sat. Only
7 a.m.
1503
Danbury
Off of S. 16th
Ext.

Yard Sale
Sat. 8-1
1507 Beckett Dr.
Canterbury
Name brand mens
clothes, size small,
womens
nice
clothes, children
clothes 6 mos.-size
12, some toys, &
household items.

Garage
Sale
Sat. Sept. 13th
8-4
2210 Quail
Creek Dr.
off Johnny
Robertsoh Rd.
Furniture,
household items.

2012 Coldwater
Road across from
New Army Reserve
Clothes, lots more.

Yard
Sale
Behind Interstate
Battery on Industrial Road.
'Sat. Only 8 a.m.
Childs swing set
and many more
numerous items.

YARD SALE
Sat. 7:00 till 7
Old 641N. to Candilite Estates Sub.
Arm, follow signs.
Crafts, old radio,
bicycle, tricycle, t.v.,
medal Coke cooler, 3
wheeler, toys, baby
clothes
items,
children to adult size.
Canceled in case of
rain,
4 3 . Real Estate
rOR sale or trade. Nine
rental units. $29,000 or
best offer. Call 753-5588.
KOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality home in the city
& in the county. All
price ranges. Phone
753-1222 for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buying & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
44

Lots for Sale

LARGE lot, Bendefield
subdivision. House gutted. Can rebuild. Make
offer. Call 345-2150.

46

Homes for Sale

2 BR brick in town,
carport, nice yard &
good location. House is
well built with low
utilities. Perfect for
first house, retired
couple or single person.
Priced low 30's. Call
753,0692.
2 BR brick on 1 acre of
land. 4 1/2 miles south
of Murray, $37,500. Call
after 6p.m. 492-8219.

FOR SALE
Ten acres with
6 room house, 2
baths, carport,
small barn joining Southwest
School. Low
$30,000, will
finance.
CALL 753-2611
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46

2 BR.modern frame in
country. Washer/ dryer hook-up, carpeted, well insulated,
deep well & utility shed.
New roof & new foundation. Must sell. $10.
500. 436-5439.

49

Used' Cars

'83 GLC Mazda 4 door
sedan, maroon with tan
interior, 75,000 miles,
excellent condition.
Asking $4000. 753-9786.
50

Used

Trucks

1973 INTERNATIONAL
MCLUDED 3 bedroom, 2 ton dump truck. Call
2 bath, brick home on 15 759-1354.
acres east of Murray.
1974 CJ-5, Call 489-2880 or
$79,900. Phone 436-5574.
753-4138.
Super insuralid 2 or 3
INTERNATIONAL
BR home with passive 1975
solar green house. 2 Scout, 4 cyl., 4 speed.
baths, large kitchen & wench on front. Ideal
753dining area. Also, cen- hunting truck. Call
tral heat & air. Nice_ 1977.
corner lot. $48,500. 753- 1978 CHEVY Silverado,
0563 Tripp Williams, white, I electric windows,
Broker & SOLAR cruise, air, $3750. Call
901-247-5104.
HOME BUILDERS.
YEAR-round furnished 1981 TOYOTA Truck,
home, 1-4 lots, Ken- diesel, long bed, radio,
tucky Lake, 15 mi. 5-speed, 48.000 actual
Murray. Call 1-312-474- miles, new paint & in
0135 or write 3618-177 St. excellent condition.
$24.95. Phone 753-8355
Lansing, Ill.
before 5p.m., after 7599854.
47.Motorcycles
1980 FULLY dressed 1983 JEEP C37 RenegHonda 1100 Gold Wing, ade, ps, tilt, cass.,
41,000 miles, AM-Fm, H.top, chrome wheels.
C.B., intercom with 2 Sharp! $5800. 436-2675 or
492-8350.
helmets. Must sell
$1750. Phone 753-7581 1986 FORD Ranger, extra
after 4p.m
sharp, 4 cyl., 5 spd., red,
1980 HONDA 1100 Gold chrome wheels, Grand
Wing, AM-FM cassette, Am radial tires, chrome
extra nice, $2500. Phone bumper and bed rails,
437-4963.
sliding rear window and
1984 V-65 MAGNA, 2000 louvers. 6000 miles, 60,000
miles. Call 753-8555.
mile extened warranty.
72 HONDA 350 under $6500. Make offer. Call
10,000 miles, good con- 753-7307.
dition. Asking $500. '52 FORD pickup, flat
753-9786.
head, V-8, runs good,
restorable. $300. Call
49. Used Cars
after 5p.m. 753-3715.
1953 CHEVY, 2 door, '77 FOAD Van with 4
43,000 actual miles. captain chairs, table,
Runs & drives good. bed, icebox 8. cabinet.
Interior good shape, Clean in good condition.
very dependable. $1200 $3,850. 753-2963.
or best offer. 753-0910 SHARP 1978 Chevrolet
ask for Tom or 753-6764.
Silverado pickup truck. 2
1973 THUNDERBIRD, tone beige. Day: 759-9611,
all power, good condi. after 6 pm 753-3072.
tion. Can be seen 251
Riviera Court.
51. Campers
1974 GREMLIN, good
condition, low mileage. 1974 POP-UP camper,
Colt 45 automatic match sleeps 6, stove, ice box.
grade, 2 holsters and Call 753-0456 or 753-8129.
case. 50 gal. fish 23' TRAVEL trailer,
aquarium with Fish air, double door, sleeps
6, fully carpeted, double
(Oscars). Call 753-8502.
1975 CHEVY, grey, 4 axle, good condition,
door, Impala, mood $2750. Call 753-6660
condition, 80,xxx miles, days, 753-2359 nights •
$875. Make offer. Call
53. Services Offered
759-4876.
1976 MONTE Carlo
Landau, designer
series, ps, pb. Asking
$800 or best offer. Call
474-8866 after 4p.m.
1977 CADILLAC. Katherine Lax. Call 48.9-2802
after 6 pm or 753-3142.
1978 FMEBIRD, ps, pb,
tilt, AM/FM cassette,
new tires, $1500. Call
after 5p.m. 753-2504.
1978 OLDS Cutlass,
burgundy, air, ps/pb,
73,xxx miles, AM-Fm
cassette. Must sell. Call
753-2350 after 8p.m.
1979 TRANS Am, black
& gold, loaded, T-tops,
49,900 miles. Call 7536497 or 753-5016.
1979 T-BIRD with less
than 50,000 actual miles,
T roof, super sharp- Call
753-8068 after 5p.m.
1980 BUICK Park
Avenue, 61,000 actual
miles. beautiful triple
gray, localy owned,
luxury auto, loaded with
equipment. Phone 8 am 5 pm 753-4451 after 6 pm
753-1580.

2 MEN want to do yard
work. Tree 'trimming.
removal of unwanted
trees & shrubbery, mow
yards, light hauling. 8r
wood for sale. Free
estimates. 753-0680 or
759-1683.
ALL type masonry
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years experience. Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
APPLIANCE repairwashers- dryers.
refrigerators- ranges.
air cond. George Hodge
& Son, 10 Dixieland
Shopping Center 7534669.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown, Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dish washers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore.
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 25 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper.
Bob's Appliance Service. 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home).
CARPET installation,
professional service.
Also repairs. Satisfaction guaranteed. Glenn
Bebber 759-1247.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing.
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973,
nights 474-2276.
GENERAL Building
Repair- 20 years experience. Roofing &
painting. indoor & outdoor. Odd jobs. No job
to small. 474-8057_

Look ,
Need Car
Good, Bad,
No Credit
No. Int.
Bankrupt
We carry the note
c.

Call Sammy
753 6448 ,_°'

1981 DATSUN 4 door
hatchback, good condi•
tion. Call 753-0822 or
753-7374.
1985 PONTIAC Bonneville, 21,000 mi. $9700.
•
Call 489-2153.
'75 MONTE Carlo, 2
door, white with
burgundy vinyl top, nice
body, excellent motor,
extra stereo equipment.
raised letter Grand Am
radial tires. $900. Call
753-1924.
'75 VOLVO 24Th74
2 BR. new vinyl siding, door, AT., p.s., p.b..
heat pump/AC. 1 acre ac., sun roof, leather
lot, city water, interior, new tires, exworkshop. storage cellent condition. Call
building, $29,000. Lynn 753-3415 or 753-8756.
'78 SJ Grand Prix. pb,
Grove 435-4432
3 BEDROOM house in pw, pl, air, tilt, cruise.
Panorama Shores, lot am-fm stereo cassette.
size, 90x150. Owner Call 753-6633 after 5p.m.
moved, must sell. Price '79 BUICK Century, V-8,
reduced to' $24,000 301 engine, air cond.,
radio clock, speed con1-443-9960 after 5:30p.m.
3 BR house on 2 lots trol. p.b. & steering.
Living room, dining 49,000 miles, $1500. Call
room, kitchen, utility. 753-4488.
carport, garden, 2 out '79 MONTE Carlo, 70,
buildings. $22,500 '67 000 actual miles, good
1967 Ford
Malibu, car needs work condition
pickup, good condition.
Call 492-8492
BR. ranch style. Call 474-8085.
frame house with at- '80 GRAND Prix SJ.
tached garage, new T-tops. new white letter
roof, newly decorated. tires, all equipment.
$2500.
'Some owner financing good condition.
possible to qualified Call after 4p m
buyer. $19,500. 5 miles 759-9577
north of Murray. 759- '82 OLDS Regency,
1354.
local. 1 owner, white
Mt sale by owner- 3 with blue interior: Mitbedroom home at edge chelin tires, loaded with
of city limits A nice all the extras. Superb
older home, mid 30's condition Only 45.000
miles. Extra good value
Call after 6p m
at $7950 Phone 753-8702
753-9553

53

Services Offered

TREATED decks- for
less, precision built, any
size. 10(7
, discount for
retired citizens. Free
estimates. L. E.
Williams 489-2663.
CONTRACTOR- carpentry, painting. Big or
small we do it all
Quality work done for
less. Free estimates.
489-2663.
D.
Builders. Experienced builders of
houses, garages &
storage buildings Call
474-8000.
NCE sales ,at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.

rr

Irrigation Residential

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKenzie Tn
Call Collect
901 352 3671 or
901 352 5704
Free Estimates

GENERAL building or
repair, indoor or outdoor, roofing, additions.
siding, chimney cleaning. Free estimates.
Call 474-8085 or 474-8028.
GLITTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
Marble. tops- sinkspanels, custom made
vanities. Free Est. 7539400.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
MOODY 'S Mower
Repair- pickup and
delivery. All work
guaranteed. Call 7535668.
MOWING, hauling,
pruning, plantings. Call
Jerry at 759-4808 or
759-9661 7 eves.

53. Services Offered
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
Yearry's Tree
plumbing. fencing. You
& Yard Service name it, I do it. You
buy,' I install. You
Free Estimates
break, I fix. Call 436Phone 436-2562
2868 evenings.
753-0789
PAINTING = Paper
Experienced
hanging. commerical or
residential. Free es•
Siding,
H.U0FING,
timates, References. 25
Concrete work, Ad- years experience,
Painting,
ditions,
Tremon Farris 759-1987
General Carpentry.
753-8628.
P.A. Molony
Free Estimates.
ROOFING
SEWING Machine ReMetal & Shingles.
pair. All makes and
Aluminum & Vinyl
models. Home & InSiding.
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
Free estimates.
sharpening. 40 yrs.
759-1600
Call
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674, TREES. limbs, bushes
pruned or removed,
Stella, Ky.
SUMMER is the time to brush clean-ups, etc.
either deadwood: or Call Jerry at 759-4808 or
remove diseased an- 759-9661 7 eves.
d/or unwanted trees. SURE-Way stump reFor all your needs- call moval. No lawn damBover's Tree Service- age. Low, inexpensive
the professionals at rates. For free estimates call 753-5484 or
753-0338.
"I" &D FIRE EX- 437-4752.
TINGUISHER SER- WET BASEMENT? We
VICE. Sales- service- make wet basements
installation of all types dry. Work completely
of fire extinguisher & guaranteed. Call or
range hood fire sup- write Morgan Conpression systems. struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Licensed & bonded. 409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
753-9260.
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CoRret.s
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS

EXPERIENCE

•
•

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
Work. References.
Coll Will Ed Bailey
753-0689
J.L. McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
timber. Call 753-7528.
JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs.
experience. Also,
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0366.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
7577-1711Wr
air conditioners. Dill
Electric 759-1577.
WILL do bushhogging
and order gardens. Call
753-8590.

WE

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service
city
Installing
sewer, water lines
& septic tanks. All
backhoe
types
work.

753-9224
30 Years Experience
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
MIDWIDE complete
prenatal through postpartum care. Catherine
Worster 1-901-642-5777.
MITCHELL Paving.
Commercial. residential. Large or
small. 30 years experience. Call 753-1537.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist Repair and,
preventative maintenance. Roofs, floors,
plumbing, wiring.
hurricane straps 7594850.

115 South 13th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-3492

MURRAY
HOT TUBS
SALES • RENTALS
Chemicals•Maintenance

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Silver
Gold
Closed
Closed
Yesterday
404.55
Yesterday
Opened
Opened
Today
404.00
Today
Up
.55
Down
Compliments of.
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
713 S. 12th Murry Ky. 42071

5 60
5.72
12

753 7113
its
We buy Gold. Silver & Dian
1/Vt• loan money on anything of value
Hours: 10 6 Daily. Closed Sunday

Services Offered

SOLID WOOD CABINETS
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
IUNCASES • MANTLES • EtOOKCASES
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPUITIVE PRICES Drop17 S. Se* Our Display
•

O O•
OOOO
O OOOO
OO

o bou r ye Circle
Sou n

.
9
.
•.40

OOOO•OO

PUBLIC AUCTION
45 Years Accumulation
Tremendous Equipment and Vehicle Liquidation
Sale of J.D. Barter Construction Co.
Located One Mile South of
Harrisburg, II. on Bt. 34
SATURDAt SEPTEMBER 20, 1986
Beginning at 8:30 Sharp
Rain or Shine
MOTOR
150
APPROXIMATELY
VEHICLES
Consisting of 13 4-wheel drive FWD single
axle trucks; 3 Euclid off-highway single axle trucks; water trucks; tank trucks; winch
trucks; flat-bed trucks; service trucks;
loboys; automobiles such as 1980 Chev.
4-dr. Caprice, 1979 Ford LTD 4-dr.; 1978
Electra 4-dr. Buick; 1978 4-dr. 98
Oldsmobile, other cars and salvage
vehicles. Something for everyone.
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
Caterpillar 955 end loader; Caterpillar 12E
motor grader; Case 580C backhoe; Webco
scraper; Hopto hydraulic backhoe; 2-885
David Brown diesel utility tractors with roll
guards-3 P.H. - one shows less than 200
hours on tach.; 8N Ford; Int. H. tractor
with W.F.; fertilize spreader; Bush Hog;
Brillion rollers; lot of wheel discs; lot of
odds and ends equipment.
ONE LOT OF NEW AND USED INTERNATIONAL AND FORD TRUCK PARTS
PLUS WINCONSIN PARTS.
Tons of Scrap Iron and Salvage
Many itmes not listed.
SUPPLIES, PUMPS, PIPE
AND MISCELLANEOUS
Consisting of water pumps, electric motors
of all kinds and sizes, snow plow parts, steel
cable, lots of barrels, lot of concrete, metal
fiber, and clay culverts, lots of guard rail,
gas tanks and stands, antennae towers,
tires and wheels- all kinds and sizes, rubber hose and thousands of items relating to
a construction firm of this size. Impossible
to list it all.
LOT OF OFFICE TRAILERS,STORAGE
TRAILERS, FLAT TRAILERS AND
TANK TRAILERS
TERMS - CONDITIONS OF SALE: Cash,
or good check day of sale. Registration required for Buyers Number with proper I.D.
Settlement must be made day of sale. No
articles to be removed from premises until terms of sale are complied with. Not
responsible for accidents of theft. Any announcements made sale day take
precedence over advertising-printing
materials.
AUTIONEER'S NOTE: Gentlemen, this is
one sale you dare not Miss. We have so
many items to sell that we will sell the
miscellaneous in group lots. There are approximately 10 acres of merchandise - a
lifetime accumulation. This sale is the one
you have beed waiting for. Mark your
calendar and plan to spend the day with us.
Sale items subject to additions and
deletions.
SPECIAL NOTICE:
There will be no sale orders. We will sell
as we come to it. Everything sells as is
where is with all its faults. 30 days removal
time.
STARTING TIME 8:30 A.M. SHARP!
Lunch on Grounds
H.S. "SAM" Barter. Owner
Harrisburg, II
(618)252-5200 (Ask for Jim Guard)
(618)252-3300

Col Charles L. Buchanan, Auctioneer
rq
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-THE IRON SALESMAN
Ring-men and Auctioneers: Charles Gritty
and Kenny Buchanan
'Often linitsied Vetri: Duplicated
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Sunday
School Lesson

Survivors able to flee burning plane
FORT CAMPBELL,
Ky. (AP) — The two
Tennessee National
Guardsmen who survived a plane crash here
that killed the three
other crewmen were
able to flee the burning
C-130 Hercules, a
witness said.
"I saw one guy jumping off the fuselage, "
said Gene Glascock, an
operations employee at
Campbell Army Airfield
who arrived at the scene
shortly after the crash
Tuesslay.
"I think it was the one
less seriously hurt. And
I saw another one on fire
running from the
airplane," Glascock
said Thursday.
Glascock was across
the airfield when the
crash occurred and did
not see the plane go
down, but he said he
hurried to the site after
hearing the impact and
seeing the smoke from
the burning craft.
Five* Air •Force investigators were still
looking into the crash
Thursday. It may have
occurred after an
engine in the C-130
assault airlift plane fail-

ed while the members of
the 118th Tactical Airlift
Command in Nashville
were practicing a
"touch-and-go" landing.
Funeral serviCes were
scheduled today and
Saturday for the three
guardsmen who died in
the crash — Maj.
Michael G. Beadle, 38,
of Nashville, the plane's
commander; Maj.
Timothy J. Myers, 38, of
Goodlettsville, Tenn.,
the C-130s navigator;
and Master Sgt. Charles
E. Tipper, 54, of Murfreesboro, Tenn:, a loadmaster and technician.
Capt. David E.,
Pelham, 39 , of
Nashville, remained at
Blanchfield Army Community Hospital's intensive care unit with
burns on his face and
hands, officials said.
Pelham was the co-pilot
of the downed craft.
Staff Sgt. Patrick M.
Nash, 27, of Goodlettsville, was in critical
condition at the U.S. Army Burn Center at
Brooke Army Medical
Center in San Antonio,
Texas.
Nash, the flight
engineer, suffered third-

degree burns over 57
percent of his body.
U.S. Sen. Jim Sasser,
D-Tenn:', urged Air
Force Secretary Edward C. Aldridge Jr. on
Thursday to replace the
Tennessee guard's aging tactical aircraft
with newer planes.
"I want to urge the
Department of the Air
Force to move ex-

peditiously to modernize the Tennessee Air
Guard. ... I appeal for
your help and support in
eliminating the C-130As,
which are growing unsafe as they age,"
Sasser said in a letter to
Aldridge.
Sasser said the planes
like the one that crashed
"have reached the end
of their useful life."

Man questioned about hijacking
says he works for Libyan goverment
ISLAMABAD,
Pakistan (AP) — A man
with a Libyan passport
being questioned in connectiqn with the hijacking of a Pan Am jetliner
has said he works for
the Libyan government
on foreign assignments,
officials said today.
Federal Investigation
Agency officials told
The Associated Press
that Selman Taraki was
arrested after his name
came up during the investigation into last Friday's hijacking of Pan
Am Flight 73 in

Karachi.
"We have a lot of
suspicions regarding
Taraki," said one FIA
official.
FIA director general
Obaidur Retunan told
AP Thursday night that
Taraki had a Libyan
passport, but appeared
to be a Palestinian. The
passport appeared to be
a forgery, he said.
Officials have identified as Palestinians
the four gunmen who,
dressed as airport
security guards, seized
the Pan Am Boeing 747.

By H.C. Chiles
At the proper time,
after the floodwaters had
subsided. God commanded Noah to come
forth from the ark.
Without hesitation Noah
promptly obeyed God's
command, and brought
with him the members of
his family. The altar
which he erected to God
was mute evidence of
Noah's
profound
gratitude to God for the
mercy which He had
shown in preserving and
delivering them, when
the rest of the human
race had been destroyed.
A New Beginning—
Genesis 9:1-7
Sin had been punished,
grace was working, and
God was ready to guide
and bless those through
whom the earth was to
be populated and ruled.

-

se

marble exterior, and the
journalistic traditions
embodied by Murrow.
The departure followed by one day the
resignation of a Sauter
ally, CBS chairman and
chief executive officer
Thomas H. Wyman,who
was replaced by CBS
founder William S:
Paley and Laurence A.
Tisch, a major CBS
stockholder.
Paley, 84, will be
chairman; Tisch, 63,
will be chief -executive
officer — both temporary positions while a
search committee seeks
successors.

ALEXANDRIA,
Egypt(AP) — The final
session of the EgyptianIsraeli summit was
delayed two hours today
while the sides tried to
bridge differences on
the Palestinian issue for
CORBIN, Ky.(AP) — an area not known for a final communique, a
There are only 19 its educational prowess. top Israeli official said.
President Hosni
students in this year's
The area's poor
Mubarak
and Israeli
senior class at St. educational perforCamillus Academy in mance was recently Prime Minister Shimon
Corbin, but six have a cited in a report by the Peres appeared briefly
shot,* national honors. Mountain Association on a balcony of the Ras
The six are National for Community el-Tin palace, then
Merit Scholarship Econoriire- Developsemifinalists, giving the ment, which said the
school the highest district in central and Federal-State Market News Service
September 12, Hai
percentage of sonthcentrai Kentucky Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Maiket
semifinalists in the lagged behind other Report Includes I Buyiag Statism
Receipts. Act. $17 Est. $50 ljii
state. National figures areas of the state and &
Gilts weak to .26 lower Sows steady
are not recorded.
nation.
the
la LIM IsWer.
U8
1-2 1133-260 Lbs.
568.75-59.25
According to the U8 1-2
The semifinalist list,
1111-211 Lbs.
$53.00-38.73
of
the
percent
which includird 235 Ken- report, 62
U8 2-3 ULM Lbs.,
133.23-61.75
US 34 more Lbs.
157.25-52.25
tucky students, was an- adults in the district did Sow.
high
nounced Wednesday. not complete
US 1-2 370-350 Lbs.
01.00.57.00
$50.00.53.00
The students compete school, money is scarce US 1-3 300-450 Lbs.
US 1-3 460-6110 Us.
163.80.56.00
communication
betfor college scholarships. and
US IS Over NO Lbs.
$88.00-38.00
few 58.50
Corbin is in the 5th ween parents and
U8 2-3 ULM Lbs.
540.00-30.00
Congressional District, schools is poor.
Boars $43.110-411.110

Hog market

Green Berets transferred
FORT CAMPBELL,
Ky.(AP) — About 1,500
of the U.S. Army's elite
Green Beret troops will
be transferred here
from Fort Bragg, N.C.,
over the next two years,
a spokesman said.
A ceremony was set
for today for Maj. Gen.
Burton D. Patrick to
welcome the 250 soldiers
who already have arrived at Fort Campbell,
headquarters for the
Army's 101st Airborne
Division, Capt. James
Pullen, a Fort Campbell
spokesman, said
Thursday.
The transfer of the 5th
Special Forces Group
was ordered to relieve a
housing and barracks
shortage at Fort Bragg,
Pullen said.

"We have a little
more space to handle
the unit. We're kind of
spreading out the
troops," he said.
The 250 troops with
the 1st Battalion arrived
in mid-August, Pullen
said. Officials were unsure when the second
round of Green Berets
will transfer.
"It's going to be a
long, drawn-out process
over the next two years.
Then they'll be permanently stationed
here," he said.
Fort Campbell, which
straddles the KentuckyTennessee border, had
22,421 troops prior to the
1st Battalion's arrival,
Pullen said.

Stock Market
-26.87
Industrial Average
1767.43
Previous Close
31% -1%
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1
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GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

entered separate rooms
to meet with their
delegations.
The Israeli official,
speaking on condition of
anonymity, said the
delegations set to work
on statements concerning the Palestinian issue
for a document summarizing the
achievements of the
summit, the first between the two countries
in five years.
Both Mubarak and
Peres said after their
three-hour private
meeiling Thursday that
the talks dealt largely
with how to bring the
Palestinians Into the
Middle East' peace
process.

CHNINAl MOTORS COOPORATION

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

2.9% for 36 months
4.8% for 48 months
GMAC Finacing
On all 1986 Passenger Cars El Caminos, C+K 10-20
Pickups, 2 & 4 Wheel Drive; S-10 Pickups, 2 & 4 Wheel
Drive; S-10 Blazers, 2 & 4 Wheel Drive, CiK Blazers, Subrbans and G Cargo Vans
If you decide not to take advantage of the GMAC Financing You May Qualify For Rebates from

300 to 1000
WAI
TAYLOR
CHIVR
7511.1617

GENUINE TOYOTA

AIR FILTER
$4.35

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSOM

753-3366

BAGENUINE

Double-stage filtering element with
anti-drainback valve

Weekend Special

•Higher reserve
capacity than
ever before
•Increased
cranking
performance for
dependable
starts in cold •
weather

No Limit

Rent 3 Movies Get 1 FREE
Members Get 2 FREE
Come in early for the best selection
Join Our Movie Club
VCR Special
For The
Weekend
••;
-•/••P
-

ES

From $29.95

41 41 II 41 41 40 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41

$n am

eitamt
641 S.Slurrey

WE'VE GOT THE BEST FOR YOUR TOYOTA:

Multi-stage filtering element

Only

PURCHASE
AREA

MORE
SATISFACTION!

Come To The

Please Be
Patient
We've begun our carrier delivery in Calloway
County. We are very
excited about giving
most of our county
subscribers same day
delivery.
Please be patient and
work with us to ensure
everyone gets their
paper.
If you have any questions call 753-1916.

earth and respecting the
value of human life. In
emphasizing
the
sacredness of the life of
man, made in the image
of God, God demanded
that if a man takes the
life of another his life
shall be forfeited. Had
God's instruction on this
subject been practiced,
history would not have
been as it has, and
murder would not be as
rampant as it is today.
God will hold every

Egyptian— Israel summit
delayed on Palestine issue

Six out of 19 Corbin seniors
have shot at national honors
CBS head caught in conflict

NEW YORK (AP) —
Ousted CBS News President Van Gordon Sauter
was caught between a
Black Rock and a hard
place, between the bottom line and thelegacy
of Edward R. Murrow.
It's a conflict that is
likely to shadow the
next CBS News boss as
well.
Sauter, two-time
president of CBS News,
resigned under pressure
Thursday, a victim of
the continuing tug-ofwar between the profits
required by CBS' New
York corporate headquarters, nicknamed
Black Rock for its black

There was to be a new
beginning, full of hope
and
with
every
guarantee of divine
blessing.
God blessed Noah, the
second head of the
human race, and gave
him special instructions
about replenishing the'

slayer responsible for And so it-is with the dark
the blood that he sheds. and tragic things in our
lives of which the clouds
An Unconditional
Promise — Genesis 9:8-15 are the symbols. Not onIn these verses we ly does the rainbow prehave the account of the vent man from yielding
first great covenant to presumption or to
mentioned in the Bible. despair, but it reminds
Noah did not propose a him anew of God's love,
covenant nor request which is calling upon him
one. As always, the in- to continue to trust and to
itiative came from God's obey God.
Moreover,the rainbow
love and grace. God
made an unconditional was a visible sign which
promise to Noah and his would serve to confirm
descendants that He men in their faith and to
would never again dispel their fears. It shall
destroy the whole earth ever be a symbol of
with a flood. God ratified God's protection of His
this promise with the giv- people. Regardless of
ing of the rainbow. Noah what unfavorable cirhad "seep the rainbow cumstances they may
times,
but encounter, or what
many
thereafter he saw more tragedies they may exin it than just the radiant perience, God's children
beauty of its seven can and should trust in
prismatic colors — red, His reliability. His
orange, yellow, green, gracious purpose to care
for and bless them is so
blue, indigo and violet.
The appearance of the comforting and reassurits ing. This reminder of His
rainbow
tells
observers that, however love for us constitutes a
_dark the cloud may be, great challenge to us to
the sun is still shining. trust and to obey God

Get 27 Free Movies
and Daily Discounts

HATCHER
TOYOTA
515 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-4961

TOYOTA
GENUINE PARTS

WE'VE
fr
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GO )
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Your movie professionals
have over 50 VCR's and
over 2025 Movies
Open Til 8 Fri. & 6 Sat.

TOYOTA
PARTS AND SERVICE
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Fall Fashion'86
Form flattering,fluid fabrics
the basis for fall,1986,styles
"Fashion is a form of ugliness so intolerable that women have to alter it every six
months." So said Oscar Wilde, famous writer and recorder of the sensibilities of his
day.
How much truth there is to his statement is debatable, for women the world over
still have an unwavering love of fashion and all the beauty and mystery which surrounds it.
In the quest for the fashion look that makes a statement, will become a classic, or
at least cause a stir on Seventh Avenue. designers assemble a collection each season
hoping for glowing reviews from department store buyers, the fashion press and potential customers.
And, more often than not, each season skirt with highnecked sweater or silk
is marked by a particular look to the blouse — will replace many a daytime
clothes. This fall, the trend is towards and dinner suit this season.
The sweater set is making a comeback
clothing that drapes the body, skimming
it ever so softly in fabrics that are luxur- and can be found everywhere, from daytime sportswear to elegant evening weal..
ious and, yes, soft.
Wool jerseys, cashmeres. merino But. nowhere does it show its true form
wools, silks, satins. velvets. lambswools better than in cashmere. Soft and seducand crepes are the fabrics to look for in tive, one sweater set can take you from
styles that look as soft and warm as they an afternoon in the country — paired
feel.
with jeans or corduroys — to an elegant
The colors this season are rich and evening — teamed with a long velvet or
classic, with gray, black, camel and blue satin skirt.
Sweater fabrics in any style and shape
stealing the show.
Pared-down and elegant is the look, have invaded the sportswear scene, with
and nowhere is it more evident than in leggings becoming the new jeans.
And, a myriad of oversized sweaters
the clean, simple lines of the wool jersey
in solids, geometries and paisleys are the
dress.
Elegantly tapered to th waist and perfect toppers. The look for daytime is
femininely flared at the hips. it will be slim, soft and easy, and sweater dressing
seen in every color from charcoal gray to embodies this feeling.
Evening wear takes on a simple aplipstick red.
Subtle and sexy. this simple look is proach with the return of "the little black
best paired with a waist-cinching black dress." It has, however, undergone some
belt and minimal jewelry — a string of changes and can be found in any number
pearls. perhaps. or a gold or silver of styles from a strapless velvet to a highnecked, slim fitting jersey.
choker.
And, no wardrobe is complete without
Hair, too, requires a sleek look.
Smoothed 4J0V/41 and pulled off the face the right amount of acces.sories to comin a classic pony tail or chignon. it accen- plement the season's clothing. Snakeskin
tuates the clean lines of this season's or lizard belts, large hoop earrings in silclothing.
ver or gold (dropped hoops are big, too),
Although many of the skirts are longer and a paisley silk or wool scarf(to wrap
this fall — some skimming the ankle — over everything from a silk blouse to an
the short, slim skirt is still very much in oversized sweater to a tweed jacket). are
musts this fall.
evidence.
What makes this season's clothing so
Paired with a longer, boxy jacket (usually with rounded shoulders) it is strik- appealing is their classic good looks —
they are -timeless styles devoid of fads —
ingly sophisticated.
Leathers are stronger than ever, and adjustable to just about everyone's perthe black leather "suit" — 'acket and sonal style. •

---011110.

Fall and Winter 1988-87 otters a sophisticated return In the classics: the all important big
coat (tar left), skirts galore, grazing the ankles (center), the ladylike dress, slim and curvy (right).

Multifaceted fall menswear has
quintessentially American flair
In a year which has seen the centennial
of the Statue of Liberty, and a reborn enthusiasm for things -American; it's- no
wonder that fall menswear should reflect
that trend.
American style in menswear is multifaceted — sportswear that's bold and
bright, reflecting the overwhelming influence of the outdoors in its proportions.
scope and emphasis: suits that are citysleek, paralleling, in fabric, the lines and
elegance of America's classic architecture — from New York's World Trade
Center to Chicago's Louis Sullivan masterpieces; formalwear..that reflects a return to tradition, a love of elegance that
has never been so appropriate as it is this
year, in which the 100th anniversary of
the tuxedo is being celebrated.
As American men discover the pleasures of dressing up — even out of the
office — sportswear is increasingly sophisticated. yet with a winning simplicity
which has broad-based appeal.
Primary colors are popular, with win'ter brights the big pews in srtswear
which underscores the increasia influence of active sports — a lifestyle be•
come style, plain and. simple!
• Pattern and texture take center stage in
knits. with Nord -inspired sweaters an
updated classics with
important trend
contemporary flair.
Also a major fashion influence are
novelty sweaters which feature motifs

ranging from Indian designs to the Statue
of Liberty.. just for the fun of it!
There's also a noticeabl‘increase in
the geometric-patterned sweaters, some
subtle, some no-holds-barred.
Jeans are still important weekend
wear, though they share the stage with
khakis, leather trousers and upscale
sweatpants, an important addition to the
fashion fast track.
Crayon colors, on the one hand, and
beefy tweeds on the other, blending an
array of colors, add up to significant
sportcoats. and the new neutral is the old
statal:by. brown, in a myriad of shades
and tones, from taupe to nutmeg. and
everything in-between.
Another old favorite, black with white.
is making news, and adding clean. contemporary appeal to menswear for Lill
'86.
Suits are elegant and sophisticated.
and modifications in the over-all silhouette have been subtle. •
On the whole, jackets boast broader.
more defined shoulders and get narrow
at the hip. fix a leaner look which is emphasized by the absence of center vents.
At the same time. forMalwear _is. ea
ideal area for experimentation, tempting
designers to add touches of individual-,
ism, which range from velvet ribbons to
all-over beading, for distinction and
dash.
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JCPenney has clothes for
the entire family. Janet
Schecter and her young
sons, Scotty and Josh, look
very attractive.

Ic

Roman Shapla wears the
latest fall fashion with
much style and ease. His
clothes are from Lad &
Lassie. -
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For the active young person, Faye's Monogram
has just the perfect
sweatsuit. To make the
occasion more festive
she even blew up a few
balloons.

f

'4

•

Frudy &
Taylor-Clark
•

•
•

Mega Sweaters! Big Shirts! Legging
Pants! What better way to begin a
fashionable fall. All these popular
styles are found at JCPenney.
Look your best this season.

JC-De ey.,...
Chastnut Hills Shopping Cantor
Murray, Ky. 42071
°Kim 759-1400
Catalog: 1-0004224161
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This shimmering outfit
from The Cherry's will
take you right into the
Christmas holidays.
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Jean Shack
Norma's
too
NEW LOCATION

All
Photos
Taken
By
Kate
Reeves

2801 South Beltline
Paducah, Ky.
(Across from Jackson-Purchase Rural Electric)

Zena (Slightly kr.)
$7.00
Oversized Shaker-Knit
Sweaters
$9.95
Tech Wear Dress Pants
$9.95
Mon.-Thurs., 9-6, Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-6
"if you didn't buy it at
Noma's. you probably paid too much "

Sandy Miller is dressed for fall from
The Cherry's.

Fall Favorite

iwuEde,J Combo $9.00
• I 112 oz. cologne in cameo-embossed atomizer and trial sizes or
L. v. L. Bath(41—a lavish body shampoo
I. v. L."• Body Lotion—a protective moisture harrier for soft. fragrant skin
Also avadahk in Most Precious&—SII.SO Limited Time (lifer

The best the world has to offer:
ob.

"CltejiNt

aguidwreftetio

1203 Chestnut St.
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The Place's own Anna Faye Taylor is stunning in her
two-piece wool ensemble.

Miami Vice has nothing on Buckingham-Ray's Ross
James. His clothes are the "now look".

Nancy Walston looks lovely In a winter ensemble from
The Place.

4.0

Gaye Latimer is ready for a fast game of tennis in
clothes from Leta's II.
I.

Callanetics

•

Exercise Class
Starting Wednesday
October 1
io:oo or 6:00
PP
Beginners

5:30 Advanced
•

•
se....100sars

drb

alk.
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`Phe Place
SOUTHSIDE MANOR • MURRAY. KENTUCKY

We're ready to swing_
into fall! Are you?'
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•Fall Special *Fall Special oFall Specia *Fall Special

Introducing The Difference
f•J

Because good health has
a lot to do with looking good.

0.

tri

At Merle Norman, we have a total approach to
beauty. Cosmetics. Skin Care, And now, The Difference vitamin supplements, for-beauty frbm the a
C. inside out.
So stop into a Merle Norman Studio. See what -a
a difference The Difference can make for you
a
A VERY HEALTHY OFFER.
Two months calcium free with a $12 minimum •
-rt
purchase.
n
e
meRL
VVoman to Woma

=Id=L

This little miss was a true
show stopper at the recent
Hairdressers Association
Fashion Show. The affair
was held at Murray Middle
School.

noRmAn

753-6926

Bel-Air Center

•Fall Special *Fall Special *Fall Special •Fall Special

the shoe
tree
has the shoe for you...
it I
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SOUTHSIDE MANOR

—
for strallin'...
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star trippin'...

for tip-toeing...

for sun trippin'...

for hot doggin'...

...for everything
under the Sun!
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Sisters, Brook and Blair Boggess step out in fashion
from Young at Heart.

PERM SPECIALS

$20

Reg. $20

Every

Reg. $25

Wednesday

$

7
Sally Crass's beautiful two piece suit will take her every
place this winter.

*Haircuts Reg ,6 00 *4.80
-Evenings by appointment-Walk-ins Welcome
— Ask About Our Specials

_
Janie's Hair Fashkiits
Bus 492-8154

Home 492-8577

Donna Keller struts her stuff in this bold leopard jump
suit from The Mademoiselle Shop.

PATON
adds .1a.shion
excitement to the
three-piece snit

4
4
4

>

Fine wool flannel, classically styled
in wonderful colors make this pat*
and blazer o wardrobe trod. Blazer
Pont with elastic bock waistband.
Jacquard poly crepe blouse in a
stunning stripe print con be worn
bowed or not. The sweater vest
repeats the blouse pattern
and coordinates the entire look.

selle
The Mademoi
Downtown Murray

We have what you need for fall
Boys and girls sizes infant thru 14

Shop

641 North
408 South 12th, Murray
753-0005
•

•
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If you need the perfect traveling
companion, try this ultra suede
that Margaret Kirkland is mOdeling from The Mademoiselle Shop.

optITY 84L04,

DEBBIE & CAROL'S
7

Kim and Wesley Alexander know what looks best on them. They chose fall fashions
from Lad and Lassie.

Fall
Fashion

Left to right: Carol Hill, Dawn Covey and Debbie Shapla.
)
Pasilanilimidisesen
J ard Cormiolegat
Alsombort

Open
Mon.-Sat. 8-5

601 South 12th
753-5540

.41111111110. 441•115w

Look forward to a whole
wardrobe of sporty sensational looks to wear...
anywhere!

Sweaters by
Forenza &Pandora
*Blue Jean Blouses
*Big Tops and More!

Jeans for the
entire family at
discount prices!

TO CATCH THESE SHOES,
YOU'VE GOT TO MOVE FAST.

I
I

or..}4

.

,....,
I -.,

hoe
I

Sue's
Disc-Mint Jeans

I

onix

5
/o„ . „. ...w 7v-1i-di'

i Only at the

Open: Thurs.-Sat. 9-5

Hwy. 121 N. at Stella
753-2493

Take a partial look at the fastest moving shoe in the
country The Ciao! Carrera. But you better move fast.
Because we're sure they will.

I

I

I

t
o
hack

I

Don't settle for a copy!

I Olympic Plaza
Open evenings
Sundays: 1-5 p.m.
Am.

I

V15.4

I

Layaway
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All dressed up in a frilly dress for the Hairdremers
Fashion Show is this budding young model.Her clothes
are from Baby and Me.

Lacosta Beane models just the right outfit for a grade
schooler.
Beverly Warren is ready for a real work-out in an
original sweat suit from Gene & Jo's.

1 5th Anniversary Sale!
ALL NEW FALL MERCHANDISE

Fashion and Fun
come in all
Shapes and Sizes!
Next to Rover or Spot,
a kid's best friend
a wardrobe

1/2

PRICE
50% OFPHI

FINAL SUMMER CLEARANCE

1/2

OF

1/2

75"/o OFF!!
Al ' SALES CASH, NO LAYAWAY
IdaSzhaopping
,Mayftepl
9

v •

of looks to warm
their hearts and
brighten their spirits.
Both indoors and
out, the most
loveable looks
around can be
found right here!

PRICE

247 051S57

Physical fitness is the
order of the day and Kel-

are Necessities
1,ead...
224 Broadway

Paducah

442-1804

Largest selection of women's and
children's dancewear, lingerie and
accessories in the entire area.
oDance France. *Flexatard, erBaltogs,.Body
..... by Gilds Marx, *Tickets
Names like *Spenco Aeroic Weights andli
.T.0
c
*Weider Products
Also Specializing in Lingerie, Panties,
Slips, Robes, Gowns, Garter Belts,
Stockings and Body Gels
•Great Ideas for BridaPShowers,
Bachelor Parties and Anniversaries

Maternity and Children* Shoppe

BRING THIS AD IN FOR A
10% DISCOUNT!

Central Shopping Center
- ,7-59-95743

ly Thomas Is ready for
ezareise Mstwo piece
warm-up salt from
Deamisoa-Hust.

-LarA-Wrayr.8essereard,414•• -

"New Image"
Toning tables and
Wolf Suntan Bed.
Shape Up & Los*
inches Effortlessly
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Call for information
& appointment

753-7737'
Dixieland Center

•

•

•
•

••I•

••••
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SIDEWALK SALE
Friday & Saturday
Sept. 12th & 13th

Stepping out in style with Janet Ward who has the
total fall look from English Sole. She's dressed from
head to toe.

T.

Select Group, Men's

Jeans & Pants $1.0
Ladies' Levi's & Levi Bendovers,

Lee, Chic, Zena, and Palmetta

Jeans
From

$9.99$20.99

*1987 Summer Preview
1/2 price this weekend only
*Fall Fashions by Koret, Devon,
Leslie Fay & Bobbie Brooks

LAST CHANCE
SUMMER
CLEARANCE

savings
over

75%

Jo An's Varieties
Court Square

Murray

Jeans are always popular, and this jeans skirt and
blouse has the perfect touch of lace.

Since you've tried the rest...TRY THE BEST!
*LADIES FINE CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR*

We guarantee you will be delighted with
the Fall '86 Clothing and Footwear we've
chosen and the prices can't be better!

On The Square•Murray•Open 9 to 5

The Shoocase.
121 13v

-

e have short formal and party dresses for all
of your special happenings! 4 super selection
of the latest colois—Dance and Pageant gown...
(Junior and Ifisses sizes,

.111.111111.111111.111111111111911,Plogrimik
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At intermission at the Hairdresser's Fashion Show, a
demonstration of new hair styles for fall was given by left, Debbie Griffin and her model, Laura Roseman and Vicki Singleton
and her model Sharlisa Ford.

The annual Hairdressers Association Fashion
Show was held Monday evening, Sept. 8, at Murray
Middle School. Wanda Williams from Leta's,president of Murray's Hairdressers Association, served as show chairman. Julie Garrison from Leta's
was co-chairman. The event was sponsored by the
Murray affiliate of the National Hairdressers
Association.
Proceeds from the event went to scholarship
funds at Calloway County High School, Murray
High School and also Needline.
Hairstyles of the local models were done by
members of the National Hairdressers Association
In Murray: Debbie Griffin, Aleta Beane, Wanda
Futrell, Judith Darnell, Wanda Brown, Kay Dalton,
Faye Hurt, Sharon Kelso, Debbie Shapla, Carol
Hill, Lori Falwell, Cindy Cain, Julie Garrison, Mary
Bogard, Vicki Singleton, Leta Taylor, Wanda
Williams and Mary Ann McCuiston.

MONDAY-SATURDAY
SEPT. 8-13

1

/2Off The
Clearance Price Of All
Top Quality and Slightly
Irregular Men's & Ladies

Summer Wear
Choose from Men's Summer Suits
and Sport Coats and Ladies
Summer Suits, Blazers & Skirts

WHOLESALE STORES, INC.
At New Location — East South and 5th St. (Dillon Manufacturing Building)
Mayfield, Kentucky — Phone 247-2757
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Visa & Mastercard Accepted

.
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MURRAY
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T - AJ Directions
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75% off
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753-0542
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Olympic Plaza

s

Paris Road

Mayfield, Ky
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141A

Owned and Operated by Torn and Yvonne Key

_

etentmie jwidan Sliappe, .741c.
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2608 Pori Avenue

We Now Have
P'41
Fire Islander, Dalton,
James Kenrob, Russ,
Jordache, Joyce &
Campus Casuals!
Sizes 36-48 Plus
1-13 Jr.
4-20 Misy

Reg $27.50
Includes Cut & Style

•
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TALL-BIG MEN'S
CLOTHING
r

Clothes for this tall seem to have a "closer to the body"
look, as pictured here in this three piece suit.

$89.95
Suits 36-52
$59.95
Sport Coats 36-56
Slacks to Size 54
Short Sleeve Knit Shirts to 4X
Short Sleeve Dress Shirts to 3X
1/2 Price
Belts to 52 s
Now $5.00
Ties Reg. $10

Clark Clothing
Next to C-Mart
Ky. 121 North By Pass
Murray, Ky. 753-3557

4t FALL FASHION
SCENE

Fall
Fashion

Autumn is so close you can
almost sense that crackle in
the air, and it's none too soon
to be planning a new fall
look that's just as exciting.
Choose classic simplicity in
this dress by Lanz. The
elegant styling is accented by
a handmade embroidered
lace collar.
Black, $104.00

Make Your Fall
Fashion Statement

Whatever your style, it's all
here waiting for you at
Anderson's Place.

• with a Quantumf Perm Style
• with a $100.00 Beauty Kit—
For Only 10!
(When youjoin Cosmetlque)
MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT TODAY.
247 6941
1

;
n
he
&S
ad,
753-5902

)

Bel-Air
Shopping Center

MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA

.
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Check this list
When it comes to fashion, small details,can makea bigdifference. Here's
a list of hits to help you tune in to the
details you'll need to step into the season in style.
• Alligator is -in." Though ,reptilian insignias ma"); no longer adorn
the corner of your polo shirt, wide alligator belts are ideal for focusing in
on the waist and adding texture to this
season's new softer look. Alligator
shoes and pocketbooks will also make
a big splash.
• Bold paisley scarves in knockout
mixes of olive, henna and ruby, and
elbow-length suede gloves finish off
any out-of-doors outfit.
•Tired of a clumsy radio or cash separate headphones
sette player
making you rbk like you're wired for
sound? General Electric's new Side-

•
'

step ministereo doubles as a colorful
fashion accessory. Available in _
lavender or a metallic blue-and-blatk
combination, the Sidestep hasa builtin winder storage compartment for
Miniature headphones.
• Decorative headbands and clothcovered ponytail- ;holders can -update
your hair style. The chic-est way to
wear longer hair, for example, is a partial or full ponytail resting at the nape
of the neck. Smooth the sides into
place with a styling gel and secure hair
with a cloth covered elastic that won't
tangle hair. Shorter hair can be headwrapped with headbands and bows.
• For evening', the look is lace
— from lace cuffs and trim on blouses
to wool-blended lace pantyhose. A
removable lace collar can turn a daytime look into a late-night sensation.
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yn Ommiligliam will keep warm this whiter ha her sweater outfit from
Cora-Au.
Carolstia

diaitcat3 etc.
MON.-SAT.
9:00-6:00

753-6745
Dixieland Center
MURRAY

Fall Fashion '86

Pulsar Watches
Mans & Ladles Styles

,
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Fashion Footnotes for Fall of 1986 are listed
with compliments from the Shoe Shack
Fall fashions, 1986, promises us a variety of styles
In apparel, accessories, and footwear. Fashions are
so varied, in fact, that they offer us more opportunities than ever to express our individuality
where-ever we go.
The four distinct themes which dominate fashion
this fall are: (1) A Blitz of Glitz; (2) Nifty Knits;
(3) Denim Blues; and (4) Safari - Out of Africa. All
four of these fashion themft, and variations there3f, abound in many of the apparel stores in Murray. And it's encouraging to note that the footwear
designers have done a super job of creating shoes
and boots that complete this season's "looks".
Although the dominate silhouettes in footwear are
familiar — pumps,skimmer flats, and boots — the
details and treatments are not. The news is in the
colors, the materials, and the treatments.
Let's take a closer look at what fashion has to offer us this fall:
A Blitz of Glitz
All that glitters is not gold; in fact, this fall it is
more likely to be silver, pewter, or bronze which
have eclipsed gold as the metal of choice. Metallic
studs, jewels, and anything with luster bedeck and
bedazzle everything from sweaters and skirts to
denim jackets and jeans. Metallic finishes and
jeweled accents also turn basic pumps and skimmer flats into anything but basic. And remember
that metallics can be wonderful neutrals in
footwear and can add a "Midas touch" to many of
this fall's outfits.
Nifty Knits
Knits — the shape of things to come — are reinterpreted this fall in the form of elongated and oversized sweaters; stirrup pants and leggings;
straight, long skirts; tunics; etc. An hey come in
graphic prints, Nordic prints, mosai rints; floral
prints, or solids in a spectrum of vib Lilt, rich colors. The colors are reflected in the f twear too —
shoes and boots in fucshia, grape, violet, sungold,

nil

a-

r

• memory
• Insurance I,
Available i
I ft(7)
Cokewatch
Here I
s teni
lai "

-Ciao! boots and rag socks or aldlver lace-up by L.A.
Gear.
Safari — Out of Africa
Meryl Streep influenced the Safari look for Fall
'86 in her role as Baroness Karen Blixen in Out of
Africa. Robert Redford didn't look so bad either!
Create the Safari look with long khaki skirts and
camp shirts, bush hats, khaki and olive drab pants
or jodhpurs, hand-carved animal necklaces and
belts, and safari-inspired Blucher shoes and safari
boots.
No matter which "look" you choose for Fall '86,
remember that you can tastefully mix items and
accessories to achieve your own person style — the
one you feel most comfortable.
All the shoes for the fashion show were from Shoe
Shack, Footprints, Buckingham-Ray, Corn-Austin,
Shoe Tree and English Sole.

jade, and lapis blue to coordinate with the bold colors of the.Iullts.
Denim Blues
Actually denims have never gone out of favor.
Jeans are a part of just about everybody's wardrobe. But now, they're fashion again. This fall
denims are expressed as CLASSIC, AMERICANA
with a strong western influence, or MOD — the
tough look reminiscent of the '50s and James Dean.
They come as stonewashed jeans, jumpsuits, skirts,
jackets, dresses, and surprisingly, boots, made
from an authentic pair of stone-washed jeans.
Complete the CLASSIC look with a 4-eye tie
Blucher or camp shoe, tassel loafer, penny loafer,
or a versatile low-heel classic boot.
Reflect an AMERICANA mood with denim boots
or hand-tooled skimmer flats.
Or interpret the MOD look with bold colors of

Come
in
check
our
fall
fashions

DWiGI-E1
THE SHOE SALON
2221 Broadway
Midtown
Paducah, Ky.

QUALITY
FILM DEVELOPING

112 Prints for
The Price of 1"

Maggie Young
Paducah's Newest
Ladies Shop
Invites You To View
The New
Fall Fashions

Limit one coupon per customer and one
coupon per roll with this ad.
Empires July 17, 1956

I

..°1•1:11:8

Snap Shot
Photo

I
•

1 HOUR
PHOTO DEVELOPING I

PADUCAH

Olympic Plaza. Murray
739-9347
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Ell UM NM
MI MINI IIIIIII
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Spiked beep with a French roilin one elfall's new heir treed& Sedgy Johann wee the attractive model.
Authentic cycling gear by Hind Performance is in a
new cotton-soft fabric of Du Pont Supplex nylon that
looks good and offers plenty of value too. Durable
easy-care and lightweight, fabrics of Supplex can be
seen in activewear styles ranging from swimsuits to
ski apparel.

Let Lisa, Diana or Renee
Give You That New Fall Look

Recently, Renee, Diana and Lisa attended a style show in
Gatlinburg on the latest hairstyles for Fall.

Look Your Very Best For Fall...

#2 Dixieland center

(502) 753-0882

•

•
^
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Richard Smotherrnan and Laurie Rollins step out in style at a
recent fashion show.

Fine Ladies' Fashions by Koret,
Graff, Joyce, Jantzen, Fire
Islander, and Boston Traveler

HAIR H,
THE vopk o,)

urr

*Layaway now for Christmas
Dixieland Center
753-8365

753-4070
603 S. 4th St.
Diane Durr, Owner
Danny Hutson
Saturday 9-1
Open ff.?

.1111111=

Fall Fashion
Begins With A
Slimmer, Trimmer You
lakettay Village Shopping Eenter — Paris, TN
9111442-9620

MEW

London Body
Sweaters Values to $48 $15-822
Large Selection of Jeans
Levi's. Lee's. Calvin Klein, Gasoline & Others.
All At Great Savings"
Large Selection of

Fall and Winter Clothes
at Great Values

Jac)
Sand) Fulton
Manager
Counselor

Ceumeeler
Jean Lee

Counselor
Opal Ginner

Come Meet the Diet Center Counselors and see
how you can lose that stubborn weight on a diet
tailored to your needs.

Dietim
Center-

7:69-12:38. 2:30-5:30 M-F
10:00-Noon Sat.

1210 Johnson Blvd.
753-0020

•

•

t•
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SALON

M-S 8-5
1600 Dodson, Murray
753-8282

1:1

The New Fall
American Image Looks
Discover The Adventurous
New Fall and Winter Styles
For Men and Women at Leta's

•

Corn-Austin has the perfect clothes for the sophisticated man or woman. Shown
wearing the latest winter styles are Mark Burman and Claire Benton.

THE BEST LOOKING FASHIONS...
Open Friday
Night
Til 8 p.m.

Torn - (Austin To.

•
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...FOR MIXING BUSINESS & PLEASURE
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